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Abstract
X-ray micro computed tomography (CT) is a useful tool for imaging 3-D in-
ternal structures. It has many applications in geophysics, biology and ma-
terials science. Currently, micro-CT’s capability are limited due to validity
of assumptions used in modelling the machines’ physical properties, such as
penumbral blurring due to non-point source, and X-ray refraction. There-
fore many CT research in algorithms and models are being carried out to
overcome these limitations.
This thesis presents methods to improve image resolution and noise, and
to enable material property estimation of the micro-CT machine developed
and in use at the ANU CTLab. This thesis is divided into five chapters as
outlined below.
The broad background topics of X-ray modelling and CT reconstruction
are explored in Chapter 1, as required by later chapters. It describes each
X-ray CT component, including the machines used at the ANU CTLab. The
mathematical and statistical tools, and electromagnetic physical models are
provided and used to characterise the scalar X-ray wave. This scalar wave
equation is used to derive the projection operator through matter and free
space, and basic reconstruction and phase retrieval algorithms. It quantifies
the four types of X-ray interaction with matter for X-ray energy between 1
and 1000 keV, and presents common assumptions used for the modelling of
lab based X-ray micro-CT.
Chapter 2 is on X-ray source deblurring. The penumbral source blurring
for X-ray micro-CT systems are limiting its resolution. This chapter starts with
a geometrical framework to model the penumbral source blurring. I have sim-
ulated the effect of source blurring, assuming the geometry of the high-cone
angle CT system, used at the ANU CTLab. Also, I have developed the Multi-
slice Richardson-Lucy method that overcomes the computational complexity
of the conjugate gradient method, while produces less artefacts compared to
the standard Richardson-Lucy method. Its performance is demonstrated for
both simulated and real experimental data.
X-ray refraction, phase contrast and phase retrieval (PR) are investigated
in Chapter 3. For weakly attenuating samples, intensity variation due to
phase contrast is a significant fraction of the total signal. If phase contrast
is incorrectly modelled, the reconstruction would not correctly account the
phase contrast, therefore it would contribute to undesirable artefacts in the
reconstruction volume. Here I present a novel Linear Iterative multi-energy
PR algorithm. It enables material property estimation for the near field sub-
micron X-ray CT system and reduces the noise and artefacts. This PR algo-
rithm expands the validity range in comparison to the single material and
data constrained modelling methods. I have also extended this novel PR
algorithm to assume a polychromatic incident spectrum for a non-weakly ab-
sorbing object.
Chapter 4 outlines the space filling X-ray source trajectory and reconstruc-
tion, on which I contributed in a minor capacity. This space filling trajec-
tory reconstruction have improved the detector utilisation and reduced non-
uniform resolution over the state-of-the-art 3-D Katsevich’s helical reconstruc-
tion, this patented work was done in collaboration with FEI Company.
Chapter 5 concludes my PhD research work and provides future directions
revealed by the present research.
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1Introduction and Background
Optical imaging is the art of measuring the interaction between light and an
object, in a way that helps us understand that object. An imaging process
consists of light, an object, a detector, and a processing device. The object
disturbs the light field, thereby embeds information onto the light field, and
the intensity of the light field is measured by the detector.
Visible light only interacts with the surface of an optically opaque object,
so a more penetrating light or a physical probe is needed to obtain informa-
tion regarding the internal and composition of the object. Knowing the inter-
nal structures of the object is fundamental in understanding many physical,
geological and biological processes. X-rays have a high penetrating power, so
there are interactions with the internal structure of objects. Section 1.1 shows
why X-rays are used for imaging, and the progression of X-ray imaging tech-
nology through history to today’s Computed Tomography (CT) system used
at ANU CTLab.
The X-ray micro-CT imaging system consists of an illuminating X-ray
source, an object of interest, one or more stages to translate and rotate the
object, and an X-ray detector. X-rays generated from the source are scat-
tered when passing through the object and then propagates to the detector.
These propagated X-rays are imaged by measuring the intensity at the X-ray
detector. I describe the fine-focus X-ray micro-CT set-up used at ANU in
comparison to a few other systems, as well as progresses and applications of
X-ray CT in section 1.2.
To understand and improve X-ray micro-CT, we must first become famil-
iar with the background of X-ray micro-CT. This understanding leads to im-
2 Introduction and Background
provement in source deblurring in chapter 2 and phase retrieval in chapter 3.
These two chapters form the main body of my original work.
I divide the rest of the background of X-ray micro-CT into the following
sections: optimisation problems (section 1.3), modelling of X-ray waves (sec-
tion 1.4), X-ray propagation approximation (section 1.5), state-of-the-art phase
retrieval algorithms (section 1.7), X-ray and object interaction (section 1.6), CT
reconstruction with circular trajectory (section 1.8), and its applications (sec-
tion 1.9).
The optimisation problems in section 1.3 present fundamental statistical
and mathematical tools we use to form a physical model of the X-ray waves
propagation through free space and matter. I present the statistical maximum
likelihood inference and show that optimising the statistical likelihood for a
normal distribution is equivalent to a metric norm optimisation. We then
present methods to solve this metric norm optimisation.
Section 1.4 presents a physical model of light propagation, in particular
the X-ray wave propagation in free space and through matter. In this section
I present equations characterising the X-ray propagation on the temporal and
spatial scale of a typical lab-based X-ray CT system.
Section 1.5 studies and models directional X-ray propagation towards the
detector, by combining the results from the optimisation problems and mod-
elling of X-ray in section 1.3 and 1.4 respectively. This section presents a
forward projection approximation through matter (useful for CT reconstruc-
tion), and the transport of intensity equation through free space (useful for
phase retrieval).
Section 1.6 investigates different types of X-ray scattering in the object,
and discusses the relevance to micro-CT systems. I quantify the attenuation
and phase shift coefficients within the object in terms of X-ray energy, and the
object properties of density and atomic number.
Section 1.7 discusses the reconstruction of intensity and phase-shift of X-
rays after exiting the object by performing phase retrieval on the recorded
intensity image at the detector. I discuss two state-of-the-art phase retrieval
methods: the single material approximation, and the multiple propagation
distance measurement.
§1.1 Why X-rays? 3
Section 1.8 presents a filtered back-projection CT reconstruction algorithm
and an iterative reconstruction algorithm for projection data acquired using
a circular X-ray source trajectory. This reconstruction algorithm outputs the
X-ray attenuation of the object, and I use this reconstruction algorithm to
demonstrate the sampling sufficiency requirements.
In section 1.9, I will outline the assumptions made in section 1.7 and 1.8
that could be invalid for lab based micro-CT system, and the corresponding
computation or hardware remedies that could eliminate or reduce the effect
of such break downs in assumptions.
1.1 Why X-rays?
X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm C. Röntgen in 1895, who received the first
ever Nobel Prize in Physics. The famous image of his wife’s hand with the
ring [1] is considered to be the first medical X-ray image ever taken, and that
has demonstrated the potential of using X-rays to image internal structures.
He created X-rays by accelerating electrons from a cathode to an anode with
a potential difference (or voltage) ranging from a few keV to 100 keV. Upon
impact with the anode, some of the energy from the electrons are converted
to X-ray photons.
Normal visible light is great for surface photography, but it lacks penetrat-
ing power and does not probe inside most objects. We need light or particles
that is able to partially penetrate through an object to have some interac-
tion with the inside of the object, while at the same time not too penetrating
where there is no interaction with the object. Very high frequency light, such
as Gamma rays are too penetrating. X-rays at around 1-1000 keV, equivalent
to a frequency of 2.4× 1017 to 2.4× 1020 Hz or wavelength of 1.24× 10−9 to
1.24× 10−12 meters respectively, can partially penetrate the object, and have
enough interaction to be measured by the detector [1]. As well as the penetra-
tion of X-rays, their low refractive index enables projection imaging without
lenses.
4 Introduction and Background
1.1.1 Development of X-ray Computed Tomography (CT)
X-ray CT is concerned with reconstructing an object from multiple projec-
tions of the object and it is a combination of two fields: X-ray imaging and
computed mathematical inversion reconstruction.
As outlined above, X-rays were first discovered in 1895 by Röntgen [1],
and the very first X-ray radiograph image of his wife’s hand demonstrated
the possibility of using X-rays to image internal structures. Projectional radio-
graphy was invented by the Italian radiologist Alessandro Vallebona in the
1930s by taking X-ray radiograph images from multiple angles, this allows
3-D information to be obtained from those 2-D X-ray images [2].
Computed Tomography (CT) came much later; the direct reconstruction
technique was first applied to radio astronomy in the 1960s and was devel-
oped by Bracewell and Riddle [3]. It was first put into clinical use in medical-
CT in the early 1970s. At that time, a clinical scan could produce images from
a circular scan that were 100 by 100 pixels. By the end of 1970s, CT machines
could produce images that were 512 by 512 pixels. By the late 1980s, it only
took 3 seconds to produce an image of the size of 1024 by 1024 pixels. Im-
provement continued through the 1990s, multi-slice detectors with the best
CT machine was capable of returning an image with 4-slices of images[4; 5].
CT technology continues to improve by having more image pixels, and
higher resolution. In 1982, the first micro-CT was invented and built by Elliott
and Dover [6], their micro-CT achieved a pixel size of about 20 microns. In
the 1990s, micro-CT systems have become commercially available [7]. In 2016,
the state-of-the-art micro-CT scanner with the use of the supercomputer at
Australian National University can produce a quality 3072 by 3072 by 3072 to
18000 voxels 3D-image [8]. I will discuss X-ray micro-CT in section 1.2.
1.2 X-ray Micro-CT System and Comparison
This section will describe the imaging set-ups of an X-ray micro-CT, including
the one used at the Australian National University (ANU) CTLab [8] (in sec-
tion 1.2.5), and compare it with other X-ray systems. X-ray micro-CT typically
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consists of four parts: (1) an illuminating X-ray source (see section 1.2.1), (2)
an object being imaged (see section 1.2.2), (3) one or more stages that translate
and/or rotate the object relative to the source and detector (see section 1.2.3),
and (4) an X-ray detector to measure the X-ray intensity after passing through
the object (see section 1.2.4). For an illustration of a CT setup, see Fig. 1.1.
Fig. 1.1: An illustration of an X-ray CT setup.
1.2.1 X-ray Source
The X-ray source is used to generate X-ray photons, some of these photons
then travel through the object onto the detector. See Fig. 1.1 for the relative
position of the X-ray source in a CT system. Current state-of-the-art X-ray
sources include lab based reflection source, lab based transmission source,
and synchrotron source.
For both lab based reflection and transmission sources, electrons are fired
at a metal target material. Most X-rays are produced when the electrons
come near a target metal’s nuclei, this process is known as Bremsstrahlung
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(braking radiation) effect [9; 10; 11]. Only a small fraction (about 1%) of the
kinetic energy of the electrons are transformed into X-ray photons, while the
rest are transformed into heat. This heat can damage the target, and is a topic
for future discussion.
For an illustration diagram of transmission and reflection source, see Fig.
1.2 (drawn after consultation with Dr. Levi Beeching).
In a synchrotron source (see section 2.2 of X-ray Data Booklet [12] for an
in depth background), X-ray photons are generated by bending or wiggling a
beam of electrons travelling near the speed of light. When the travelling path
of electrons are bent, high energy photons (in this case, X-ray photons) are
produced in the same direction as the original path of the electron beam.
In terms of target and filament material, there are three subcategories for
reflection sources: stationary target material, rotating anode, and liquid metal
jet sources [13]. Many other materials are used in place of tungsten, such as
molybdenum and silver used as target and filament, where LaB6 is only used
as filament.
For micron scale imaging, the incident electrons need to be focused and
filtered to a micron sized spot on the target material, we call this a micro-
focused X-ray source. Since not all X-rays are generated on the surface, a thin
target material reduces the source spot volume size. Since the target material
for transmission sources is generally much thinner than the target material
for a reflection source, therefore the spot volume size for transmission source
is smaller (see Fig. 1.4 for a photo of a transmission source). For ANU CTLab,
this micro-focus set-up generates an X-ray source that is close to a point for
imaging objects that requires resolution less than 10 microns (see section 1.2.5
for specifications).
This micron sized source spot reduces the penumbral blurring at the de-
tector when using the fine-focus set-up at the ANU CTLab. Penumbral blur-
ring is a limiting factor in the imaging resolution of the fine-focus micro-CT
system, and this is discussed in depth in section 1.9.2.
However, micro-focused X-ray sources require focusing electrons from the
filament onto a region of microns on the target, and most of electron’s kinetic
energy is transformed into heat. This heat generation brings the disadvantage
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(top)
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Fig. 1.2: An illustration of a micro focus source: (top) reflection source, (bot-
tom) transmission source.
of the micro-focus source. The problem of a transmission micro-focus X-ray
source is the small focus spot size, therefore the source could only operate
at lower electron intensity (and with lower X-ray intensity being generated)
to prevent the melting of the filament or the target from the electron beam.
The maximum thermal constraint for power per focus spot radius at melt-
ing is in the range of 0.7-1.5 W/µm for tungsten (≈ 1.3W/µm), copper or
molybdenum filament [14]. For LaB6 filament, a current of 3-5 times more
than tungsten can be achieved [15] under the micro focus setting due to a
smaller work function. However, the generated X-ray intensity is still under
the thermal constraint of the micro-focus source.
For the reflection source (see photo in Fig. 1.3), a 3-D block of target
material is used. Comparing to a transmission source, reflection source has
better thermal constraint because heat could be dissipated in more directions
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and into a bigger target volume. So at ANU CTLab, for imaging large objects
when the required resolution is 10 microns or larger, a reflection source is
used due to the higher X-ray flux (see section 1.2.5 for specifications).
Fig. 1.3: A photo of a reflection micro focus source at ANU CTLab (machine
name: ANU1, see section 1.2.5).
A Synchrotron X-ray source can produce X-ray intensity that is 100 to
10,000 times more intense compared to a lab based source, while also allowing
more monochromatic X-ray photons being generated [16; 12]. However, a
Synchrotron is expensive to build, and take up much more space than a lab
based source. The Melbourne Synchrotron building is 110 meters in diameter,
while the largest synchrotron being the Large Hadron Collider (through not
a light source) in Switzerland has a diameter of 9 kilometres. A lab based
X-ray source is about the size of a shoe box.
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1.2.2 Imaged Object
X-rays generated by the source (see section 1.2.1) scatter through the object
before being recorded at the detector (see section 1.2.4). Objects from the size
of a protein molecule [17] to the size of an entire truck [18] have been imaged
by X-ray imaging. Depending on the X-ray imaging system, constraints such
as object size, atomic composition and density are placed on the object to
obtain decent signal to noise ratio and artefacts free images.
When X-ray photons pass through an object, some of them are absorbed
or scattered away from the detector, and some of them are bent slightly and
still hit onto the detector [19; 20]. When the object absorbs or scatters the X-
ray away from the detector, this is called X-ray attenuation. When the object
bends the path of the X-ray, this is called refraction.
To obtain decent signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), a good fraction of the X-ray
photons through sample must reach the detector, and a good fraction of the
X-ray photons must be attenuated or refracted by the sample.
The amount of X-ray attenuation depends on both the sample and the
X-ray energy, this will be explored in detail in section 1.6. Generally high
energy X-rays (being more penetrative) are used to image large, dense and
high atomic numbered samples. While low energy X-rays are used to image
small, light and low atomic number samples, due to the need for X-ray inter-
action with the object. The optimum sample attenuation can in principle be
calculated [21]. Since each X-ray source can only generate X-rays in a certain
energy range, this places constraint on the size, density and atomic compo-
sition of the object being imaged to ensure decent signal to noise ratio in a
reasonable time.
The object is assumed to be static and invariant, subject only to the in-
tended translational and rotational movement by the stage (see section 1.2.3),
through the whole imaging process. For a photo of an object mounted rela-
tive to the source and stage, see Fig. 1.4. However such static and invariant
condition of the sample is not always maintained. This static and invariant
condition of the sample could be difficult to maintain during the collection of
the entire X-ray imaging due to, e.g., thermal expansion of the sample due to
the heat generated from the source, and radiolysis with bubbles in fluid [22].
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Fig. 1.4: A photo of an object mounted on post in front of a transmission
source at ANU CTLab, machine name: FEI4.
Violating this static and invariant condition causes geometric misalign-
ment between projections, and therefore creates artefacts in the reconstructed
images. To maintain such ideal conditions, we require the sample not be
subject to thermal expansion or radiolysis. Thermal expansion restricts the
type of object and the object mount to dissipate the heat away, also the object
can not be placed too close to the source therefore restricting our imaging
geometry. Bubbling in salt concentrated fluid, caused by radiolysis, places
restrictions on the salt concentration of the fluid can be imaged without the
motion artefacts caused by moving bubbles during the data collection of the
entire X-ray imaging.
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1.2.3 Stage
To form a 3-D CT reconstruction of the object, we need to image the object
from various angles [23]. This is achieved by translational and rotational
movement of the object, relative to the source and detector, in between imag-
ing at each angle and at each height.
These relative movements are achieved differently for different CT sys-
tems. For medical CT, this relative translation and rotation is performed by
the rotating source and detector around the translated patient being scanned.
For conventional micro-CT, this relative translation and rotation is obtained
by fixing the object onto a stage, and the object is rotated and translated by
the stage while keeping the source and detector stationary.
There are a few trade-offs between different stages for conventional CT:
precision of movement, weight and size restrictions on the object, maximum
travel distance, and cost. The precision of movement is important, as errors in
motion of the stage would cause motion artefacts in the reconstruction [24], in
such cases sophisticated algorithms are needed to correct this artefacts [25].
Fig. 1.5: Photo of a Newport mechanical stage, in between the detector and
the source, used at the ANU CTLab, (machine name: ANU1, see section 1.2.5).
The background is the XPS motion controller that controls the movement of
the stage.
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1.2.4 Detector
After the X-ray photons are transmitted through or scattered by the object,
they are recorded by the detector. The detector is used to measure the X-ray
intensity at the detector plane, using chemical or physical reactions to form an
image. See Fig. 1.1 for an illustration about where the detector is integrated in
the whole X-ray CT system. Commonly used X-ray detection systems include:
X-ray film, direct semiconductor detector, and scintillator plus semiconductor
detector. This subsection investigates the each X-ray imaging method, and a
comparison between the different methods.
X-ray film uses photographic plates that are sensitive to X-rays, and records
the X-ray intensity hitting the plate. It typically has four layers: cellulose
triacetate or polyester base layer, adhesive layer, silver halide and gelatine
emulsion layer, and a protective layer [26]. When the X-ray film is exposed
to X-ray photons, the emulsion layer produces silver ions and electrons, and
the electrons would attract the silver ions, and form clumps of metallic silver
(in black colour). It is cheapest X-ray detectors comparing to electronic X-ray
detectors, and commonly used in dentistry. However, the film could only
record one X-ray image, and the existence of digital archiving makes the film
less useful as a storage system.
Direct semiconductor detector, first developed in 1970s, converts X-ray
photons into electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor, and these electron-hole
pairs are collected by measuring the current to detect the X-rays at each de-
tector pixel [27]. Direct semiconductor detectors are commonly based on cad-
mium telluride (CdTe) and its alloy with zinc. Other direct semiconductors
use materials such as silicon, diamond or germanium. Direct semiconductor
detectors often requires advanced cooling, and are generally expensive.
The scintillator plus semiconductor detector has two main parts: the scin-
tillator, and a charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) pixelated detector [28]. The scattered X-ray would
travel from the object to hit onto a layer of the scintillator made up of amor-
phous silicon, and some of the X-ray would be converted to visible light. This
visible light is picked up by the CCD or CMOS pixelated detector and con-
verted to electrical signal and then forms an image. At ANU CTLab, we use
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the scintillator plus amorphous silicon semiconductor detectors, see section
1.2.5 for detailed specifications of detectors used in our CT lab.
Fig. 1.6: A photo of an X-ray CT detector (Pixium RF 4343) used at the ANU
CTLab, machine name: ANU1.
One important aspect of CT setup that can be overlooked is the space
between the object and detector. For a fine focus micro-CT setup, there is a
geometric magnification by having a short distance between the source and
the object in comparison to the distance between the source and the detector.
This geometric magnification (in the region of 10-1000 times) allows detector
pixels to be much larger than the imaging resolution needed for the object.
Resolution is limited by X-ray source spot size as opposed to pixel-size for
other geometries if the source size is bigger than or equal to the effective pixel
size.
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1.2.5 ANU CTLab System
All the experimental data presented in this thesis was collected at the ANU
CTLab. In this subsection, I describe the X-ray source, objects imaged, de-
tectors and stages used at the ANU CTLab. At ANU CTLab, they image a
range of material composition and object size. They have imaged geological
rock samples, biological samples, in situ flow experiments [29], and material
science structure samples.
At ANU CTLab, there are three X-ray CT machines: ANU1, ANU2 and
FEI4. Each of them have very different X-ray sources and therefore different
capabilities of imaging.
1.2.5.1 ANU CTLab X-ray Source
Each CT machine at the ANU CTLab uses a transmission or reflection micro-
focus X-ray source with a stationary piece of tungsten as the target material,
see Fig 1.2 for an illustration. At the ANU CTLab, electrons are generated
from the filament accelerated to a certain voltage, the electrons are acceler-
ated toward the target at particular kinetic energy between 20-180 keV. The
accelerated electrons are focused by the focusing elements onto a spot on the
target material. The source spot size are in the range of 0.3-10 microns, the
exact source spot used depends on the amount of X-ray flux needed, electron
energy, the filament, and the target material geometry.
For transmission source used on ANU2 and FEI4 CT machines, the target
tungsten has a thickness of 1 and 3 microns respectively, with the source
spot size between 0.3 to 3 microns (depend on the focus mode). For the
transmission source configuration, a diamond window is used to support
and cool the thin tungsten target and support the vacuum needed for the X-
ray source. While for reflection source used on ANU1, the target tungsten is
a block of tungsten metal with a flat reflection surface, the source spot size is
around 5-10 microns. For the reflection source, Beryllium window is used to
support the vacuum needed for the X-ray source, and the block of tungsten
can support and dissipate heat due to its 3-D geometry.
We use a tungsten filament for ANU1 and FEI4 CT machines and a LaB6
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filament on the ANU2 CT machine. A tungsten filament is more economical
compared to LaB6 filament, however LaB6 lasts longer, and can focus the
electrons onto a spot size of 0.3 micron compared to 1 micron for the tungsten
filament. Common target include tungsten (atomic symbol W), copper or
molybdenum, however in our CT lab we only use the tungsten target. For a
photo of the source used at ANU CTLab, see Fig. 1.3.
For each X-ray source, there are some modes of focusing with correspond-
ing trade off in X-ray flux. For the ANU1 machine, the electrons are focused
to a spot size of approximately 3 microns, with relative flux of approximately
40 times compared to ANU2 S mode. For ANU2 machine, the S and M mode
are commonly used, it focus the source to a spot size of approximately 0.3
and 0.7 micron respectively, with relative flux of approximately 1 and 4 re-
spectively times compared to ANU2 S mode. For FEI4 machine, the S, M
and L mode can focus the source to a spot size of approximately 1, 1.5 and 3
microns respectively, with relative flux of approximately 4, 10 and 20 respec-
tively times to ANU2 S mode.
From those specifications on the source, it is evident that ANU1 is a high
flux X-ray source, while ANU2 is a nano-focus source, and while FEI4 is
a one-micron-focus source. To optimise the resolution and signal to noise
ratio of the X-ray image, we typically choose source spot size to be equal to
or smaller than the voxel width of the object, and picking an X-ray energy
where around 5-40 percent of the X-rays gets attenuated through the sample
(this percentage could be calculated [21]).
The X-ray source on ANU1 is Nikon (www.nikonmetrology.com), and the
X-ray sources on FEI4 and ANU2 are Hamamatsu (www.hamamatsu.com).
1.2.5.2 ANU CTLab Object Imaged
To image the whole object, with a decent signal to noise ratio, and without
obvious artefacts, certain conditions are placed on the object imaged at the
ANU micro-CT facility. To image the whole object, we could carry out exper-
iments with object length between 1mm to 200mm, and object diameter be-
tween 0.5mm to 200mm. The upper limit is placed by the stage travel length
and detector size, see section 1.2.3 and 1.2.4. The lower limit is constrained
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by the ability to secure the object onto the stage, and sample rigidity.
In ANU CTLab, we typically image geological, biological, and material
science samples. The composition of object that could be imaged is restricted
by the X-ray energies from our source. Since our source could generate X-ray
in the range between 20-180keV, as a quick guide for a solid object with a den-
sity around 0.5-4 relative to water (or g/cm3), only effective atomic number
between 3 and 47 could be imaged with a decent signal to noise ratio. Hy-
drogen and helium are not attenuating enough for the X-rays we generate, so
there would be very little contrast. A solid with atomic number much higher
than silver (silver has an atomic number of 47) is becoming too attenuating
for the X-rays we generate to penetrate through. For a detailed attenuation
calculation, see section 1.6.2 and 3.2.1.
ANU1 has a high flux X-ray source, therefore it is designed to image more
attenuating object with diameter around 5 to 200mm, with resolution in the
range of 3 to 100 microns. The whole object has to fit in the detector’s field
of view, and each detector has a fixed number of pixels, so there is an inverse
relationship between sample diameter and imaging resolution.
ANU2 has a nano-focus X-ray source, this CT machine is focused on imag-
ing less attenuating object with diameter 0.5-3mm with a 0.25-1.5 micron res-
olution.
FEI4 has a one-micron-focus X-ray source, this CT machine is designed
to image medium attenuating object with diameter 2-20mm with about 1-10
micron resolution.
1.2.5.3 ANU CTLab Detector
In the ANU CTLab, we mostly use the scintillator plus semiconductor detec-
tor system (for photo, see Fig 1.6). We use the Newport (www.newport.com)
UTS150PP translational stage on FEI4 CT (similar for other ANU CTLab ma-
chines) for detector shift in between each acquisition to overcome dead-pixels
and pixels that consistently over or under count the X-ray intensity, this is ob-
tained by moving the detector horizontally by a pixel after each acquisition in
a triangular waveform. The pixels on the detector are in the range of 120-200
microns, while the Newport UTS150PP stage has an absolute accuracy of 7.2
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microns, so this is not an area that need improved precision of movement in
the stages.
For ANU1, we use a Pixium RF 4343 X-ray detector made by Thales
(www.thalesgroup.com). The scintillator is a Pixium, made up of Caesium
Iodide. The imaging receptor has pixel size 148 microns, the X-ray imag-
ing array has 2874 by 2840 pixels or 43 by 43 centimetres. It is designed to
detect X-rays in the 40-150 keV range. There is a 0.5% lag in X-ray hitting
the scintillator and fully registered by the detector for a frame (at maximum
frame rate), this leaves an afterglow of 0.5% in the next frame. The images
are sent by Camera Link and LVDS Parallel, with communication provided
by Ethernet, and DC input power 110/220-240 V. The detector has an overall
dimension of 508 by 518 by 80.9 mm, and weighs 25 kg, while the processing
unit has a dimension of 320 by 483 by 177 mm, and weighs 13 kg. The cooling
of the detector is achieved by air flow cooling.
For ANU2, we use a XRD 1620 X-ray detector made by PerkinElmer
(www.perkinelmer.com). The scintillator is made up of a direct deposition
of Caesium Iodide. The imaging receptor is made up of single substrate
amorphous silicon active thin-film-transistor/diode array, with pixel size 200
microns, the X-ray imaging array has 2024 by 2024 pixels, and with a field of
view of 432 by 432 mm. There is a less than 5% lag in X-ray hitting the scintil-
lator and fully registered by the detector for a frame (at maximum frame rate),
this leaves an afterglow of 0.5% in the next frame. There is a maximum read-
out speed of 3.75 frames per second at the full resolution. Communication
is passed by Ethernet, and integrated X-ray trigger control, with support for
Windows OS. It uses 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz XRD-EPS power supper 215 W.
The detector has an overall dimension of 672 by 599 by 44 mm, and weighs 21
kg, and its housed in an Aluminium case with carbon-fibre sensor protection.
For FEI4, we use a PaxScan 4343CB detector made by Varian medical sys-
tems (www.varian.com). The scintillator is made up of integral columnar
Caesium Iodide. The imaging receptor is made up of Amorphous Silicon,
with pixel width 139 microns, the X-ray imaging array has 3072 by 3072 pix-
els or 427 by 427 mm. It is designed to detect X-rays in the 40-150 keV range.
There is a less than 3% lag in X-ray hitting the scintillator and fully registered
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by the detector for a frame (at maximum frame rate), this leaves an after-
glow of 0.5% in the next frame. The maximum readout speed is 4 frames
per second at the full resolution, and the scan method is progressive. The
data are outputted by LVDS and CameraLink. It requires a power supply of
21-33 V, with a nominal power consumption of 54 watts and a peak power
consumption (during initialisation) of 68 watts.
1.2.5.4 ANU CTLab Stage
At ANU CTLab, we use two types of stages: mechanical and air-bearing
stages. The mechanical stages we use are Newport (see the photo in Fig
1.5), which are controlled using the Newport XPS motion controller. The
air-bearing stage we use is made by Aerotech. If a particular accuracy is
not critical for our CT system, we would take the manufacture’s accuracy
statistics, as the case for ANU1. When a particular accuracy is critical for
our CT system, such as ANU2 and FEI4, a quality testing report has been
prepared.
For ANU1, the vertical translational stage is a Newport MTM250PP; it
has 250 mm of vertical travel. According to the manufacturer’s statistics, the
translational stage has a repeatability error of 3 microns, an on axis error of
5 microns. In terms of angular accuracy, it is within 40 µRad for both the
yaw and pitch. The rotational stage is a Newport RV120; it has 360 degrees of
freedom of rotation. According to the quality report, the rotational stage has
a repeatability error of 10 µRad, an on axis error of 3.9 microns, and absolute
position error of 4.3 microns. All the data regarding the ANU1’s stage is from
Newport’s manufactures website.
For ANU2, the vertical translational stage is an Aerotech ABL1500Z stage;
it has 50 mm of vertical travel (0.15 mm of travel in the other two axes),
and is designed to take a sample mass up to 1kg. According to the quality
testing report, this translational stage (with three direction of freedom) has
a repeatability error of 0.19 microns, and an absolute position error of 0.29
microns. The rotational stage is a Aerotech ABRT-150; it has 360 degrees
of freedom of rotation, and is designed to take a sample mass up to 1kg.
According to the quality testing report, this rotational stage has a repeatability
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error of 1.9 µRad, and an absolute error of 7.7 µRad.
For FEI4, the vertical translational stage is a Newport MTM100; it has 100
mm of vertical travel. According to the quality testing report, the translational
stage has a repeatability error of 0.3 microns, an on axis error of 1.6 microns,
and an absolute position error of 7.9 microns. In terms of angular accuracy,
according to the manufacture, it is within 40 µRad for both the yaw and pitch.
For the rotational stage is a Newport RV160; it has 360 degrees of freedom
of rotation. According to the quality testing report, the rotational stage has a
repeatability error of 4.6 µRad, an on axis error of 3.9 microns, and absolute
position error of 4.3 microns.
Here, we want to mention that Aerotech’s air-bearing stages are by far
the most accurate ones, and they are considerably more expensive than the
Newport’s mechanical stages.
1.3 Imaging Optimisation Problems
Optical imaging set-ups allow the user to acquire data by measuring a light
wave after interacting with an object: this is called the imaging process.
A mathematical and statistical framework is required to model this optical
imaging set up, such as the micro-CT in the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
Modelling this imaging process results in a system of forward problems.
Obtaining the physical information of the object from our measurement re-
quires solving a system of inverse problems. This system of inverse problems
on the detector can be formulated in a way that requires maximising the like-
lihood of a statistical distribution, or minimising a particular metric function.
This section will introduce a statistical formulation of the probability den-
sity function in section 1.3.1, and a metric norm formulation in section 1.3.2.
Following on from the formulation of the likelihood functions, I show how
maximising a normal likelihood function can be turned into an optimisation
problem in the metric space in section 1.3.3-1.3.5. Lastly, this section out-
lines methods to solve these optimisation problems under the metric norms
in section 1.3.6.
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1.3.1 Statistical Modelling
A measurement of a random process is a sampling from a statistical distri-
bution. This subsection investigates the modelling of such a measurement
process. Consider taking two images while keeping all conditions as similar
as possible: i.e. attempting to have the same X-ray incident illumination, ob-
ject and detecting set-ups. The outcome of the two images would likely be
different, because most imaging is not a deterministic process due to noise,
and systematic error in the imaging process. The noise and systematic er-
ror could include: Gaussian noise due to the combination of many different
noises (as a consequence of central limit theorem to be explained in section
1.3.1.2), quantum shot noise due to the discrete nature of electric charge or
photons, and salt-and-pepper noise due to the existence of defect pixels on
the detector. For a more complete account of the statistical nature of the noise,
see [30; 31; 32].
For imaging, the interaction process between light and object, and the sub-
sequent detection by the detector are all non-deterministic random processes.
For example, Fig. 1.9 shows the line profiles of the X-ray images, and the
difference between the two line profiles.
It is interesting to see some of the differences of X-ray intensity count at
the detector due to unstructured artefacts (see the area on the left of the white
vertical line in Fig. 1.8 and line profile Fig. 1.9), while some of the differences
are structured artefacts (see the white vertical line in Fig. 1.8).
For unstructured artefacts, such as the quantum shot noise at the detector
and the source due to statistical quantum uncertainty of the electrons or X-
ray photons respectively, we need to increase the total accumulative exposure
time to reduce this noise or uncertainty (see a statistical treatment in section
1.3.3).
Structured artefacts include, for example: artefacts due to the thermal
drift of the source position, misalignment of the sample and difference in
detection efficiency in each detector pixel. These can be reduced by using
correction algorithms in software. However, structured artefacts are also more
easily mistaken for features when reconstructing the object. For example,
Fresnel refraction or source penumbral blurring would sharpen or blur the
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reconstruction’s transition edges respectively. This thesis will focus on the
reduction of structured artefacts, especially across transition edges.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.7: X-ray images of a Sucrosic Dolomite rock with as same set-up (a)
and (b), taken with micro-CT at ANU. The source is set at 80 keV with 0.8
mm aluminium filter, and electron current of 100 µAmps towards a tungsten
source target. The detector is a Varian Flat Panel, each image takes 1.8 seconds
accumulative exposure time, with a voxel size of 1.24 microns, with an object
to source distance of 1.9 mm, and a camera length of 297.4 mm. Those images
were taken by Dr. Michael Turner.
Fig. 1.8: The difference in X-ray counts between the two images in Fig. 1.7.
The white vertical line in the first quarter of the image is a structured difference
due to misalignment, where the difference on the left of the white vertical line
appears random.
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Fig. 1.9: The line profile through the red line (drawn in Fig. 1.8): (top graph)
through each image in Fig. 1.7; (bottom graph) through the difference image
in Fig. 1.8. The line profile shows noise from 0-150 microns, and systematic
error between 150-220 microns.
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1.3.1.1 Poisson Distribution
Imaging at each detector pixel can be modelled by a statistical distribution.
We consider a rare event model, where for a very short period of time, the
probability of a single event happening is proportional to the length of the
time interval. Also we assume no two events can occur at the same time.
Lastly, under the semi-classical model [30], we assume the system has no
memory, so what happens in the previous time intervals has no effect on the
probability of something happening in any other time intervals.
Detector pixels are usually calibrated to operate in this manner, in the ab-
sence of special circumstances. These special circumstances could include,
for example: pileup of photons [33], defective pixels [34], pixel memory due
to previous exposures, or over exposure in one accumulation. Without these
special circumstances, the detector would be an imaging system that mea-
sures the cumulative photon arriving events (by measuring the X-ray inten-
sity) in a time period, and detection events are time independent [35]. There-
fore, we can use a mixture of Gaussian and Poisson distribution to model this
imaging system for the sum of measured photon arriving events in a given
length of time.
1.3.1.2 Central Limit Theorem
For sufficient photon counts, there are enough independent observations
from a statistical distribution to satisfy the condition for the central limit
theorem (CLT). The CLT allows us to use a normal distribution to approx-
imate a sum of Poisson and other distributions. The CLT has been studied
extensively [36] since first being postulated by Abrahm de Moivre in 1733.
However, it was in 1901 Aleksandr Lyapunov first defined and proved the
CLT mathematically.
The Lyapunov CLT (more general than what is required here, see Billings-
ley [37]) states: Suppose X1, X2, ... is a sequence of independent random vari-
ables, each with mean µi and standard deviation σi. Let
s2n =
n
∑
i=1
σ2i . (1.1)
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If for some δ > 0, the Lyapunov’s condition is the following equation:
lim
n→∞
1
s2+δn
n
∑
i=1
E
[
|Xi − µi|2+δ
]
= 0. (1.2)
If Lyapunov’s condition is satisfied, then the sum of (Xi − µi)/sn con-
verges in distribution to a standard normal random variable, as n goes to
infinity:
1
sn
n
∑
i=1
(Xi − µi) d−→ N (0, 1). (1.3)
For n identical independent Poisson distributions with mean µ = λi = λ
for all i and standard deviation σ =
√
λ, we check for Lyapunov’s condition
for δ = 1:
s2n =
n
∑
i=1
σ2i = nλ. (1.4)
Since the mean and the third central moment of a Poisson distribution are
both λ:
n
∑
i=1
E
[
|Xi − µi|2+δ
]
=
n
∑
i=1
E
[
|Xi − λ|3
]
= nλ. (1.5)
Therefore, we have the Lyapunov’s condition satisfied by:
lim
n→∞
1
s2+δn
n
∑
i=1
E
[
|Xi − µi|2+δ
]
= lim
n→∞
1
∑ni=1 (λi)
1.5
n
∑
i=1
[λi]
= lim
n→∞
1
n0.5λ0.5
(1.6)
=0.
The Lyapunov’s CLT was used because it applies for n independent (not
necessarily identical) Poisson distributions, with parameters λi that are not
the same for all i, but there exist a value k ∈ R+ where λiλj < k for all 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n. Then we could obtain the Lyapunov’s condition from the second line
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of Eqn. 1.6 to obtain:
0 ≤ lim
n→∞
1
[∑ni=1 (λi)]
1.5
n
∑
i=1
(λi)
≤ lim
n→∞
k1.5
(nλi)
0.5 (1.7)
=0,
where i could be any value between 1 and n inclusive. The optimal i is chosen
by finding i such that λi ≥ λj for any j.
Since the Lyapunov’s condition is satisfied (see Eqn. 1.7), therefore the
sum of n independent Poisson distributions converges to a normal distribu-
tion as n → ∞. Eqn. 1.7 provides an upper bound on how fast Lyapunov’s
condition is satisfied for the sum of independent (but not necessarily identi-
cal) Poisson distributions.
Here, we compare n independent (not necessarily identical) Poisson distri-
butions with mean equal to λi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}) with m independent identical
Poisson distributions with each mean equal to λ, where λ = min(λi). The
sum of former distributions (the non-identical ones) would requires n = k1.5m
to satisfy the Lyapunov’s condition to the same extent as the latter distribu-
tions (the identical ones). This would satisfy the Lyapunov’s CLT for the case
when multiple exposures are taken under slightly different conditions where
the mean (λi) of the Poisson distributions are slightly different between expo-
sures. So, if there is a maximum of 5% variation (k = 1.05) of expected counts
for different exposures to be accumulated together, then there is a need to
take 7.6% more exposures (k1.5 − 1 = 0.076) to satisfy the Lyapunov’s con-
dition for CLT to the same extent compared to having n independent and
identical Poisson distributions.
This 5% variation of expected counts between different exposures could
occur if the source intensity varies through the individual exposures, or the
detector efficiency changes during the imaging process.
In this subsection, we have demonstrated that a measurement at the detec-
tor is a non-deterministic statistical event due to the presence of noise. Then
we have modelled the forward imaging process as a Poisson distribution. Un-
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der Lyapunov’s condition, we demonstrated that this can be approximated by
a normal distribution. In section 1.3.3, I will show that a normal distribution’s
maximum likelihood function could be optimised by minimising in a metric
norm (introduced in section 1.3.2).
1.3.2 Metric Norm
This subsection explains the definition of a norm space, and commonly used
norms. This lays a foundation for the next subsection regarding normal dis-
tribution and metric norm error minimisation. The L2 norm is commonly
used, as it measures the Euclidean distance between two points.
There are three axioms needed for a function mapping a vector space to a
real number to be called a metric norm [38]: scalability, the triangle inequality
and separate points. Given a vector space V over a field C of the complex
numbers, a metric norm on V is a function f : V → R with the following
properties:
For all a ∈ C and all ~u,~v ∈ V, it satisfies the scalability condition:
f (a~v) = |a| f (~v). (1.8)
It satisfies the triangle inequality:
f (~u +~v) ≤ f (~u) + f (~v). (1.9)
It satisfies the separate points condition: if
f (~v) = 0, (1.10)
then ~v is the zero vector.
Those three axioms also imply non-negativity: f (~v) ≥ 0 for all ~v ∈ V.
The commonly known metric norms are L1, L2 and L∞, which corresponds
to:
‖~x‖p =
(
∑
i
|xi|p
)1/p
(1.11)
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for p = 1, 2, and lim p→ ∞ respectively.
The L1 norm is the sum of absolute distance in each dimension, and min-
imising the L1 norm error would put the same focus on each dimension ir-
respective of absolute error. The L2 norm measures the Euclidean distance,
and minimising the L2 norm error would put more focus on the dimension
with larger error. The L∞ norm obtains the maximum absolute value in the
vector, and minimising the L∞ norm error entirely focuses on the dimension
with the largest absolute error.
L0 works by counting the number of non-zero element in a vector. How-
ever, it is technically only a semi-norm, as it violates the scalability condition
in Eqn. 1.8.
This subsection has presented the definition of a norm, and the commonly
used norms, including the L2 norm. In the next subsection, I will combine
the results of this and the previous subsection to show that maximising the
likelihood of a normal distribution is equivalent to minimising the L2 norm.
1.3.3 Normal Distribution and L2 Minimisation
In this subsection, I will present the normal distribution [36], then find the
maximum likelihood solution for estimating the mean and show that finding
the maximum likelihood solution is equivalent to minimising the L2 norm
error [39]. We consider a normal distribution with mean λ and standard
deviation σ. The probability density function is:
fλ,σ(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
[−(x− λ)2
(2σ2)
]
. (1.12)
We have obtained a vector ~x = (x1, ..., xn) as a sampling from n identical inde-
pendent normal distributions (see section 1.3.1), this sampling corresponds to
multiple measurements at the same detector pixel under the same set-up. We
would like to find the estimated mean λ that maximises the likelihood of the
probability density function L~x,σ(λ), and this can be obtained by maximising
the log likelihood function ln
[L~x,σ(λ)] (see Hoel et. al. [39] for details). The
log likelihood function from a normal distribution, which is the summation
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of the log of Eqn. 1.12 is:
ln
[L~x,σ(λ)] =∑
i
ln
(
1
σ
√
2pi
)
−∑
i
(xi − λ)2
(2σ2)
. (1.13)
To find the mean that maximises the likelihood is thus equivalent to minimise:
∑i(xi − λ)2, which is the square of the L2 norm between ~x and λ ·~1, where~1
is the multiplicative identity vector. Thus, maximising the log-likelihood of n
identical independent normal distributions is equivalent to minimising the L2
norm error. This is applicable to processes modelled by normal distributions.
In this subsection, we have seen that the likelihood of a normal distribu-
tion can be maximised by minimising the L2 norm. The maximum likelihood
solution to an image reconstruction problem finds the reconstructed object
that maximises the likelihood function, which reconstructs an object that has
the highest probability of obtaining the observed data.
1.3.4 Experimental/Physical Imaging
In real imaging, we need to deal with an array of distributions in the detector
space. For each set-up and each detector pixel, it can be represented by a sta-
tistical distribution, if there are enough photon counts and certain properties
are satisfied (see Lyapunov’s condition in Eqn. 1.2), then we could treat the
sum as a normal distribution using the CLT (see section 1.3.1.2). Each mea-
surement at a detector pixel is just one realisation, and we often use many
measurements to infer the statistics at the detector. These inferred statistics at
the detector can be used to reconstruct our imaged sample.
The idea that maximising the likelihood of a normal distribution is equiv-
alent to minimising the L2 norm error can be extended to observations from
normal distributions with different mean λ, but with each normal distribu-
tion having the same standard deviation σ.
There are cases when the standard deviation would not be the same for
each pixel, in such cases, a weighted L2 norm error minimisation is required,
with the weighting proportional to 1σ . This could be applicable when there
is a lot of variation in the measured intensity, such as when imaging heav-
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ily absorbing sample, or strongly absorbing objects in an otherwise weakly
absorbing sample.
1.3.5 Poisson Likelihood
However, sometimes there are benefits to using Poisson statistics rather than
normal statistics. The Poisson distribution was discovered in 1837 by French
mathematician Siméon-Davis Poisson [40].
For example, when there are insufficient photon counts at a pixel, this
would violate the central limit theorem’s assumptions (see the Lyapunov’s
condition in section 1.3.1.2). Insufficient photon counts could happen when
imaging large and highly attenuating objects with low energy X-ray photons,
resulting in insufficient photons transmitting through the object and being
detected. In this subsection, we present the method of finding the maximum
likelihood solution for a Poisson distribution.
For a Poisson distribution, with average λ, the probability density function
is [39]:
fλ(x) =
e−λλx
x!
. (1.14)
Given a vector ~x = (x1, ..., xn) sampled from n identical independent Poisson
distributions, and we want to find λ that maximises the log likelihood of the
probability density function would require the maximising of:
ln [L~x(λ)] = −λ · n + (lnλ)∑
i
xi − ln
(
∏
i
xi!
)
. (1.15)
Since ln (∏i xi!) is a constant, finding the maximum likelihood is equiva-
lent to maximising:
− λ · n + (lnλ)∑
i
xi. (1.16)
The value of λ that maximises this can be found by taking the derivative
with respect to λ, and then solving for λ at derivative equal to zero to obtain:
− n + ∑i xi
λ
= 0. (1.17)
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Solving for λ we have,
λ =
∑i xi
n
. (1.18)
However, in real imaging, a different λj is expected for each pixel j on the
detector. Solving the maximum likelihood of this system would require the
maximising of:
∑
j
[
−λj · nj + (lnλj)∑
i
xi,j
]
. (1.19)
Eqn. 1.19 is not a standard norm, therefore a specific optimisation solver
is required for solving the optimal solution.
1.3.6 Methods of Reducing Metric Norm Error
Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.5 have turned a normal statistical distribution into a
maximum likelihood equation. Finding the solution to the maximum like-
lihood equation requires solving an optimisation problem under a metric
norm. This subsection investigates how to solve those optimisation problem
under a metric norm.
An intuitive understanding of minimising a metric norm error (including
L1 and L2 norm) could be considered as a person standing on an uneven
surface, with the height being the value of the error. The person wants to
get to the lowest point by taking iterations. Analytical methods would try to
obtain the minimal error solution in one calculation, where iterative methods
typically estimate a solution and require a number of iterations to arrive at
the minimal error solution.
In X-ray CT imaging, we have the recorded images and some knowledge
of the imaging process. Knowing the imaging process allows us to construct
the forward problem and the inverse problem (as mentioned in section 1.3).
Solving this inverse problem, we are often concerned with finding a satisfac-
tory solution with an error below some threshold in metric space (as defined
and elaborated by section 1.3.2-1.3.4). This satisfactory solution may be found
in reasonable computational time by using analytical or iterative method. An-
alytical methods may not exist for solving all inverse problems, therefore for
the rest of this subsection we investigate general iterative methods. In partic-
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ular the number of iterations a method takes to return a satisfactory solution,
and the amount of information that is computed at each iteration.
Two commonly used iterative optimisation methods are steepest descent,
and conjugate gradient (see Kelley [41] for a detailed look at iterative meth-
ods). The steepest descent method only takes into account the first derivative
information, intuitively this would corresponds to the person always taking
iterations in the steepest downhill direction. To find the minimum point for
the function f (~x), the steepest descent method iterates:
~x[i+1] = ~x[i] − e5 f
(
~x[i]
)
, (1.20)
with the initial point ~x0 and some small e > 0, until a local fixed point is
reached.
The steepest descent method only computes and uses the first derivative
information, and could require many iterations for certain objective functions
to converge. In such a case, the conjugate gradient (CG) method could be
preferable by taking into account both the first and second derivative informa-
tion, intuitively this would corresponding to the person taking the curvature
into account in deciding the direction of travel. To find the minimum point
for the function f (~x), the CG method takes the following approximation:
f
(
~x[i+1]
)
≈ f
(
~x[i]
)
+5 f
(
~x[i]
)
·
(
~x[i+1] −~x[i]
)
+
1
2
(
~x[i+1] −~x[i]
)
·
[
52 f
(
~x[i]
)] (
~x[i+1] −~x[i]
)
. (1.21)
For an exact iterative algorithm for CG, refer to Kelley [41], or Fletcher [42].
To speed up convergence, multi-grid methods [43; 44; 45] can also be used.
The multi-grid approach is an optimisation method, where an optimal solu-
tion is first found in the low resolution scheme. This coarse grid solution is
used as a starting point for the solver at a higher resolution. Here is one cy-
cle of a typical algorithm of a 2-grid full multi-grid method (for more details
on multi-grid method, or for more complex multi-grid implementations see
chapter 19.6 Numerical Recipes [46]):
1. Project the objective function f and input variable ~x onto a coarse grid
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(also known as restriction).
2. Approximate the low resolution solution on the coarse grid (using a
solver, generally iterative).
3. Project the coarse grid solution onto the finer grid (also known as pro-
longation).
4. Using the projection from 3 as an initial guess, and then solves the fine
grid problem (for the high resolution solution).
5. For an iterative method, you restrict current optimal solution onto a
coarse grid and do 2-4 again.
For formulation and implementation details regarding the multi-grid method,
refer Kostler [44] and Brandt [45]. Since iterative algorithms are often more
computationally efficient at solving problems on a lower resolution coarse
grid. Solving the fine grid problem with the correct low resolution input
is easier than the original problem. The restriction and prolongation opera-
tor could be difficult to formulate, however for certain images and problems
there exist natural restriction and prolongation operator. The two difficulties
of multi-grid method are in finding:
1. Correct transformation between different resolution grid. This is vital
and difficult to get right when solving an ill-conditioned inverse prob-
lems (ie. CT reconstruction, source deblurring or deconvolution).
2. A solver that is efficient at finding the optimal solution for the fine grid
problem when the correct solution is found at the coarse grid.
This subsection has outlined methods of optimising the objective func-
tions in a metric norm by steepest descent and conjugate gradient. Steepest
descent only uses the first derivative information, where the conjugate gra-
dient method improves the convergence speed by using second derivative
information. To further speed up convergence, multi-grid approach could be
used with steepest descent or conjugate gradient method.
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1.3.7 Conclusion
This section has provided a statistical formulation of the optimisation prob-
lem for a general imaging system, and methods for solving its maximum
likelihood solution. This was done in three parts:
In the first part, statistical distribution has been introduced in context with
an imaging set-up in section 1.3.1, followed by metric norm in vector space
in section 1.3.2. I outlined the development of statistical theory, including the
key concept of central limit theorem was explained in context where a Poisson
distribution could be approximated by a normal distribution under sufficient
sampling requirement. Also, metric norms in vector space were defined and
the most commonly used metric norms was presented.
In the second part, I used the statistical and metric norm theory to con-
vert a forward problem in the context of imaging, using maximum likelihood
method to solve an inverse problem in metric norm optimisation in section
1.3.3-1.3.5. I presented the likelihood function for both normal and Poisson
distributions, and shown that maximising the likelihood function for a nor-
mal distribution is equivalent to minimising the error in the L2 metric norm.
In the third part, I described methods for solving this optimisation prob-
lem by minimising the error in the metric norm in section 1.3.6. In particu-
lar, I presented two iterative algorithms: steepest descent (a first derivative
method), and conjugate gradient (a second derivative method). Also, I pre-
sented an outline of a multi-grid algorithm including a discussion about the
advantages and difficulties of using a multi-grid method algorithm.
1.4 Modelling X-ray Physics
To understand X-ray CT, it is important to understand how light wave, in
particular X-ray waves, propagate both in the presence of matter (medium)
and in free space. This provides the foundation to model the X-ray CT sys-
tem discussed in section 1.2, where the generated X-ray wave first propagate
through free space, through matter (the object), and then through free space
before arriving at the detector.
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This section starts from the four Maxwell’s equations in a medium with
known charge and current density distribution [47; 48], and derives the vec-
tor theory of electromagnetic optics for isotropic, non-magnetic, uncharged
medium, with the feature size greater than the wavelength of the X-ray (sec-
tion 1.4.1). Then I show under the temporal and spatial scales relevant to
X-ray CT, that a vector theory of a coupled electromagnetic field can be
separated into electric and magnetic partial differential equations, and then
further simplified to a scalar theory of electromagnetic optics (section 1.4.2).
Then I present the formulation of the intensity function using conservation
of energy (section 1.4.3). Using scalar theory, coupled with the fact that the
electromagnetic field of X-rays can be decomposed into individual spectrum,
I present the Helmholtz formulation of a single frequency wave propagator
(section 1.4.4). Lastly I show how multiple single frequency X-ray waves are
composed together, based on the fact that X-ray waves do not interfere be-
tween different spectrum frequencies (in section 1.4.5).
1.4.1 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
Light can be modelled as electric-magnetic waves through medium, governed
by the Maxwell’s equations [47], (refer to Jackson [49]; chapter 1.1 which con-
solidates the four Maxwell’s equations using the standard modern calculus
notations and standard International System of Units). The four Maxwell’s
equations are a system of PDEs that characterise the interaction between the
electric field and the magnetic induction of the light wave in the presence of
scatterers. This subsection will follow similar lines of reasoning and deriva-
tion as chapter 1 and 2 in the Coherent X-ray Optics by Paganin [48].
5 ·D(~x, t) = ρ(~x, t), (1.22)
5 · B(~x, t) = 0, (1.23)
5× E(~x, t) + ∂tB(~x, t) = 0, (1.24)
5×H(~x, t)− ∂tD(~x, t) = J(~x, t), (1.25)
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where E is the electric field of the light wave, B is the magnetic induction
of the light wave, D is the electric displacement, H is the magnetic field,
J is the current density of the medium, and ρ is the charge density of the
scatterer. The bold letter represents a vectorial function, and rest are scalar
functions. All derivatives are taken with respect to 3-D space characterised
by ~x = (x, y, z) Cartesian system, except ∂t = ∂∂t is taken with respect to time
t. 5· and 5× are the divergence and curl operators respectively.
Eqn. 1.22 - 1.25 is a collection of four equations. The first two equations
are related to Gauss’s Law with respect to Electric fields and Magnetic induc-
tion fields at a particular time. The sum of first-order partial derivative of
each field in orthogonal directions adds up to the charge density ρ, and zero
respectively. The third equation is Faraday’s Law, governing how magnetic
fields are induced with respect to time, in relation to the curl of the electric
field. The last equation is Ampere’s law, governing how electric fields are
altered with respect to time in relation to the curl of the magnetic induction
fields in the presence of medium with current density J.
We take the assumption that the medium is isotropic and linear. The im-
plicit assumption here is the medium’s electrical permittivity and magnetic
permeability are directionally independent, also known as isotropic, hence
propagation equation could be represented in a scalar relationship. It also
assumes a linear relationship between permittivity and permeability, which
excludes many non-linear phenomena [50; 51] (such as second harmonic gen-
eration). Taking the linear isotropic assumption introduces two linear rela-
tionships, the first is between electric field and its displacement, the second is
between magnetic field and its induction [49]:
D(~x, t) = e(~x, t)E(~x, t),
B(~x, t) = µ(~x, t)H(~x, t), (1.26)
where e(~x, t) and µ(~x, t) are the electrical permittivity and the magnetic per-
meability of the medium.
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Substitute Eqn. 1.26 into Eqn. 1.22 - 1.25 to obtain:
5 · [e(~x, t)E(~x, t)] = ρ(~x, t), (1.27)
5 · [µ(~x, t)H(~x, t)] = 0, (1.28)
5× E(~x, t) + ∂t [µ(~x, t)H(~x, t)] = 0, (1.29)
5×H(~x, t)− ∂t [e(~x, t)E(~x, t)] = J(~x, t). (1.30)
Here, we assume the medium is static, therefore its electrical permittivity and
magnetic permeability are invariant with respect to time:
e(~x, t) = e(~x),
µ(~x, t) = µ(~x). (1.31)
Assuming that the medium is non-magnetic, therefore the magnetic perme-
ability is equivalent to free space magnetic permeability:
µ(~x) = µ0. (1.32)
Assuming that the medium does not have current or charge present (in the
temporal and spatial scale of micro-CT), therefore:
ρ(~x, t) = 0 , J(~x, t) = 0. (1.33)
Using these assumptions by substitute Eqn. 1.31 - 1.33, we could turn Eqn.
1.27 - 1.30 into:
5 · [e(~x)E(~x, t)] = 0, (1.34)
5 · [µ0H(~x, t)] = 0, (1.35)
5× E(~x, t) + ∂t [µ0H(~x, t)] = 0, (1.36)
5×H(~x, t) + ∂t [e(~x)E(~x, t)] = 0. (1.37)
Using the following vector identity:
5× [5× g(~x)] = 5 [5 · g(~x)]−52g(~x), (1.38)
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for a well behaved vector field g(~x) where the right side of Eqn. 1.38 can be
evaluated. Using the identity in Eqn. 1.38, we could turn Eqn. 1.36 into:
5 [5 · E(~x, t)]−52E(~x, t) + ∂t5× [µ0H(~x, t)] = 0. (1.39)
Using Eqn. 1.34 and 1.37, we can turn the last equation into:[
e(~x, t)µ0
∂2
∂t2
−52
]
E(~x, t) = −5 (E(~x, t) · 5 {ln [e(~x, t)]}) . (1.40)
Similarly, using the identity in Eqn. 1.38, we can turn Eqn. 1.37 into:
5 [5 ·H(~x, t)]−52H(~x, t) + ∂t5× [e(~x)E(~x, t)] = 0. (1.41)
Using Eqn. 1.36 and the vector identity:
5×(aB) = a5×B +5a× B, (1.42)
we can obtain:[
e(~x)µ0
∂2
∂t2
−52
]
H(~x, t) = 5{ln [e(~x)]} × [5×H(~x, t)] . (1.43)
X-ray wavelength is smaller than 1 nanometre, and we are considering
an imaging system with micron resolution, therefore, in this thesis we only
consider scattering medium that do not vary significantly over the wave-
length of the X-ray. By assuming the scatterers to be slowly varying over
length scales comparable to the wavelength of the X-ray radiation, this re-
sults in 5{ln [e(~x, t)]} becoming practically zero. Therefore we can neglect
the right-hand terms of Eqn. 1.40 and 1.43 to obtain the decoupled vectorial
D’Alembert wave equation that models the displacement of a wave in terms
of either electric field and magnetic field respectively:[
e(~x)µ0
∂2
∂t2
−52
]
E(~x, t) = 0, (1.44)[
e(~x)µ0
∂2
∂t2
−52
]
H(~x, t) = 0. (1.45)
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The formulated D’Alembert’s wave equations have discarded the coupling
term of linear polarisation states of the electric and magnetic field vectors. We
assumed the medium where the electromagnetic wave propagates through
to be linear isotropic, static, non-magnetic, have neither current density nor
charge densities present, and with feature resolution larger than wavelength.
These D’Alembert’s wave equations pave the way for the next subsection,
where we go from a vectorial wave equation to a scalar field wave equation,
for a propagative electromagnetic wave field.
1.4.2 Scalar Electromagnetic Field
I have looked into how light propagates through free space and inhomoge-
neous samples, and obtained the D’Alembert’s wave equation in section 1.4.1.
In this section, we will go from the vectorial D’Alembert’s wave equations
to a complex scalar representation of the electromagnetic field. This reduction
in dimensionality still fully preserves the macroscopic physical behaviour of
the electromagnetic field, including the momentum density and the energy
density in a homogeneous isotropic medium [52]. For a detailed treatment
on this subject, see Born and Wolf [53].
The general argument for a scalar electromagnetic field formulation (for
details of this derivation see Born and Wolf [53]) has the following three steps:
• Section 1.4.2.1 shows a monochromatic wave can be represented by a
scalar electromagnetic field as a disturbance function.
• Section 1.4.2.2 shows any electromagnetic wave can be regarded as a
super-position of monochromatic waves of different frequencies.
• Section 1.4.2.3 shows, due to the transversality of the electromagnetic
field, we can represent electric and magnetic field in terms of just scalar
electric and magnetic field. Also, this scalar field is related to energy,
where the local intensity of the electromagnetic field averaged over a
certain spatial and time domain can be obtained from this scalar field.
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1.4.2.1 Monochromatic Scalar Electromagnetic Field
Consider a monochromatic wave at a point ~r0 (in 3-D space) with amplitude
a, the wave disturbance V(~r0, t) is a trigonometric function of time only [53]:
V(~r0, t) = a cos(ωt + δ). (1.46)
Now, generate this formulation over the whole 3-D space with amplitude a(~r)
to obtain:
V(~r, t) = a(~r) cos[ωt + g(~r)], (1.47)
where g(~r) is the phase shift delay function in distance, and g(~r) = c0 for a
constant c0 represents a cophasal surface or wave surface. A cophasal surface
is defined to be the plane perpendicular to the direction the energy propa-
gation of the wave. Note, the current formulation is dealing with the time-
harmonic wave of the general form.
We can write the harmonic wave as a complex exponential to turn Eqn.
1.47 into:
V(~r, t) = R [U(~r) exp(−iωt)] , (1.48)
where
U(~r) = a(~r) exp [ig (~r)] . (1.49)
Eqn. 1.49 is a time independent field, and obeys the D’Alembert’s wave equa-
tions. This fact will be used in section 1.4.4 to decompose waves into different
frequencies.
1.4.2.2 Super-position of Monochromatic Waves
For any electromagnetic field in a linear medium, the disturbance amplitude
could be added (using integration) over each monochromatic wave with fre-
quency ω. Since we are only measuring intensity at the detector, therefore
we could use a power spectrum decomposition. Using the complex power
spectrum decomposition [54] (similar to using Fourier’s decomposition [55]
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when it exists), we could obtain the general wave disturbance V(~r, t) as:
V(~r, t) = R
(∫ ∞
0
aω(~r) exp {−i [ωt− g (~r)]} dω
)
, (1.50)
where aω(~r) is a function of position and wave frequency.
The existence of a power spectrum decomposition is subject to the Wiener-
Khinchin condition [56]. The Wiener-Khinchin condition requires the exis-
tence of the autocorrelation function for every time lag to be defined and
finite. If the autocorrelation function is not defined or is not finite, then the
spectrum coefficient function is not well defined, as the finding of the co-
efficient function requires the computation of the autocorrelation function.
Physically, it means no shocks or discontinuity is presented in the waves for
the power spectrum decomposition to exist.
1.4.2.3 Plane Transversality
For a plane wave with directional propagation~s, the field vector E and H can
be formulated to depend on only the variable u = ~x ·~s− vt (where v is the
speed of light through the medium):
E = E(~x ·~s− vt),
H = H(~x ·~s− vt). (1.51)
With this plane wave formulation, we also have the following equations for
time derivative and curl operator:
∂tE = −vdEdu ,
5× E =~s× dE
du
. (1.52)
Substitute Eqn. 1.52 into the last two Maxwell’s Equations Eqn. 1.24 and
1.25, and using the linear isotropic material equation Eqn. 1.26, let e and µ
be the electrical permittivity and the magnetic permeability of the medium to
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obtain:
~s× dH
du
+
ev
c
dE
du
= 0,
~s× dE
du
− µv
c
dH
du
= 0. (1.53)
Integrate both side with respect to u, set the additive constant of integration
to zero (by neglecting a constant field in space), and use v = c/
√
eµ as the
velocity of light propagation through the medium to obtain:
E = −
√
µ
e
~s×H,
H =
√
e
µ
~s× E. (1.54)
Since any cross product of two vectors would generate a third vector that is
orthogonal to these two vectors, therefore Eqn. 1.54 shows the propagation
direction vector, electric magnetic field vector and magnetic field vector are
perpendicular to each other. We define the perpendicularity of these three
vectors to be transversality.
In addition, Eqn. 1.54 shows the proportionality of electric and magnetic
field magnitude by: √
µH =
√
eE, (1.55)
where E = |E| and H = |H|. This transversality property together with Eqn.
1.55 shows there is only one degree of freedom in E and H after setting the
propagation direction ~s, and knowing the isotropic medium with electrical
permittivity µ and magnetic permeability e.
Locally, any smooth electromagnetic wave field can be approximated by
a plane wave with a propagation direction ~s~x. Therefore we can replace the
electric and magnetic vector field (E and H) by the scalar electromagnetic field
Ψ ∝ |E| (which also implies that Ψ ∝ |H|). We shall explore the constant k to
be used for Ψ = k|E| in section 1.4.3.
Here, we have obtained the scalar theory of the electromagnetic field
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Ψ(~x, t), which obeys the differential equation:[
e(~x)µ0
∂2
∂t2
−52
]
Ψ(~x, t) = 0. (1.56)
This subsection went from a vectorial D’Alembert equation to derive a
scalar electromagnetic field. This is a simpler equation compared to the vec-
torial equations, in the sense that for any plane wave (or field that can be
locally approximated by a plane wave), we can reduce the complexity of the
D’Alembert wave equation into a scalar form without losing the macroscopic
information that could be measured at the detector, for example intensity at
a detector pixel.
1.4.3 Intensity Function by Conservation of Energy
Here, we start with the scalar theory of the electromagnetic field in Eqn. 1.56
and find the intensity function I as a function of Ψ as a result of conservation
of energy. We then define the constant k that relates to the scalar field directly
with the electric and magnetic field, such that the square of the scalar field is
the intensity.
The intensity I is defined to be the energy flux of the electromagnetic field.
By letting the intensity be proportional to the square of the amplitude (i.e. I ∝
|Ψ(~x, t)|2), I will show this formulation of intensity satisfies the conservation
of energy; the derivation presented in this section is done by Feynman [57].
This conservation of energy can be demonstrated by considering a symmetric
single frequency spherical wave propagating through free space centred at
the origin. First we do a change of coordinate from Cartesian to spherical for
Eqn. 1.56, and e(~x) = e0 in free space to obtain:(
e0µ0∂
2
t − ∂2r
)
[rΨ(r, t)] = 0. (1.57)
We generally accept the speed of light as
c =
1√
e0µ0
, (1.58)
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this was demonstrated by experimentally measured values [58], this also lead
to the discovery of light as an electromagnetic disturbance [59]. Assuming the
wave propagates outwards at the speed of light, we solve the last equation to
obtain:
rΨ(r, t) = f (ct− r), (1.59)
for some scalar function of f (ct − r), in this case it is proportional to the
wave amplitude generated from the origin at time t. We can arrange the last
equation and define g(t− r/c) = f (ct− r) for any input of t and r to obtain:
Ψ(r, t) =
g(t− r/c)
r
. (1.60)
Therefore the amplitude of the wave scales with 1/r from the source (where r
is the radius). Since the sphere’s area increases with respect to r2, the intensity
(defined to be the energy density) must changes with respect to 1/r2 by con-
servation of energy. Hence, we can set the intensity to be I(~x, t) = |Ψ(~x, t)|2.
There is an assumption made here: for the theoretical spherical wave, the
origin would have infinite amplitude. This would cause problems in continu-
ity. However an approximately spherical wave could be generated by a small
source, and we are mostly interested in the region away from the origin.
As a side note, Eqn. 1.57 could also have the solution rΨ(r, t) = f (ct + r),
denoting a spherical wave propagates into the origin, we ignored this solution
since it is unlikely to occur in reality, and even this case would also satisfy the
same scaling for amplitude of Ψ with respect to radius r.
In the case of a wave field we could relate the intensity flux with the
electric or magnetic vector field,
I =
e
4pi
E2 =
µ
4pi
H2 = |Ψ|2, (1.61)
as a result of Eqn. 1.55 with detailed derivation (for the constants in Eqn.
1.61) see section 1 and 2 of Born and Wolf [53].
This scalar form of the propagator and its related intensity are the starting
point for the next subsection, on considering coherence of light and how to
calculate the overall light intensity.
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1.4.4 Frequency Decomposed Helmholtz Equation
In this subsection, we start from the scalar propagator (Eqn. 1.56) to the
frequency decomposed Helmholtz equation.
The wave Ψ(~x, t) can be decomposed into power spectrum [54]. With this
decomposition, each coefficient must be equal for the scalar propagator Eqn.
1.56 to hold true.
The motivation of this approach is to take time dependence and speed
of light out of the propagation equation, as typical imaging takes measure-
ment in the range of seconds or higher, where X-ray wave oscillation has a
frequency of greater than 1016 Hz. By assuming the set-ups does not change
during imaging, the intensity in free space does not depend on the time vari-
able.
To simplify the decomposition, we assume X-rays of different frequencies
does not interfere through propagation to the detector; different individual
frequencies of X-rays can be treated at the detector as a sum of individual
intensity (see section 1.4.5 for details).
Electromagnetic waves can be decomposed into a superposition of com-
plex monochromatic fields for a continuous equilibrium by using the power
spectrum decomposition:
Ψ(~x, t) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ψω(~x)exp(−iωt)dω. (1.62)
In this decomposition, each monochromatic component ψω(~x)exp(−iωt) of
the field Ψ(~x, t) has been written as an integral product of a spatial wave-
function ψω(~x) with the usual harmonic time factor exp(−iωt). We can take
the power spectrum decomposition over the non-negative angular frequencies
ω (see Eqn. 1.62) and the differential equation must equate at each frequency,
therefore we obtain:[
52 + e(~x)µ0c2k2
]
ψω(~x) = 0, where k = ω/c = 2pi/λ, (1.63)
where λ is the wavelength corresponding to the certain frequency.
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Let the refractive index be:
nω(~x) = c
√
e(~x)µ0,
to obtain the Helmholtz equation in the object as follows:[
52 + k2n2ω(~x)
]
ψω(~x) = 0. (1.64)
This differential equation governs how the object interacts with a monochro-
matic X-ray with wavelength λ.
From Eqn. 1.64, we can derive the Helmholtz equation in free space. All
assumptions used for the medium are still valid for free space propagation.
Also in free space we generally accept:
nω(~x) = c
√
e0µ0 = 1, (1.65)
as c = 1√e0µ0 (see Eqn. 1.58). Therefore, we arrive at the free-space Helmholtz
equation: (
52 + ω
2
c2
)
ψω(~x) = 0, k = w/c = 2pi/λ, (1.66)
where λ is the wavelength at a certain monochromatic component.
Eqn. 1.66 is the famous Helmholtz equation, it is a starting point of
characterising the scalar wave propagation. This subsection has presented a
time invariant, frequency decomposed Helmholtz equation, about how elec-
tromagnetic field of the scalar form propagates through free space. These
assumptions are generally valid for micro X-ray CT, this shall be used as a
starting point for computed tomography projection approximation in section
1.5.1, and phase retrieval formulation in section 1.5.2.
1.4.5 Coherence of Composing Power Spectrum
Section 1.4.4 has shown how monochromatic X-ray waves can be modelled.
However lab based micro-CT uses a spectrum of energy, which means it is
not monochromatic X-rays. This subsection shows that the total intensity of
an X-ray spectrum could be calculated as the sum of intensity at each X-ray
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energy (or frequency).
The electromagnetic wave can be linearly decomposed into a power spec-
trum. This does not directly imply that individual monochromatic electro-
magnetic waves can be composed together by linearly summation. The for-
mer is a mathematical operation, while the latter depends on the physical
phenomenon of electromagnetic waves. If the combination of two electro-
magnetic waves’ intensity could be modelled by the sum of those two indi-
vidual wave intensity, then the two waves are called incoherent. Otherwise,
the waves are called coherent (or partially coherent). This means for the pur-
pose of finding the intensity at a detector pixel, for a mixture of incoherent
waves, we could model the intensity of each wave, and then add the intensi-
ties together.
We need to consider the coherence between two waves in different spa-
tial and temporal resolution. To understand how different frequency would
interfere in terms of intensity, see Goodman [60].
Here is an illustrating case presented by Mandel and Wolf [35], by consid-
ering a ray of X-ray light hitting the detector, and looking at the fine spatial
and temporal variances of a pencil ray beam. Consider X-ray photons, gener-
ated by a source, passing through a small hole in an opaque screen. We allow
the light to propagate through some free space, and then hit a hypotheti-
cal detector with infinite spatial and temporal resolution. We would see an
area of bright intensity surrounded by darkness (or no light intensity). How-
ever, looking closer in both time and space domain we would see phenomena
where there are oscillation in brightness at different time intervals, and across
the boundary between bright and dark areas. This oscillatory phenomena are
caused by coherence in the spatial or temporal sense respectively, which are
not in the consideration of the geometric optics used in projection approxi-
mation (section 1.5.1). To be in the validity of geometric optics assumption,
we need to take a measurement long enough at the detector in the time scale,
and over a big enough area, where the X-ray wave are no longer coherent.
For a fuller treatment of the property of coherence, please refer to Mandel
and Wolf [35].
For thermal light, such as a black body or an incandescent filament bulb,
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the coherence time are on or less than the order of 10−8 seconds [61; 62]. Also
X-rays have a wavelength smaller than 1 nanometre. Since X-ray sources are
considered a thermal light source; the typical measurements at the detector
are generally much longer than the coherence time for a thermal light; both
detector pixels and object feature size much longer than the coherent length
of the X-ray at two different energies; we therefore assume an incoherent sum
of different X-ray energies is being detected at the detector.
Similarly, an area or volume of polychromatic X-ray source’s intensity
could be modelled as a sum of intensity contributed from an integral of the
weighted point source in the area of support. This means we could use an
incoherent sum of projections to model an area or volume X-ray source used
at ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5), or other similar X-ray CT systems. This fact
would be used in section 2.4 to derive the forward model for a finite X-ray
source-size CT.
1.4.6 Conclusion
In this section, we started with the four Maxwell’s equations, and used ap-
proximations that were suitable to micro-CT systems to obtain the scalar the-
ory of electromagnetic optics. This scalar theory of electromagnetic optics
is suitable to fully characterise the behaviour of a propagated X-ray wave.
Conservation of energy was used to derive an intensity function based on the
scalar field. Scalar theory of electromagnetic optics with a power spectrum
decomposition was used to derive the Helmholtz equation for a single fre-
quency wave. This Helmholtz equation assumes the intensity at the detector
to be time invariant, this assumption is supported by looking at the coherence
of the X-ray source and showing how the overall intensity at the detector is
modelled as a sum of intensities at each X-ray energy, implying both temporal
and spatial incoherence.
Since in a micro-CT system, the object sample is the only unknown (to be
determined) medium that X-ray goes through from the source to the detector.
Therefore the assumptions of the medium in this section are placed on the ob-
ject being imaged. By knowing the X-ray wave emitted from the X-ray source
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after passing through the diamond/beryllium window (see section 1.2.1) and
filter, the measurements recorded in a calibrated detector (see section 1.2.4),
and the atmosphere/air, we can solve physical properties regarding the object
by using the projection approximation (see section 1.5).
1.5 Directional X-ray Propagation
In this section, we start with the Helmholtz equation to formulate the X-ray
projection equation including Beer’s Law and the projection approximation
(section 1.5.1) through the object. We present the general and the first order
finite difference transport of intensity equation (TIE) phase contrast propaga-
tor though free space (section 1.5.2), and the Angular Spectrum Propagator
(ASP) using the Fourier transform (section 1.5.3). Using the ASP, we explore
the approximations and characterisations of sample attenuation and diffrac-
tion. These formulations will be used in the next few sections to introduce
standard CT reconstruction and phase retrieval algorithms.
1.5.1 Projection Approximation Through Objects
The projection approximation assumes that each particular monochromatic X-
ray path through the object is only weakly perturbed compared to replacing
the object by a vacuum. In this subsection, I will show that for each ray path,
the phase shift and amplitude change are accumulated through the ray path,
and then derive Beer’s law of absorption.
Due to the ability of X-rays to penetrate through most objects, we assume
that a significant portion of the X-rays pass through an object undisturbed.
This means only some portion of the X-rays are attenuated and diffracted. By
attenuated, we mean the X-ray photons are stopped or deflected away by the
object from reaching the detector. By diffracted, we mean the X-ray photons
are bent slightly, and the time that it takes to go through the path in the ob-
ject differs from the same path through vacuum. Another way to understand
diffracted X-ray photons is to look at the shape of the cophasal surfaces (men-
tioned in section 1.4.2.1). In this subsection, we derive the projection operator
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through an object under approximations suitable for X-ray micro-CT.
We orientate the 3-D coordinates, so that the X-ray’s propagation direc-
tion is parallel to the z-axis. The X-rays propagate through an object placed
between z = 0 and z = z0 as shown in Figure 1.10.
Fig. 1.10: A monochromatic plane wave propagates in the direction of z-axis,
through a scatter object in grey between z = 0 and the exit plane z = z0, onto
a detector at z = z0 + R. The attenuating is shown in dotted line and phase
shift is shown in blue.
We define the phase difference between two phase plane to be the distance
that it takes for the cophasal plane to propagate from the first plane to the
second plane. To account for the phase difference due to position difference
in free space, we make the following substitution:
ψω(x, y, z) = ψ˜ω(x, y, z) exp(ikz), (1.67)
where Iω = |ψω|2 = |ψ˜ω|2, so the substitution preserves the intensity. Using
differential identities and Eqn. 1.67, we can turn the Helmholtz equation in
object (Eqn. 1.64) to the in object paraxial equation:{
2ik
∂
∂z
+52⊥ + k2
[
n2ω(x, y, z)− 1
]}
ψ˜ω(x, y, z) = 0. (1.68)
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We separate the second order derivatives by 52 = 52⊥ + ∂2/∂z2, where 52⊥
is the transverse Laplacian with respect to the propagation direction.
Eqn. 1.68 could be simplified by taking the projection approximation,
since our ray paths are "beam-like", we can neglect the second derivative with
respect to the propagation direction. We discard the 52⊥ term due to projec-
tion approximation with the assumption that there is no interaction between
different X-ray paths. This is also known as the thin object approximation
[48]. Therefore we obtain the following approximation equation:
∂
∂z
ψ˜ω(x, y, z) ≈ k2i
[
1− n2ω(x, y, z)
]
ψ˜ω(x, y, z). (1.69)
Since we used the projection approximation, and the refractive index for
X-rays is very close to one, therefore we let:
nω(x, y, z) = 1− δω(x, y, z) + iβω(x, y, z), (1.70)
with δω and βω are much closer to zero than one, this leads to the following
approximation:
1− n2ω(x, y, z) ≈ 2 [δω(x, y, z) + iβω(x, y, z)] . (1.71)
Under the approximation in Eqn. 1.71, we solve the differential Eqn. 1.69 to
obtain the projection integral:
ψ˜ω(x, y, z = z0) ≈ exp
{
−k
∫ z=z0
z=0
[iδω(x, y, z) + βω(x, y, z)] dz
}
ψ˜ω(x, y, z = 0).
(1.72)
In Eqn. 1.72, the first term in the integral describes phase shift (as a complex
exponential), while the second term in the integral describes attenuation (as
a real negative exponential). Therefore β relates to X-ray attenuation and
intensity, and δ relates to X-ray phase shift.
To obtain the standard notation for phase shift and attenuation through a
ray path in the object, we make the following substitution:
∆φω(x, y) = −k
∫ z=z0
z=0
[δω(x, y, z)] dz, (1.73)
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and
τω(x, y) =
∫ z=z0
z=0
µω(x, y, z)dz = 2k
∫ z=z0
z=0
βω(x, y, z)dz. (1.74)
Therefore, δω(x, y, z) and βω(x, y, z) are real numbers related to an object’s
X-ray phase-shift and attenuation coefficient. Here we want to make the con-
nection that any X-ray image is called a projection image if that X-ray image’s
acquisition satisfies the projection assumption used to derive the projection
integral in Eqn. 1.72. Since there is no notation for the cumulative attenua-
tion in the literature, I define τ to be the cumulative attenuation through the
projection ray path.
We can also obtain Beer’s law (original paper in German [63], a good
reference textbook [64]) of absorption for intensity Iω = |ψ˜ω|2 to be:
Iω(x, y, z = z0) = exp
(
−
∫ z=z0
z=0
µω(x, y, z)dz
)
Iω(x, y, z = 0). (1.75)
In this subsection, we derived the projection integral equation and Beer’s
law using the projection approximation, and we define any X-ray images that
satisfy the projection approximation an X-ray projection image. We demon-
strated that X-ray projection can be obtained by taking a path integral using
the object’s phase shift and attenuation coefficients.
Solving the CT problem is determining the object’s attenuation coefficient
µω(x, y, z) (and sometimes also finding the object’s phase shift coefficient)
for the volume voxel projected by the X-ray projection images. In general,
the solution for µω(x, y, z) could not be found from a single X-ray projection
image. This can be trivially shown by looking at the degrees of freedom in
the projection image compared with the object volume space. Therefore I
shall demonstrate how multiple angles of the X-ray projection images can be
combined to solve for object attenuation in section 1.8.1.
1.5.2 Transport of Intensity Equation in Free Space and Fres-
nel Number
The projection approximation (discussed in section 1.5) holds true through a
thin object or when there is no interaction between adjacent ray paths. How-
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ever, after being scattered by the object, the diffraction by the object causes the
X-ray cophasal plane to be non-uniform. Since the X-ray intensity wave prop-
agates perpendicular to the cophasal plane, a non-uniform cophasal plane
implies that there would be interaction between adjacent ray paths as it prop-
agates from the exit plane to the detector. There are phase contrast experi-
ments [65] that demonstrate this interaction between adjacent ray paths.
In essence, through free space we can not discard the 52⊥ term in the
paraxial equation Eqn. 1.68. For propagation through free space, we can
discard another term, as 1− n2ω = 0 to turn the in object paraxial equations
(Eqn. 1.68) into [48]:
(
2ik
∂
∂z
+52⊥
)
ψ˜ω(x, y, z) = 0. (1.76)
Substitute ψ˜ω(x, y, z) in terms of its intensity and phase into Eqn. 1.76:
ψ˜ω(x, y, z) =
√
Iω(x, y, z)exp[iφ(x, y, z)], (1.77)
and then take the imaginary part of Eqn. 1.76 to obtain the transport of
intensity equation (TIE) [66]:
∇⊥ · [I(x, y, z) · ∇⊥φ(x, y, z)] = −k∂I(x, y, z)∂z . (1.78)
This TIE Eqn. 1.78 is a second-order elliptical partial differential equation
that satisfies the conservation of optical energy propagating from a plane
z = c to a parallel plane z = c + ∂z downstream. So we explore the finite-
difference approximated TIE by making the following approximation:
∂I(x, y, z)
∂z
≈ I(x, y, z + ∂z)− I(x, y, z)
∂z
. (1.79)
Substitute Eqn. 1.79 into the TIE Eqn. 1.78, we can obtain the finite difference
TIE [66]:
I(x, y, z)− ∂z
k
∇⊥ · [I(x, y, z) · ∇⊥φ(x, y, z)] ≈ I(x, y, z + ∂z). (1.80)
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This finite difference approximation ignores the second order terms, by as-
suming O[(∂z)2] is negligible. This is only true in the near-Fresnel region
(when the Fresnel number NF is larger than 1, see Eqn. 1.81), and motivates
the development of a propagator that works for all propagation distances
downstream. Therefore, we investigate the Angular Spectrum Propagator in
section 1.5.3.
Here I present the Fresnel number formula [48], used to characterise the
phase contrast fringe:
NF =
h2
Rλ
, (1.81)
where h is the characteristic size of the aperture (in this case the feature size,
to be assumes to be the voxel size), R is the effective propagation distance,
and λ the X-ray wavelength.
The motivation behind the TIE equation is to solve a fundamental problem
with measuring X-ray phase shift, as the wavelength and phase shift of X-rays
are much shorter than the measuring time of the imaging detector, the phase
shift information can not be directly measured. However, since light intensity
propagates perpendicular to the wave front, and the phase shift induced by
the sample causes a non-uniform wave front, this alters the intensity (which
can be measured) as it propagates through free space (or air) towards the
detector.
This TIE formulation can take intensity and phase shift at a plane per-
pendicular to the propagation direction as input to obtain the intensity at the
detector after some propagation. This sets up an inverse problem: finding
the intensity and phase shift for the X-ray after exiting the object where the
intensity at the detector is known. We shall discuss this inverse problem in
section 1.7.1.
1.5.3 Angular Spectrum Propagator (ASP) in Free Space
In this subsection we use the frequency decomposed Helmholtz equation to
obtain a free space ASP that computes the propagated scalar field (see section
1.4.2 for derivation of the scalar field). The ASP takes a known complex wave
field at a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction and computes the
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complex wave field at another parallel plane downstream, see Goodman [54].
From Helmholtz Eqn. 1.66, and given the fact that a complex scalar elec-
tromagnetic wave ψ propagates from the plane z = 0 to the plane z = z1 > 0.
We can use the wave information at z = 0 to find the wave information at
z = z1 > 0. We characterise the wave at z = 0 by the 2-D Fourier transform:
ψω(x, y, z = 0) =
1
2pi
∫ ∫
ψ˜ω(x, y, z = 0) exp
[
i
(
kxx + kyy
)]
dkxdky. (1.82)
Given the fact that the elementary waves, also known as 3-D Fourier waves
have the following form:
ψEWω (x, y, z) = exp
[
i
(
kxx + kyy + kzz
)]
. (1.83)
Eqn. 1.83 would be a solution for Helmholtz Eqn. 1.66 for frequency k, given
that:
k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z = k
2. (1.84)
We can solve for kz in Eqn. 1.84 to obtain:
kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y. (1.85)
Substitute Eqn. 1.85 into Eqn. 1.83 to obtain [60]:
ψEWω (x, y, z) = exp
[
i
(
kxx + kyy
)]
exp
(
iz
√
k2 − k2x − k2y
)
. (1.86)
If we set z = 0, Eqn. 1.86 become the same equation as Eqn. 1.82, implying
that Eqn. 1.86 characterises the scalar electromagnetic wave propagation from
z = 0 to z = z1 > 0.
This leads to the ASP:
ψω(x, y, z = z1)
=
1
2pi
∫ ∫
ψ˜ω(x, y, z = 0) exp
[
i
(
kxx + kyy
)]
exp
(
iz1
√
k2 − k2x − k2y
)
dkxdky,
z1 ≥ 0. (1.87)
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The ASP effectively takes a 2-D Fourier transform of the wave ψ at z = 0,
and applies a multiplication of
(
iz1
√
k2 − k2x − k2y
)
in 2-D Fourier space, and
then takes the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the wave ψ at z = z1 ≥ 0.
This can be represented by using 2-dimensional fast Fourier transform and
its inverse transform [46] by:
ψω(x, y, z = z1) = (F2)−1exp
(
iz1
√
k2 − k2x − k2y
)
F2ψω(x, y, z = 0), z1 ≥ 0.
(1.88)
The ASP does not ignore the second derivative compared to the finite
difference TIE (see section 1.5.2). Also ASP keeps track of both the phase
shift and the intensity, where the TIE only keeps track of intensity change
through free space. That is the reason for using the ASP as a model for the
forward phase contrast propagator, while the TIE is better than the ASP for
constructing linear solvers.
The ASP can be used to derive the Fresnel diffraction by using the parax-
ial approximation. Paraxial approximation assumes that |kx| and |ky| are
small compared to frequency of k, this is true for a parallel propagating wave.
Therefore √
k2 − k2x − k2y ≈ k−
k2x + k2y
2k
. (1.89)
Using the Fresnel approximation in Eqn. 1.89, the ASP can be turned
into Fresnel diffraction. This Fresnel diffraction propagator can also be rep-
resented in 2-D Fourier form:
ψω(x, y, z = z1) ≈ exp (iz1k) (F2)−1exp
(
iz1
k2x + k2y
2k
)
F2ψω(x, y, z = 0), z1 ≥ 0.
(1.90)
Here I have derived the ASP and Fresnel propagator. For a detailed dis-
cussion on the validity range of the Fresnel propagator, see Paganin [48].
1.5.4 Conclusion
In section 1.5.1, I presented the projection equation for a complex scalar X-ray
wave propagating through object, and Beer’s Law for calculating the intensity
at the exit plane. This projection equation will be used in section 1.8 for
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formulating reconstruction algorithms.
In section 1.5.2, I demonstrated that the projection approximation no longer
holds in X-ray propagation from the X-ray exit plane of the object to the de-
tector. Therefore, I presented the linear first order finite difference TIE taking
intensity and phase shift of the X-ray at the exit plane to calculate the intensity
at the detector plane.
In section 1.5.3, I presented the ASP that takes the intensity and phase
shift of the X-ray at the exit plane and calculates the intensity and phase shift
at a plane downstream. Even though the ASP is not a linear operator for the
X-ray intensities in the direction of propagation (as a comparison to the TIE),
the ASP has a wider validity range in comparison to the TIE.
1.6 X-ray Scattering for Attenuation and Phase Shift
To quantify the characteristics of the internal object, not only do we need a
qualitative modelling, but also we need a quantitative model of the X-ray’s
interaction with the object.
In this section, we examine the qualitative behaviour of the X-rays trans-
mitting through the object, describe how each scattering occurs, and under
what conditions (in section 1.6.1). A good reference is a paper by Grodstein
on X-ray attenuation [67].
While all scattering contributes to attenuation of X-rays, only some of them
contribute to the phase shift of X-rays. We examine material properties of the
object to model the quantitative X-ray attenuation (in section 1.6.2) and X-ray
phase shift (in section 1.6.3) caused by the relevant scattering types.
1.6.1 X-ray Interaction with Matter
In this subsection, we investigate four types of X-ray scattering: photoelec-
tric scattering (section 1.6.1.1), Compton scattering (section 1.6.1.2), Rayleigh
scattering and Pair projection (section 1.6.1.3). Then we discuss the relevant
scattering used in modelling X-ray object interaction (section 1.6.1.4).
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1.6.1.1 Photoelectric Interaction
Photoelectric scattering occurs when all of X-ray photon’s energy is trans-
ferred to an electron, and the electron is ejected from its atom. This pho-
toelectric scattering attenuates a proportion of the X-rays from hitting the
detector.
Philipp Lenard first observed the qualitative photoelectric scattering, his
work was published in German [68] (translates to About cathode rays in gases
of atmospheric pressure and absolute vacuum). He used a powerful electric
lamp, and directed the electrons through air and through vacuum.
Einstein’s Nobel Prize winning work [69] explains why Photoelectric scat-
tering only occurs when a light photon is above a certain absorption energy
threshold, and that discrete photon would transfer energy to an electron to be
emitted out of the atom. This absorption threshold is also known as K-edges
or abortion-edges. However, when the photon’s energy is much in excess than
that is required to emit an electron, photoelectric scatterings are unlikely to
occur.
Photoelectric scattering typically has the most significant contribution to
X-ray attenuation. We shall see that when X-ray photon is above the K-edges,
the photoelectric effect is related to atomic number, density and thickness of
the sample (∝ Z3 · ρ · T), and X-ray energy (∝ E−3 ∝ λ3). These relationships
are quantified in section 1.6.2.
Therefore X-ray energy level should be carefully chosen to be low enough
to have photoelectric effect, but to be high enough to have adequate amount
of photons passing through the object without interaction.
1.6.1.2 Compton Scattering
Compton scattering occurs when a photon is deflected with a reduction in
energy and an electron is emitted out of the atom. Compton scattering causes
both attenuation due to wide angle deflection and is proportional related to
phase shift due to narrow angle deflection.
Compton scattering was discovered by Arthur Compton [70] in 1923 (who
also won a Nobel Prize for this work).
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Even though Compton scattering is not not the same physical effect as
the phase, but they are occur proportional to each other. Compton scattering
would cause an uniform scattering, while phase shift would show up as fringe
on the detector after propagation.
Since Compton scattering only occurs due to deflection of electrons, the
attenuation due to Compton scattering is proportional to the number of elec-
trons present. For a non-charged sample, the amount of Compton scattering
can be approximately proportional to electron density. Therefore Compton
scattering is related to density and thickness of the sample (∝ ρ · T), and the
relative Compton scattering does not change much across the atomic table in
comparison to the changes in the amount of photoelectric effect. Compton
scattering is significant at a wider range of energies in comparison to photo-
electric scattering, as Compton scattering is related to X-ray energy only at
most to the second power.
The dependency on energy and quantities for both Compton attenuation
and phase shift are discussed in section 1.6.2 and 1.6.3 respectively.
1.6.1.3 Other Scattering
Rayleigh scattering, discovered by Lord Rayleigh (John Strutt) [71], occurs
when a photon is deflected with no loss in energy, and the atomic system
shifts upon impact. Rayleigh scattering occurs at the same energy as Photo-
electric effect. However the effect of Rayleigh scattering is generally orders
of magnitude smaller than Photoelectric effect, when the X-ray photons are
above the absorption energy threshold, therefore we ignore Rayleigh scatter-
ing or count it as Photoelectric scattering.
Pair production (observed by Patrick Blackett who also won the 1948 No-
bel Prize for this work), nuclear absorption and nuclear scattering generally
occur with photons at energy greater than the sum of the rest energy of an
electron and positron, which is around 1000 keV (1 MeV).
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1.6.1.4 Relevant Scattering
For lab based X-ray micro-CT, we constrain the energy range of the photons
between 1-1000 keV. This ignores Ultraviolet light, and very soft X-rays from
0.2keV to 1keV, where it would be below the K absorption edge of Sodium
or other atoms with atomic number higher than 12. We also ignore energy
greater than 1000 keV, since this is considered Gamma radiation, and would
involve Pair production and nuclear scattering.
This assumptions on the type of X-ray interaction are valid for the X-ray
energy bands typically used in CT, and have been adopted in the medical
context [72; 73] where it was first presented by Alvarez and Macovski [74], so
I expect it is also valid for phase retrieval (as used in section 1.7 and chapter
3).
1.6.2 Quantify X-ray Attenuation
Since imaging is generally about taking a quantitative measurement, we need
to quantify the effect of attenuation with respect to the materials. Many at-
tenuation measurements and models of different materials in biological [75],
material science [76; 77] and pure elements [78; 79] have been done. A good
source for finding the X-ray mass attenuation coefficient is to use the NIST
data (online at www.nist.gov), which is based on work by Hubbell and Seltzer
[80] and extended by recent calculations done by Seltzer [81].
To quantify the X-ray attenuation, we need to fit a numerical model of
X-ray attenuation for a different materials. Such models have been published
by Alvarez and Macovski [74], and Brennan and Cowan [82] to curve fit those
attenuation measurements into a function that depends on the photon energy
and a few physical properties of the object. These curve fittings characterise
the X-ray attenuation coefficient due to photoelectric and Compton scattering
with respect to energy, density and atomic number.
Alvarez’s model assumes that the attenuation is only composed of a pho-
toelectric scattering coefficient modelled by p(~x), and a Compton scattering
coefficient modelled by c(~x). We can form the following equation to charac-
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terise the attenuation [74]:
µ(~x,λ) = K1 J1(λ) · p(~x) + K2 J2(λ) · c(~x),
(1.91)
where K1, K2 are photoelectric and Compton scattering constants respectively,
and J1(λ), J2(λ) are functions of wavelength. Since there is a one to one
relationship between energy and wavelength, J1 and J2 can also be considered
as a function of energy.
Using the Alvarez model for X-ray attenuation, we assume K-edges are not
present, both photoelectric coefficient (p(~x)) and Compton coefficient (c(~x))
scattering can be characterised by density (ρ) and atomic number (Z) to be:
c(~x) = ρ(~x),
p(~x) = ρ(~x)Z(~x)n, (1.92)
where n is an exponent that is approximately 3.
Also from the Alvarez model, the X-ray wavelength (energy) dependency
for the photoelectric effect J1 and Compton effect J2 can be expressed as the
following:
J1(λ) = λ3,
J2(λ) = fKE(λ). (1.93)
Attenuation index of a material with density ρ and atomic number Z, for
a particular X-ray wavelength λ, using the coefficient K1 and K2 specified in
[74], we could combine Eqn. 1.91 - 1.93 to obtain:
µ(~x,λ) = 2kβ(λ) = K1ρ(~x)Z(~x)3λ3 + K2ρ(~x) fKE(λ), (1.94)
with the Klein-Nishina function (for X-ray energy less than 120KeV):
fKE(α) =
1+ α
α2
[
2(1+ α)
1+ 2α
− 1
α
ln(1+ 1+ 2α)
]
. (1.95)
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Note: we could also curve fit for the coefficients K1 and K2, and the X-
ray wavelength dependency (J1 and J2) using measured databases. Those
coefficients and wavelength dependency functions are discussed in section
3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
Having a quantified attenuation coefficient enables us to relate physical
material properties such as atomic number and density to the measured in-
tensity. This attenuation would be incorporated in section 1.4 to derive a
quantitative equation of projection approximation through the volume.
1.6.3 X-ray Phase Shift and Phase Contrast
Absorption has been the prominent mode of X-ray CT imaging, since the dis-
covery of X-ray by Röntgen [1]. Absorption X-ray imaging uses the penetrat-
ing power of X-ray to see inside the sample, however such penetrating power
has one weakness when imaging non-absorbing samples there is insufficient
contrast in the recorded images [65].
Consider a visible light passing through a shallow rippled swimming
pool, some light would be reflected or absorbed, while most of the light
would be refracted due to the uneven surface of the swimming pool. At
the bottom of the pool, we would see a diffraction pattern. Similar ideas
could be illustrated by passing light through glass, which is an analogy for
X-rays passing through a weakly absorbing sample. This diffraction pattern
still embeds information regarding the sample.
X-ray phase shift is proportionally related to the effect of Compton scat-
tering, and it has been quantitatively studied and modelled to be [83]:
δ(~x,λ) · kλ = K3 J3(λ) · c(~x), (1.96)
where c is defined by Eqn. 1.92, K3 is the phase shift constants, and J3(λ)
is a function of wavelength. For details of K3 and J3, it will be discussed in
section 3.2.2.
These relationships can be used for calculating the phase shift as demon-
strated in section 3.2, and for phase retrieval in section 3.3 and 3.4.
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1.6.4 Conclusion
In this section, we have looked at the types of X-ray object interaction, then I
presented quantification of both attenuation and phase shift through an object
characterised by density and atomic number.
I integrated Eqn. 1.94 and 1.96 along the projection ray path to obtain the
cumulative attenuation τ and cumulative phase shift φ. The cumulative atten-
uation and cumulative phase shift are solved by a phase retrieval algorithm
(see section 1.7), and then input into a reconstruction algorithm (see section
1.8) to obtain a 3-D characterisation of the object.
1.7 Phase Retrieval
X-ray interacts with the object through attenuation and refraction, however
during the early development of X-ray imaging until the arrival of smaller
and spatially more coherent source [84; 65], only the effect of the attenuation
has been observed. Narrow angle refraction of the X-ray through the object
shows up as phase contrast on the detector [65], and such phase contrast if not
correctly modelled and processed can produce artefacts in the reconstructed
volume [85].
Phase retrieval algorithms aim to remove these phase contrast artefacts
[85], and use this phase contrast as a source of signal regarding the object.
This is achieved by modelling both the attenuation and refraction of the X-ray
beam to reconstruct different information as opposed to attenuation-contrast-
only algorithms: complex refractive index (as derived in section 1.5.1) in-
cluding both the refraction and attenuation coefficient as opposed to only the
attenuation coefficient.
A phase retrieval solver would take intensity measurements (sometimes
more than one) at the detector to retrieve the projected attenuation image
(and sometimes also the projected phase shift) at the exit plane. There is a
lack of information for taking one intensity measurement, while there are
two unknowns at the exit plane. The lack of information can be solved by
placing restrictions on the object being imaged or by taking more measure-
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ments. Here, I present the single material phase retrieval (section 1.7.1), two
distance measurement phase retrieval (section 1.7.2), and two incident energy
spectrum measurement phase retrieval (section 1.7.3).
In the first approach, assumptions are made so that the X-ray physics is
described by a single unknown parameter. For example, if Compton scatter-
ing is the only significant scattering mechanism, then sample density governs
both phase and attenuation contrast formation. A commonly used assump-
tion is the single-material approach [86]. We shall investigate this single ma-
terial phase retrieval approach in section 1.7.1.
In the second approach, the lack of information can be solved by taking
measurements at two or more propagation distances. Propagation distance is
commonly changed by moving the detector towards and away from the sam-
ple. In theory, this two-distance phase retrieval problem is uniquely solvable
[87], however geometrical constraints of the cone-beam CT system make it
unsuitable. We shall investigate the two distance phase retrieval in section
1.7.2.
In the third approach, the lack of information can be solved by taking mea-
surements at two or more X-ray energies (or spectra), by changing the energy
of the electrons fired at the target and the filter used. We shall investigate the
dual energy phase retrieval in section 1.7.3. This forms the foundations for
my dual energy phase retrieval work in chapter 3.
Lastly, I will demonstrate the importance of aligning the measured data at
the detector under a simulated setting in section 1.7.4.
1.7.1 Single Material Phase Retrieval
Since an X-ray CT detector would only measure the X-ray intensity, while
phase retrieval involves the finding intensity and phase shift when the X-
ray wave passes through the object. Phase retrieval from a single X-ray CT
measurement has the problem of insufficient data, in essence there are two
unknowns for every measurement. Therefore some assumptions are needed
to reduce the number of unknowns for the problem to be solvable.
A commonly used assumption is the single-material approach [86] for the
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near field phase retrieval. The single material assumption assumes the atten-
uation to be proportional to the phase shift. In this approach, the interaction
between the X-ray wave and sample is characterised by the sample’s effective
thickness.
With the single material assumption, the thickness is directly proportional
to both attenuation and phase shift, this means it is also directly propor-
tional to both the photoelectric and the Compton scattering (see section 1.6.1).
Therefore, the single material approach would calculate the photoelectric and
the Compton effect simultaneously.
In this subsection, we first present the single material phase retrieval for
the parallel monochromatic X-ray beam case (in section 1.7.1.1), then gener-
alise this to a cone-beam monochromatic case (in section 1.7.1.2), and then we
present a cone-beam polychromatic case using linearised intensity (in section
1.7.1.3). Lastly, we discuss the single material assumptions (in section 1.7.1.4).
1.7.1.1 Monochromatic Parallel-Beam
We start with the transport of intensity in Eqn. 1.78, and take a parallel
monochromatic beam (assume the source is a point source at z → −∞) with
the propagation direction parallel to the positive direction of z-axis. Let R1
be the distance from the source to the exit plane at z = z0, so for a parallel
monochromatic beam we have R1 → ∞. Let R2 be the distance from the exit
plane to the detector at z = zd. The object is between z = 0 and z = z0 (see
Fig. 1.10).
Using the single material assumption with the projection approximation
(see section 1.5.1), for a X-ray propagating in the z-direction, the intensity of
X-ray after transmitting through object is approximated by:
I(x, y, z = z0) = Iin exp
[
−
∫
µ(x, y, z)dz
]
, (1.97)
where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient of the single material, and Iin
is the uniform intensity of the incident radiation. We let the accumulative
attenuation to be:
τ(x, y) =
∫
µ(x, y, z)dz, (1.98)
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this would result in the intensity at the exit plane to be [88]:
I(x, y, z = z0) = Iin exp [−τ(x, y)] . (1.99)
Taking the projection approximation through the object (as presented in
section 1.5.1), the cumulative phase shift φ(x, y, z = z0) through the object is
proportional to the projected refractive index:
φ(x, y, z = z0) = −k
∫
δ(x, y, z)dz, (1.100)
where δ is the real part of the object’s refractive index, and k = 2piλ with λ is
the wavelength of the monochromatic X-ray.
Let the attenuation and refractive index of the single object be estimated
by the scalars µo and δo respectively. The near field Fresnel region allows us
to take the finite difference for the derivative in the z (propagation) direction.
We substitute Eqn. 1.97 and 1.100 into Eqn. 1.78 and re-arrange to obtain:(
−R2δo
µo
∇2⊥ + 1
)
exp [−µoT(x, y)] = I(x, y, z = z0 + R2)Iin , (1.101)
where T(x, y) is the projected thickness of the single material object.
Taking the 2-d Fourier transform in the x,y direction of Eqn. 1.101 to
obtain:
F2 {exp [−µoT(x, y)]} = µoF2[I(x, y, z = z0 + R2)]
Iin(R2δo| ~k⊥|2 + µo)
. (1.102)
Taking the inverse 2-d Fourier transform of Eqn. 1.102 and then solve for
the projected thickness T of the single material object, we obtain the Paganin
single material phase retrieval [86]:
T(x, y) = − 1
µo
ln
(
F2
{
µo
F2[I(x, y, z = z0 + R2)]
Iin(R2δo| ~k⊥|2 + µo)
})
. (1.103)
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1.7.1.2 Monochromatic Cone-Beam
Cone-beam geometry is used in our X-ray CT system, so we need to extend
the derivation in section 1.7.1.1 to a cone-beam single material phase retrieval
approach.
We use the same technique as Paganin [86] by comparing the related in-
tensity IR1 downstream from a point source that is distance R1 from the exit
plane with the intensity I∞ a parallel X-ray beam from a source from infin-
ity using the Fresnel diffraction integral [89]. Under the paraxial wave-fronts
approximation (see section 1.5), we could obtain [90]:
IR1(x, y, z− z0) =
1
M2
I∞
(
x
M
,
y
M
,
z− z0
M
)
. (1.104)
Here, M = (R1 + R2) /R1 = (R1 + z− z0) /R1. This implies effective propa-
gation distance for a cone-beam system scales with propagation distance (R2)
and inverse scales with magnification (M). Therefore for the monochromatic
cone-beam with point source, we could transform the solution Eqn. 1.103
into:
T(x, y) = − 1
µo
ln
(
F2
{
µo
F2[M2 I(x, y, z = z0 + R2)]
Iin(R2δo| ~k⊥|2/M + µo)
})
. (1.105)
R2/M referred to as the effective propagation distance. The only dif-
ference in the phase retrieval algorithm for parallel-beam and cone-beam is
in the magnification M and the effective propagation distance R = R2/M.
For the parallel-beam case, the effective propagation distance R = R2, since
M = 1.
1.7.1.3 Polychromatic Cone-Beam using Linearised Intensity
Polychromatic sources are used in our X-ray CT system (section 1.2.5), so we
need to extend the monochromatic derivation in section 1.7.1.2 to a polychro-
matic single material phase retrieval approach.
Under the polychromatic [91; 92; 93] Cone-Beam case, we would have the
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polychromatic cone-beam version (similar to Eqn. 1.101) by taking into ac-
count the spectrum of the incident wave Iin(λ), and geometric magnification
M to obtain: ∫ [
−R2δo(λ)
µo(λ)M
∇2⊥ + 1
]
Iin(λ) exp [−µo(λ)T(x, y)] dλ
=
∫
I(xM, yM, z = z0 + R2;λ)dλ. (1.106)
In Eqn. 1.106, the left hand side is the phase contrast propagator, and the
right hand side is the measured intensity at the detector.
Eqn. 1.106 can be linearised by making the substitution T(x, y) = TS(x, y)+
Tˆ(x, y) where TS(x, y) is an estimate thickness, and Tˆ(x, y) is the deviated
thickness. The linearisation assumes:
exp [−µo(λ)T(x, y)] ≈ exp [−µo(λ)TS(x, y)] ·
[
1− µo(λ)Tˆ(x, y)
]
. (1.107)
After linearisation, Eqn. 1.106 becomes:
∫ [
−R2δo(λ)
µo(λ)M
∇2⊥ + 1
]
Iin(λ) exp [−µo(λ)TS(x, y)] dλ
− Tˆ(x, y)
∫ [
−R2δo(λ)
µo(λ)M
∇2⊥ + 1
]
Iin(λ) exp [−µo(λ)TS(x, y)] ∗ µ(λ)dλ
=
∫
I(xM, yM, z = z0 + R2;λ)dλ. (1.108)
For an analytical solution for weakly attenuating sample, we can set TS(x, y) =
0, by assuming the first order approximation for the intensity using the linear
attenuation coefficient.
For a strongly attenuating sample, an iterative solution is required to ob-
tain the projected thickness of the sample.
1.7.1.4 Discussion of Single Material Phase Retrieval
In the single material phase retrieval approach, the interaction between the
X-ray wave and sample is characterised by the sample’s effective thickness.
This assumption works well if the sampling is made of just a single material,
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or just materials with very weak photoelectric attenuation.
Such assumption-based approaches create artefacts in the retrieved image
when they are applied to heterogeneous samples that violate their assump-
tions. This is true when object sample contains several different material
phase boundaries.
We shall explore the problem with the single material method in the con-
text of micro-CT in section 3.5.
1.7.2 Two Distance Phase Retrieval
Two distance phase retrieval works by measuring the intensity at two parallel
planes downstream. In this subsection, I will show how the two measured
intensities at the detector are used to find the exit plane intensity and phase
shift under the TIE formulation.
Let the X-rays exit the object at exit plane z = z0, then two measurements
of the intensity are taken at z = z1 and z = z2, we can calculate the rate
of change for the intensity as it propagates downstream by using the finite
difference TIE Eqn. 1.80 to obtain the exit plane z = z0 intensity:
I(x, y, z = z0) ≈ I(x, y, z = z1)− (z1 − z0) · I(x, y, z = z2)− I(x, y, z = z1)z2 − z1 .
(1.109)
Using the exit intensity and the linear finite difference approximation to solve
the phase-shift φ in Eqn. 1.80 at the exit plane to be:
ψ(x, y, z = z0) ≈ −k∇−2⊥
(
∇⊥ ·
{
1
I(x, y, z)
∇⊥
[
∇−2⊥
∂I(x, y, z)
∂z
]})
. (1.110)
Propagation distance is commonly changed by moving the detector to-
wards and away from the sample. For a cone-beam CT system, effective
propagation distances are used instead (as discussed in section 1.7.1.2). In
theory, this two-distance phase retrieval problem is uniquely solvable.
However, two practical considerations make this approach ill-suited to
many lab-based cone-beam CT imaging systems, especially those using high
geometric magnification such as the Heliscan micro-CT [8]. Firstly, projec-
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tions at both propagation distances must be registered against one another to
beyond sub-pixel precision. Secondly, the sample must fit entirely within the
detector’s field-of-view at both propagation distances. The resolution of the
reconstruction will then be limited by the de-magnified pixel size of the near
image, which is particularly problematic for cone-beam imaging systems.
1.7.3 Dual Energy Phase Retrieval
Dual energy phase retrieval measures the intensity with two incident illumi-
nation at different energy spectra at the same propagation plane downstream.
In this subsection, I will show how two measured intensities at the detector
are used to find the exit plane intensity and phase shift under the TIE formu-
lation.
Dual energy CT, using attenuation contrast at different effective energies,
an established approach, is used to assist in the identification and segmenta-
tion of different materials (http://www.bruker-microct.com/next/DualEnergy.pdf).
Let the two energy measurements be taken with wavelength λ1 and λ2, by
assuming monochromatic incident illumination. Then we can formulate the
TIE Eqn. 1.80 into:
Ii(x, y, z)− ∂zki ∇⊥ · [Ii(x, y, z) · ∇⊥φi(x, y, z)] ≈ Ii(x, y, z + ∂z), (1.111)
for i = 1, 2 corresponding to λ1 and λ2 respectively.
Here we are dealing with four unknowns I1, I2, φ1, φ2, and two equations.
The relationships between those four unknowns can be used to restrict those
four unknowns to two unknowns, this was presented in section 1.6.2 and
1.6.3, and used in chapter 3. Dual energy phase retrieval can be achieved by
extending the data constrained modelling (DCM) [94] approach, as presented
in section 3.5.2.
1.7.4 Misaligned Measurements
In this subsection, I will show that dual energy and two distance measure-
ments need to be aligned to sub-pixel precision, otherwise incorrect phase
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retrieval would occur. Misalignment could be caused by many physical pro-
cesses, for more details see section 1.9.3. Fig 1.11 shows the comparison with
original phase shift, phase retrieval with correct alignment, and phase re-
trieval with incorrect alignment.
We can see for the aligned measurements, the phase retrieval algorithm
correctly retrieves the phase shift. However for the misaligned measurements,
the same phase retrieval algorithm can not retrieve the phase shift correctly
at the boundaries, therefore it creates artefacts. For details of this simulation
work, see section 3.6.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1.11: Phase shift obtained from: (a) original phantom, (b) phase retrieval
with correct alignment, (c) phase retrieval with misalignment of 3 pixel hori-
zontally and 5 pixel vertically.
This subsection has shown the importance of alignment between projec-
tions for dual energy phase retrieval.
1.7.5 Conclusion
This section has introduced and explored the single material, dual distance,
and dual energy phase retrieval. Each method obtains the attenuation and
phase shift, and therefore is equivalent to obtaining the photoelectric and the
Compton effect (see section 1.6.1). I have also demonstrated the importance of
correctly aligning the measurements at the detector, this motivates me to find
a method of alignment by hardware. This background aids in understanding
the work presented in chapter 3.
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1.8 Computed Tomography Reconstruction Algo-
rithms
A reconstruction algorithm takes the projected attenuation (and sometimes
also the projected phase shift) at the exit plane from many different projec-
tion angles to reconstruct the attenuation coefficient (and sometime also the
phase shift coefficient) of the object. We investigate the circular trajectory re-
construction by presenting an analytical reconstruction algorithm in section
1.8.1, then discuss the effect of discretisation introduced by discretised detec-
tor pixels and the sufficient sampling requirement in section 1.8.2, and the
Landweber’s Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) in sec-
tion 1.8.3. Lastly, we list some 3-D source trajectories in section 1.8.4, and
refer to some suitable reconstruction methods.
1.8.1 Circular Trajectory
Here I will derive the Filtered Back Projection (FBP) algorithm for the parallel-
beam circular-trajectory projection-data. Let f (x, y) be the attenuation coeffi-
cient of the object, andR be the projection operator on the object. The symbol
R is used for the projection operator, because for circular-trajectory projection
operator it is also the 2-D Radon transform. The equations and derivations
used in this subsection can be found in Natterer [95].
We shall take this equation as the starting point:
f (x, y) = F−12 F2[ f (x, y)]. (1.112)
The Radon transform is a mathematical operator introduced by Johann
Radon in 1917 [96], that takes a function f defined on a 2-D plane to a function
R f defined on the space of lines through the 2-D plane, with the value at each
line equal to the integral of the function f over that line:
R f (s, θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f [x(z), y(z)]dz, (1.113)
where [x(z), y(z)] = [(z sin θ + s cos θ), (−z cos θ + s sin θ)].
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By using the projection-slice theorem on the Radon transform [95], we
have:
F2[ f (x, y)] = Fs→w
[
1
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
. (1.114)
Taking the inverse 2-D Fourier transform of the last equation to obtain:
f (x, y) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(u,v)·(x,y)Fs→w
[
1
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
dudv. (1.115)
I change the variables into the polar coordinate, with u = w cos θ, v =
w sin θ, and dudv = wdwdθ to obtain:
f (x, y) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∞
0
eiw(x cos θ+y sin θ)Fs→w
[ w
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
dwdθ. (1.116)
Since there is a relationship between the projection data collected in the
opposite (180 degrees) direction:
R f (−s, θ) = R f (s, θ + pi), (1.117)
therefore we can translate this relationship in Fourier space:
Fs→w
[
1
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
(−w, θ) = Fs→w
[
1
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
(w, θ + pi). (1.118)
Therefore using this relationship in Fourier space, we can turn Eqn. 1.116
to:
f (x, y) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
0
∫ ∞
−∞
eiw(x cos θ+y sin θ)Fs→w
[ |w|
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
dwdθ. (1.119)
Let the ramp filter from each projection angle be:
Q(θ, x cos θ + y sin θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
eiw(x cos θ+y sin θ)Fs→w
[
1
4pi2
R f (s, θ)
]
|w|dw.
(1.120)
We replace the notation on the right hand side of Eqn. 1.120 by the 1-D
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Fourier transform on the projection image:
Q(θ, x cos θ + y sin θ) = F−1w→(x cos θ+y sin θ)(|w|Fs→wR[ f (s, θ)]. (1.121)
Using the ramp filter, we obtain the reconstruction equation:
f (x, y) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
Q(θ, x cos θ + y sin θ)dθ. (1.122)
In this subsection, I have derived the continuous FBP reconstruction algo-
rithm for the circular trajectory parallel-beam case. A similar formulation for
a CT reconstruction algorithm for the 2-D fan-beam circular-trajectory could
also be formulated. Note the form of Fourier transform used here, because
a factor of 14pi2 is not needed when using the standard Fourier transform in
Python. We shall expand our discussions on the discretisation and sufficient
sampling in section 1.8.2.
1.8.2 Discretisation and Sufficient Sampling for the Circular
Trajectory
The circular reconstruction algorithm discussed in section 1.8.1 assumes a
continuous sampling of the trajectory and an infinite resolution detector.
However, a continuous sampling trajectory is not practically feasible due to
finite projection angles are taken on the trajectory, and such infinite resolution
detector does not exist due to the discretised pixels on the detector. In this
subsection, we investigate the consequences of discretisation, and how many
projection angles are needed to reconstruct a pixelated object.
In chapter 3.3 of Kak and Slaney [23], they give an illustration of recon-
structing an oval object from 1, 4, 64 and 512 projection angles of such object.
Here we redo their simulation work with a Shepp Logan phantom [97], with
image size 512 by 512 pixels with 4, 16, 64, 256 and 1024 projection angles (see
Fig. 1.12). The Nyquist-Shannon sampling requirement in Fourier space re-
quires at least 512 ·pi/2 = 804 projection angles to reconstruct an artefact-free
image [98].
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(a) 4 projections (b) 16 projections
(c) 64 projections (d) 256 projections
(e) Original (f) 1024 projections
Fig. 1.12: Cone-beam reconstruction: FBP for (a) 4, (b) 16 (c) 64, (d) 256 and
(f) 1024 projection angles, and (e) original phantom image.
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Fig. 1.12 shows the more projection angles used, the more accurate the
reconstructed image. The reconstruction gets the low frequency information
correct with less projection angles that what is needed to get the high fre-
quency information right. For the reconstructed image using 256 projection
angles, the errors are in the very high frequency, as we can see the error
are wave like with an oscillatory period of about 2-5 pixels. This oscillatory
high frequency error is due to the insufficient projection angle sampling to
satisfy the Nyquist’s sampling requirements. For the reconstruction image
using 1024 projection angles, there is no visual difference from the original
phantom.
The results in this subsection shows the Nyquist’s sampling requirement
correctly predicted the approximate number of projection angles are needed
for an artefacts-free image.
1.8.3 Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT)
Landweber’s iteration [99] forms the basic algorithm for obtaining the itera-
tive method, commonly known as SIRT [100].
Let f (~x) be the attenuation of the object volume space, and g(θ,~r) be the
projection of the attenuation in the detector space.
We define the projection operator from the object volume to the detector
space to be P , with the corresponding back-projection operation from the
detector space to the object to be B. We observe that B is an adjoint operator
of P .
Given a set of observed projected attenuation at the detector g(θ,~r), we
present an iterative reconstruction method for finding the attenuation of the
object f (~x) by minimising the L2 difference in detector space:
min
f
‖P( f )− g‖2. (1.123)
Landweber’s [99; 100] algorithm (also SIRT) takes the following update:
f[k+1] = f[k] −vB [P ( fk)− g] , (1.124)
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where the stepping factor v is set of 1, or some relaxation factor w satisfies
0 < w < 2
s21
(with s1 being the largest singular value of P).
In fact, Landweber’s algorithm is a case of steepest descent (see section
1.3.6). The objective function G( f ) = min f ‖P( f ) − g‖22/2, Eqn. 1.125 can
also be written as:
f[k+1] = f[k] −v5 G( f[k]). (1.125)
Iterative methods such as SIRT place few restrictions on the projection
data in comparison to analytical methods such as FBP (see section 1.8.1).
SIRT minimises the L2 error in the detector space, therefore it places fewer
restrictions on the projection data in comparison to analytical method such
as FBP. Many other iterative reconstruction methods have been studied in the
literature [41; 101; 42; 102], and these methods are discussed in more details
when used in chapter 2.
1.8.4 3-D Source Trajectories
There are many X-ray source scanning trajectories used for 3-D samples such
as circular (for a discussion and a simulated reconstruction see section 1.8.1
and 1.8.2), 3-D random [103], helical [104] and cylindrical space filling trajec-
tories. In this subsection, I present the 3-D helical and 3-D cylindrical space
filling trajectories. See Fig. 1.13 for an illustration of helical and space filling
trajectories.
1.8.4.1 Helical Trajectory
The helical trajectory is used to overcome the off-plane data-insufficiency arte-
facts from the circular trajectory. As the helical trajectory satisfies Tuy’s suf-
ficiency condition [105], therefore it has a unique reconstruction. The helical
trajectory is an ideal sampling strategy for imaging long objects [106].
The helical trajectory is commonly used with an analytically exact recon-
struction such as Katsevich’s filtered back projection (KFBP) [104].
We shall explore the helical trajectory in detail in chapter 4, with real
projection data and its reconstructed volume.
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Fig. 1.13: Illustrate the helical trajectory in red, and the space filling trajectory
in blue.
1.8.4.2 3-D Space Filling (SF) Trajectory
We investigated and developed a reconstruction method using the 3-D space
filling (SF) trajectory, this is discussed in chapter 4. The 3-D SF trajectory
obtains X-ray source trajectories spanning the entire cylinder.
There are advantages for using a 3-D SF trajectory, as it is a more uniform
sampling of angles, and can eliminate of non-uniform resolution inherent to
the helical trajectory. The 3-D SF trajectory reconstruction uses less window-
ing (constant pitch window rather than the Tam-Danielson window used by
helical’s KFBP), therefore it retains a larger proportion of the acquired data.
In chapter 4, I investigate the data sufficiency, and determine how well-posed
of this sampling trajectory is in comparison to the helical trajectory. I use
multi-grid and Colsher’s filter methods to find an optimal reconstruction al-
gorithm for the SF trajectory.
1.8.5 Conclusion
In this section, I presented the circular FBP reconstruction algorithm in section
1.8.1, the angle sufficiency using reconstruction results in section 1.8.2, the
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iterative SIRT reconstruction method in section 1.8.3, and 3-D trajectories in
section 1.8.4. This background material forms the foundation for the work on
reconstruction using a SF trajectory in chapter 4.
1.9 Assumptions and Loopholes of Micro-CT Re-
construction Algorithm
This section discusses some assumptions that are not addressed by the stan-
dard reconstruction method such as: polychromatic X-ray source (section
1.9.1), non-point source and discretised detector pixel (section 1.9.2), phys-
ical misalignment (section 1.9.3), detector bias due to prior intensity (section
1.9.4), and incorrect refraction contrast retrieval (section 1.9.5).
Some of these assumptions were not addressed during the early devel-
opment of the X-ray CT (see section 1.1.1) such as the penumbral blurring
due to a non-point source, and the physical misalignment as they are not sig-
nificant when the resolution of the reconstruction is coarser than the X-ray
source spot and misalignment. Similarly X-ray refraction contrast (see section
1.7) was weak during the early development of X-ray CT due to the imaging
geometry [65; 20].
Some of these assumptions are not addressed in previous works due to
the lack of computational capacity or the understanding of such assumptions.
Some incorrect assumptions include assuming a monochromatic model when
using polychromatic X-ray source, assuming a point source assumption when
using a non-point X-ray source, or assuming a non-biased detector when it is
biased.
This section includes the solutions that can overcome the shortcoming of
problems raised from incorrect assumptions.
1.9.1 Polychromatic X-ray Energy
Even using the best physical filter for a lab based X-ray source (see sec-
tion 1.2.1), the filtered X-ray photons would be a mixture of different en-
ergy, which is called a polychromatic incident spectrum. Since the sample
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attenuates different proportions of low and high energy X-rays, so an inten-
sity summing detector (see section 1.2.4) could not calculate the attenuation
through a path at a particular X-ray energy (or wavelength). Therefore the
standard reconstruction produces beam hardening artefacts in the reconstruc-
tion volume[107].
Even through this is not a central topic in my thesis, some considerations
are applied for the phase contrast and retrieval work in chapter 3 to have the
ability to incorporate polychromatic models to deal with beam hardening.
1.9.2 Non-point Spread Source and Detector
No X-ray source is an infinitesimally small point source (see section 1.2.1), in
most cases it is best described by a surface area or a volume with an intensity
flux distribution function. For a fine-focus geometry, where resolution is lim-
ited by the source spot size, a non-point source creates penumbral blurring in
the radiographs, and would result in blurring artefacts in the reconstruction.
This becomes a problem when the X-ray source spot size is approaching or
larger than the voxel size in the object volume. For a detailed account of the
micro-CT systems used at the ANU CTLab, see section 1.2.5.
The X-ray detectors used at ANU CTLab are made up of two layers, a
scintillator and photo-diode pixel layer. When X-ray photons hit the scintil-
lator layer, and scintillator turns some of the X-ray photons into visible light,
and emits it from the point of contact. Since the photo-diode pixels are some
distance from the scintillator layer, some of the light emitted from the point
of contact is distributed into the neighbouring pixels and induces penumbral
blurring in the radiographs. For a detailed account of the detector including
the overall CT systems used at the ANU CTLab, see section 1.2.4 and 1.2.5.
This thesis will investigate methods of overcoming this penumbral blur-
ring in chapter 2, based on my two first author peer reviewed papers [108;
109].
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1.9.3 Source, Object, Detector Misalignment
Misalignments occur when the imaging is not carried out with the exact de-
sired geometry. This could be caused by many phenomena, such as change
in temperature causing the component to expand or contract, change in hu-
midity, change in atmospheric pressure, vibration, and other factors.
Misalignments during the measurement of the projections resulting in ra-
diographs with different voxel size scales, and with misaligned projection
angles. If the misalignment projections are not correctly modelled and ac-
counted for, it would create artefacts in the reconstructed volume. Also in
section 1.7.4, I demonstrated how misalignment causes incorrect dual energy
phase retrieval.
Dr. Andrew Kingston has derived a method to solve this misalignment
problem in software by passive auto-focus [25]. This works through an iter-
ative algorithm relating the reconstruction volume with the projection space.
Andrew’s auto-focus approach would not be applicable to my dual energy
phase retrieval alignment, as dual phase retrieval algorithm would only take
projections taken at a single projection angle.
I have developed a method of hardware alignment (see section 3.7.4) using
the air-bearing stage (see section 1.2.5.4). This hardware alignment works
directly on the projection space.
1.9.4 Detector Bias Due to Prior Intensity
The detector is made up of a scintillator layer and a photo-diode pixel layer,
so when an X-ray photon hits a particular part of the scintillator layer, the
scintillator layer would convert the energy of the X-ray photon into emitted
light photons. This causes the photo-diode pixels around where the X-ray is
hit to be brighter for some time after the X-ray photon has hit the scintillator.
Our radiographs are taken with exposure typically longer than 1 second,
and detector bias typically lasts for a fraction of a second (see section 1.2.4).
There are longer decay constants also, however it is not a signification prob-
lem for the imaging done at the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
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1.9.5 Incorrect Refraction Contrast Retrieval
Distribution of X-ray intensity could be altered by refraction while propa-
gating to the detector, due to the non-uniform shift of the X-ray phase after
transmitting through the object. This change in intensity measured at the
detector is called phase contrast.
If this is not correctly modelled and retrieved, it causes phase contrast
artefacts in the reconstruction volume. In fact, this phase contrast could be
used as a source of signal by phase retrieval algorithm to obtain the refraction
of the object, rather than just attenuation.
In section 1.7, we presented some phase retrieval algorithms. However
those algorithms either assumed a single material, or require measurements
at two effective propagation distance. Neither approach is ideal for cone-
beam system used at the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
The dual energy phase retrieval approach will be the focus in chapter 3,
by exploring phase retrieval using measurement at the same effective propa-
gation distance at two incident X-ray energy spectra.
1.9.6 Conclusion
In this section, we went through assumptions that could be inaccurate for
micro-CT. In particular, the problems include: the polychromatic X-ray en-
ergy, non-point source penumbral blurring, physical misalignment, detector
bias, and incorrect phase retrieval for correcting refraction contrast.
1.10 Chapter Summary
This chapter was devoted to the introduction and to provide background to
X-ray CT. Overall, this chapter can be split into four parts as summarised
below.
In the first part (section 1.1 - 1.2), I explained the advantages of using X-
rays for 3-D non-destructive imaging (section 1.1), and then compared and
discussed the components of the X-ray CT systems. We looked into the X-ray
source, imaged object, stage and X-ray detector individually, and how they
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fit into the overall CT system (section 1.2). Then I focused on the micro-CT
machine designed and constructed at the ANU CTLab, including detailed
specifications (section 1.2.5).
In the second part (section 1.3), I presented the mathematical tools and
the statistical models that are used to model an X-ray CT system, and pre-
sented solvers to the inverse problems related to the measurements taken at
the detector.
In the third part (section 1.4 - 1.6), we first modelled the X-ray physics
with a spectrum decomposed scalar field, through both matter and free space,
starting from the four Maxwell equations. Then using the spectrum decom-
posed scalar field, we presented the projection approximation through object
and wave propagators through free space. Lastly, I presented both a qual-
itative account of X-ray scattering and then quantified the dominant X-ray
scattering for both attenuation and phase shift.
The fourth part (section 1.7 - 1.9) was about the specific inverse algorithms.
We first looked into the current phase retrieval algorithms including the sin-
gle material method with one measurement, and methods by taking two
measurements. Then I introduced reconstruction algorithms, including the
FBP reconstruction method for circular trajectory, sampling sufficiency, iter-
ative method, and 3-D source trajectories. Lastly, we looked into potentially
incorrect assumptions that cause undesirable artefacts in the reconstruction
volume for a lab based micro-CT system, and methods of removing those
artefacts.
In later chapters, I will use the background materials presented in this
chapter to obtain and implement algorithms, for micro-CT systems used at
ANU CTLab (section 1.2.5), such as: source deblurring (chapter 2), dual en-
ergy phase retrieval (chapter 3), and space filling trajectory reconstruction
(chapter 4).
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2Modelling and Correcting the
Source Penumbral Blurring
Conventional Computed Tomography (CT) reconstruction methods assume
the X-ray photons are emitted from a zero-dimensional point on the X-ray
source, I define this to be the single point source assumption. However the X-
ray photons are emitted from a 2-D area or 3-D volume on the X-ray source
target (see section 1.2.1), by translating the energy from the focused electrons
to X-ray photons. As the reconstructed voxel size approaches the source size
([110]), this non-single-point source renders the above assumption invalid.
For the rest of this chapter, a source that fails the single point source assumption
will be called a non-point source.
A non-negligible source size leads to penumbral blurring in the radio-
graph (see Fig. 2.1), this reduces the resolution of the radiographs. Using
conventional CT reconstruction will propagate this penumbral blurring in the
radiograph into the reconstruction volume [102]. Correcting for this penum-
bral blurring due to the source spot size is known as the source deblurring
problem.
For this study, the X-ray source is assumed and modelled to have a monochro-
matic energy, and other errors for standard reconstruction (as outlined in
chapter 1) are not present for the simulation cases. The effects of those er-
rors or the spread of the X-ray spectrum is minimised for the real data case
through hardware (such as filtering) and software (such as auto-focus) correc-
tions [25]. I have contributed to all the theory and implementation of source
deblurring work, using the standard forward and back projection code in the
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Fig. 2.1: Comparing the radiographs between a point source and a non-point
source.
applied mathematics development library (am_devlib) written by researchers
in the department. All the major results in this chapter have been published
in peer reviewed papers [108; 111], and a conference abstract [109]. This chap-
ter includes materials from those published papers and abstract, with reused
diagrams conforming to the publisher’s copyright rules and departmental
policy.
The original part of my research is to use two existing iterative methods
for source deblurring, and formulate one original source deblurring method
suitable for high cone-angle (≈ 60 degrees). At ANU CTLab (discussed in
section 1.2.5), our micro-CT system routinely images at high cone-angle to
increase the flux of X-ray photons on a ray path through the object. Due to
the need of increasing X-ray flux, sometimes the X-ray source spot size can be
up to three times the voxel size, due to the heat dissipation rate as discussed
in section 1.2.1. There is a need to formulate source deblurring algorithms to
correct for this penumbral source blurring, in the high cone-angle geometry
(as used in our lab, see section 1.2.5).
A blurring operator on the non-point source radiographs, can be approx-
imated by a convolution operator. In a high cone-angle geometry, using a
reconstruction method that only deconvolves each radiograph leads to arte-
facts in the reconstruction volume. Alternatively, iterative methods that fully
model the non-point source and avoid such artefacts are computationally ex-
pensive due to the need for projection and back projection for each iteration
(the projection and back projection operation are expensive in CT reconstruc-
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tion). In this chapter, I propose a hybrid method that efficiently corrects the
effect of the non-point source by better modelling the X-ray micro-CT’s imag-
ing geometry.
This chapter has 8 sections: introduction (section 2.1), formulating the
existing solver for parallel-beam source deblurring (section 2.2), parallel-beam
simulation work (section 2.3), 3-D cone-beam geometry (section 2.4), source
deblurring methods for high cone-angle (section 2.5), 3-D simulation work
(section 2.6), Real data cone-beam work (section 2.7), and summary (section
2.8).
2.1 Introduction
There is a fundamental trade-off between the size of the X-ray source spot,
and the amount of X-ray flux it can produce. There is also a trade-off between
the amount of X-ray flux going through the object, and the signal-to-noise
ratio. In order to shorten experimental time and reduce cost, we need the
X-ray flux to be high, but this forces our X-ray source spot to approach or
sometimes exceed the voxel size of the object. See section 1.2 for an in depth
discussion of micro-CT systems similar to the one used at ANU CTLab.
This single point source assumption is valid when the source is relatively
small compared to the voxel size of the volume being reconstructed.
However, with the current high-resolution micro- and even sub-micro-CT,
due to the ever increasing resolution of X-ray detectors, CT reconstructed im-
age’s voxels are becoming smaller than the spot size of the source (see section
1.2.1). Using the machine at the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5), our voxel size
can be smaller than 1 micron, and will continue to become smaller as higher
resolution detectors are used in the future. In these cases, the non-negligible
size of the source will lead to penumbral blurring in the radiographs. As a
result of this source-blurring problem, the standard filtered back-projection
algorithm would produce reconstructions with penumbral blurring artefacts.
Classical method assumes the X-ray photons to be emitted from a point,
while in reality the X-ray photons are emitted from an area or a volume on
the source target. The intensity of the source distribution can be defined by
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a point spread function (PSF) in terms of intensity (see section 1.2.1 on X-
ray sources). Therefore we need to model the effect of this non-point on the
radiograph collected at the detector.
One way to model this non-point source in a discretised way is to let the
source be made of many individual point sources with corresponding inten-
sity. Then the forward projection would be a weighted sum of the forward
projections of each individual point source. This formulation assumes spatial
incoherence of the X-rays generated from a volume, this assumption is true in
the resolution we are measuring at the detector (as discussed in section 1.4.5).
Also the validity of this assumption could be demonstrated by taking an X-
ray radiograph across the boundary of a block of lead, with the radiograph
showing no interference patterns at the detector.
For a 2-D parallel-beam imaging system, this PSF in the source results
in blurry reconstructed images using conventional FBP. I model the inten-
sity from the centre to edge of the source as a truncated normal distribution
(see section 1.4) and I assume light propagates towards the detector without
refraction. Under this geometry the penumbral blurred radiograph (caused
by a non-point source) can be modelled by convolution of the un-blurred ra-
diograph with a source-spot kernel function [48]. This leads to section 2.2,
on formulating current methods for solving the source blurring problem for
parallel-beam systems.
2.2 Formulating Existing Iterative Solvers for Parallel-
Beam Source Deblurring
In this section, I present the Richardson-Lucy (RL) and conjugate gradient
(CG) source deblurring algorithms for the parallel-beam case with the reg-
ularisation function used. Regularisation is used because source deblurring
is an ill-posed problem, and incorporate a regularisation function makes this
problem better conditioned.
There are many other image deconvolution methods, including Fourier
deconvolution, Landweber’s [112], Super resolution [113], etc.
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RL will correct low frequencies in the radiograph much faster than the
high frequencies, hence it is expected to be comparatively stable in the pres-
ence of noise [114].
CG will have a quadratic convergence rate, and it is an iterative method
that iterates between the projection space and the object volume space.
The rest of this section is divided into four subsections: RL deconvolution
algorithm (section 2.2.1), CG deblurring algorithm (section 2.2.2), comparison
of those two methods (section 2.2.3), and conclusion (section 2.2.4).
2.2.1 Richardson-Lucy (R-L)
The R-L method [115] is a maximum-likelihood statistical deconvolution al-
gorithm. The R-L method solves for the original unblurred radiograph by
maximising the likelihood of producing the observed radiograph, given a
blur function, in the presence of noise. Let B be the blurring operator, Bt be
the adjoint operator of B, gb be the source blurred radiograph, and gr be the
reconstructed (source deblurred) radiograph.
With regularisation parameter v, and C being a neighbourhood average
operator I present the regularised R-L method [115] for the ith iteration:
g[i+1]r = v[i]C(g
[i]
r ) + (1−v[i])g[i]r Bt(gb/Bg[i]r ). (2.1)
According to Molina’s paper [115], the recommended regularisation param-
eter v[i] = d · g[i]r /(g[i]r + Var), where Var is some variance metric for the
neighbourhood at each voxel, so that less regularisation occurs in the high
variation region of the image.
In the parallel case, d = 32 is used for the regularised R-L method. This
regularisation step is similar to a prior that favours smoother source de-
blurred radiographs. Then the standard filtered back-projection algorithm
is used on the R-L source deblurred radiographs to obtain a volume recon-
struction (see section 1.8 for reconstruction).
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2.2.2 Conjugate Gradient (CG)
Conjugate Gradient (CG) method [42] (for background see section 1.3.6) re-
quires finding the adjoint operator of the forward blurring projection opera-
tor.
Let the forward blurring projection operator be P, with
P =∑(cjPj), (2.2)
where Pj is the projection operator from point j in the source, cj is the relative
source intensity at point j, and ∑ cj = 1.
Let Bj be the adjoint to Pj for any point j in the source, and the adjoint
of sum of operators equal to the sum of adjoint of operators. Therefore, the
adjoint operator of P, as denoted by B can be shown to be:
B =∑(cjBj), (2.3)
where Bj is the back-projection operator from point i in the source.
Let fr be the reconstructed image, fo be the original image, and gb be
the source blurred radiograph. The CG method is an algebraic solver with
quadratic convergence [101] that minimises ‖gb−P fr‖L2. Iteration number [i]
is denoted by superscript. For the regularised CG iterative method (CG-REG)
[101]:
f [i+1]r = v[i]C f
[i]
r + (1−v[i]) f [i]r + a[i]p[i], (2.4)
where C is a neighbour average operator, v[i] = d[i] · f [i]r /( f [i]r + Var) with
d[i] as the free factor in terms of the amount of noise (in this case d[i] =
0.5 · 0.8i for the simulation and 0.3 · 0.8i for the real data work), and a[i] and
p[i] are determined by the CG method [42]. v[i] = 0 is used for the standard
(unregularised) CG method.
Normally CG can update the Error term in the volume space by using the
formula [101]:
Error[i+1] = Error[i] − α[i]p[i], (2.5)
but if there are regularisation terms, then the Error term in the volume space
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have to be recalculated:
Error[i+1] = B
[
P ( fo)−P
(
f [i+1]r
)]
. (2.6)
2.2.3 Comparison of Richardson-Lucy (R-L) with Conjugate
Gradient (CG)
As the source-blurred radiographs all result from imaging the same sample,
the de-blurred radiographs in a CT data set must be self-consistent (i.e. lie on
the range space of the Radon transform). For example, the total attenuation
in each radiograph must be identical. Inconsistent radiographs will lead to
artefacts in the 3-D reconstruction.
Unlike the R-L method, CG enforces self-consistency in the CT data set
by iterating between radiograph and volume space, ensuring that the de-
blurred radiograph is consistent, and so it is likely to deal with noisy and
non-smooth radiographs better. In contrast, the R-L method operates entirely
in radiograph space and offers no guarantee of self-consistency.
For parallel-beam CT, source blurred radiograph can be obtained from
blurring a point sourced radiograph. However for cone-beam CT, this is no
longer the case. Therefore CG source deblurring method is much slower
when used for cone-beam system in comparison to a parallel-beam system.
2.2.4 Conclusion
In this section, I have outlined both RL (in section 2.2.1) and CG method (in
section 2.2.2). Then I compared the properties of R-L with CG (in section
2.2.3).
2.3 2-D Parallel-Beam Simulation
In this section, I present the source blurring function and the noise models
(in section 2.3.1), the simulated results for the parallel-beam source deblurring
(in section 2.3.2), and the conclusion (in section 2.3.3)
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I expect source penumbral blurring to blurs the reconstruction using stan-
dard FBP method. Such blurs could be reduced by the use of source deblur-
ring algorithms (such as RL and CG), however due to the ill-conditioning of
the source blurring, I expect the reconstruction to be noisy. I expect the noise
in the reconstruction to be reduced by the use of regularisation algorithms.
2.3.1 Source Blurring and Noise Function
The non-point source blurring is modelled by the convolution of the simu-
lated intensity with a source-spot kernel. For simulated data, the source-spot
kernel is a 9 pixel wide, truncated normal distribution with σ = 2 pixels.
For real data, the source spot-kernel may be measured using a few radio-
graphs of a block of lead or imaging a focus standard. A radiograph of a
vertical edge and a radiograph of a horizontal edge of the block is taken, and
the source-spot kernel is calculated.
In the simulated data, some Poisson noise (similar to the ANU CTLab sys-
tem, see section 1.2.5) is added to model detector noise. For more background
information on Poisson noise and likelihood see section 1.3.5.
2.3.2 Simulation Results
I used a Sucrosic Dolomite image (160 by 160 pixels) as the simulation phan-
tom, with sufficient projection sampling as by Tuy’s sufficiency condition
[105], taken from a reconstruction of a CT scan done at the ANU CTLab
(see section 1.2.5). With noise added similar to the noise seen in the ANU
CTLab, with counts of 10,000 - 50,000.
In this subsection, I present the reconstruction results of each method:
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Fig. 2.2: Original image, RL and CG (50 iterations, optimal by L2 error from
the original (160 by 160 pixels). c©[2013] ICTMS.
Fig. 2.3: Filtered back-projection (FBP), RL with regularisation and CG (64
iterations) with regularisation (160 by 160 pixels). c©[2013] ICTMS.
For comparison purposes, I will use the square area (in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3) in
each reconstruction to compare noise, and the circle area (in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3)
in each reconstruction to compare the fine detail in the deblurred reconstruc-
tions. Overall, we want a near constant value in the square area, and a higher
contrast of the signal in the circled area. The relative noise, and sharpness
(signal) are presented in Tab. 2.1.
Source blurring creates penumbral blurring artefacts when using standard
filtered back-projection reconstruction method (Fig. 2.3, left), this blurring is
reduced by using RL and CG method at the expense of more noise recon-
struction as shown in (Fig. 2.2 centre and right). Comparing each source
deblurring method, RL (Fig. 2.2, centre) reveals slightly more detail, while
CG (Fig. 2.2, right) has slightly less noise. But overall, the quality difference
between each source deblurring method is minimal.
Regularisation degrades the fine detail in the RL reconstruction, but does
not appear to do so for the CG method (see Tab. 2.1). Since both regularised
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reconstructions have a similar amount of noise, I can conclude that one ad-
vantage of CG over the RL method is that CG can reconstruct more fine detail
with similar amount of noise present.
Reconstruction Noise Sharpness Signal to Noise L2 Error
Original 0.138 1.975 14.3 0.0
FBP 1.000 1.000 1.00 0.0543
RL 1.509 1.633 1.08 0.0435
RL TV-Reg 1.179 1.380 1.16 0.0435
CG 1.251 1.484 1.18 0.0389
CG TV-Reg 1.154 1.409 1.22 0.0393
Tab. 2.1: Quantitative results for relative noise, relative sharpness, relative
signal to noise, and L2 error from the original. To compare different source
deblurring methods c©[2013] ICTMS.
In terms of computational time in the parallel-beam case, RL takes about
twice the computational time of standard filtered back-projection, while CG
takes about 2·[number of iterations] times the computational time of standard
filtered back-projection. CG only need to project and back project from a
point source, and the non-point source blurring operation could be done in
the projection space.
2.3.3 Conclusion
For parallel-beam non-point source projected radiography, both the RL and
CG methods have improved the reconstruction in terms of amount of signal
in sharpness, and also increased the amount of the noise in the reconstruc-
tion. However, results from simulated data indicate that the regularised CG
method preserves fine detail better than the regularised R-L method for the
2-D parallel-beam case.
One thing to note is that just one iteration of CG uses similar amount
of computational time as R-L and standard filtered back-projection. So even
though CG is a more accurate reconstruction algorithm, it is at a higher com-
putational cost.
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2.4 3-D Cone-beam Geometry
The change in imaging geometry from 2-D parallel-beam to 3-D cone-beam
is significant.
In 3-D cone-beam, RL reconstruction only approximates the deconvolution
kernel, while the CG method reconstruction will theoretically account for all
source blurring.
However CG method would need to project and back project from each
point of the source space, as the non-point source blurring operation could
not be done in the projection space, and resulting in an increase in computa-
tional cost proportional to the number of discrete source point.
The rest of this section is broken down into six subsections: overall non-
point source projection implementation (section 2.4.1), the effective blurring
on the object for a cone-beam system (section 2.4.2), using misalignment to
simulate non-point source (section 2.4.3), forward projection operator (section
2.4.4), effective blurring in the 3-D cone-beam (section 2.4.5) and conclusion
(section 2.4.6).
2.4.1 3-D Non-point Source Projection
This subsection talks about the point source projection and back projection,
and how the point source projection and back projection are used to construc-
tion the non-point source projection and back projection.
The current geometry set-up describes source position by the circular path
with projection angle θ. A voxel in the centre of the object is projected to cover
exactly one pixel on the detector, this is implemented by having a theoretical
detector with the centre at the same point at the centre of the object.
The implementation of the point source 3-D cone-beam projection (and
also point source back projection) is through a ray-tracing method, with the
corresponding source displacement (tangential to the path of the source) ∆x.
Therefore the overall projection and back projection is achieved by:
1. For each angle θ of the forward projection, rays are traced from the
source point through the object onto the centre of each detector pixel.
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This ray tracing operation takes account for weighting through the ray
path, and Tri-linear interpolation on each ray-tracing.
2. For each angle θ of the back-projection, each centre of a voxel in the
object is projected onto the detector, and takes the value of that pixel.
Interpolation is used on the projection image to account for a voxel that
is projected between two pixels. This back-projection is only approxi-
mately an adjoint of the forward projection.
3. Non-point source is modelled by a set of non-interfere point sources
on a plane parallel to the detector, this resulting in non-point source
projection to be the weighted sum of projections from each point source
in the set.
2.4.2 Effective Blurring
To get some intuition for the effective blurring, I project a point object, and
also project this point object when moved parallel to the detector and when
moved perpendicular to the detector as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5
respectively.
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Fig. 2.4: Transverse movement along x-axis or y-axis of an impulse object
leads to the same convolution on the detector c©[2014] SPIE.
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Fig. 2.5: Longitudinal movement along z-axis of an impulse object leads to a
different image on the detector c©[2014] SPIE.
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For cone-beam, a convolution of the source point does not equate to any
convolution of the image in the projection space. Therefore the R-L method
would not fully account for the non-uniform penumbral blurring. This non-
uniform penumbral blurring is more problematic for high cone-angle CT
imaging. This is problematic, as the geometry of high cone-angle high mag-
nification imaging is the typical imaging modality used at the ANU CTLab
(see section 1.2.5)
In the current geometry setup, source position is dictated by a circular
path with parameter θ being the projection angle, SD the distance from
the source to the centre of the object, and zOrigin the source shift in the
z-coordinate.
For the parallel-beam case, the distance between source and detector does
not matter, as long as a pixel in the centre of the object get projected onto
one pixel on the detector. This is implemented by having a theoretical detector
with the centre at the same point at the centre of the object, therefore SD is
also the distance from the source to the centre of the theoretical detector. The
direction of the pixels in height and width direction indicated by vectors
−→
hS
and
−→
wS respectively.
For the 3-D cone-beam case, there is a non-uniform blurring and non-
uniform effective convolution. Fig. 2.4 and 2.5 shows that deconvolution in
the projection space could only solve the deconvolution problem with respect
to a plane parallel to the detector, and could not account for the non-uniform
penumbral blurring with respect to translation perpendicular to the detector.
I used the current geometrical set-up model such non-point source projec-
tion, because I could map the problem of non-point source blurring as having
a weighted sum of a set of misalignment projections (see section 2.4.3).
2.4.3 Relating Misalignment to Non-point Source
This subsection uses the fact that non-point source projection could be mod-
elled by an incoherent sum of chosen misaligned projections (as introduced
in section 1.4.5), this simplifies the work of coding another set of change in
coordinate system as the code in the ANU CTLab already has misalignment
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parameters [25]. In this subsection (unless otherwise indicated), ‘pixel’ or
‘pixel size’ refers to ‘physical pixel size’.
This subsection is divided into 5 sub-subsections: setting up the param-
eters and coordinate system, translating the source position, translating the
detector position, rotating the detector position, and summary with pseudo
code.
2.4.3.1 Setting Up the Parameters and Coordinate System
There are six misalignment parameters for the detector: the first three param-
eters Dw, Dh and Dl moves the centre of the detector with the corresponding
pixels in the
−→
wS,
−→
hS, and
−−→
wh⊥ =
−→
wS×−→hS = −→sP/SD direction; the next three
parameters Dψ, Dθ and Dφ makes a rotation about the w, h and wh⊥ axis
respectively.
For the source spread function, I am going to assume it is made up of an
area perpendicular to the line from the source to the centre of the object (as
illustrated for a transmission X-ray source in section 1.2.1), and it is approx-
imated by incoherently summing a finite number of point sources weighted
with corresponding intensity.
Let SD be the distance from the source to the centre of the detector, let
the direction of the pixels in height and width direction indicated by vectors−→
hS and
−→
wS respectively, let the source and the detector position be
−→
sP and
−→
dP
respectively, and θ is the angle of the source on the circular path. We have the
following coordinates:
−→
sP = (−SD cos(θ),−SD sin(θ), 0), (2.7)
−→
dP = (0, 0, 0), (2.8)
−→
hS = (0, 0, 1), (2.9)
−→
wS = (sin(θ),− cos(θ), 0). (2.10)
Fig. 2.6 shows the coordinates used for the source and detector setup.
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Fig. 2.6: Coordinates used for the source and detector setup.
2.4.3.2 Translating the Source Position (Operations one to three)
To model a projection from a different source point, I need to shift the
−→
sP to−→
sPn and
−→
dP to
−→
dPn by the following, while leaving
−→
hS and
−→
wS unchanged:
−→
sPn =
−→
sP + hD · −→hS + wD · −→wS, (2.11)
−→
dPn = (
−→
sPn −−→sP)(m− 1)/m, (2.12)
where the n denotes parameters for projection from the new source point, and
m = geometric magnification.
Eqn. 2.11 accounts for moving the source position by hD pixels vertically,
and wD pixels horizontally with respect to the detector. Eqn. 2.12 simulates
for the shift in the virtual detector centred at (0, 0, 0) to account for the relative
translational movement of the source.
By letting ∆θ = tan−1(wD/SD), anglen = θ+∆θ and SDn = SD/ cos(∆θ),
and zOriginn = zOrigin + hD (first three operations), then the coordinate for
the source is:
−→
sPn = [− cos(θ + ∆θ)SDn,− sin(θ + ∆θ)SDn, hD]. (2.13)
Eqn. 2.13 decouples horizontal and vertical direction. By trigonometric rules,
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the right hand side of Eqn. 2.13 can be expanded to:
{[− cos(θ) cos(∆θ) + sin(θ) sin(∆θ)] SDn,
[− sin(θ) cos(∆θ)− sin(∆θ) cos(θ)] SDn, hD} . (2.14)
Since SDn = SD/ cos(∆θ), so Eqn. 2.14 equals:
−→
sPn
= {[− cos(θ) + tan(∆θ) sin(θ)]SD, [− sin(θ)− tan(∆θ) cos(θ)]SD, hD}
= [− cos(θ)SD + wD · sin(θ),− sin(θ)SD− wD · cos(θ), hD] .
=
−→
sP + hD · −→hS + wD · −→wS (2.15)
−→
sPn in Eqn. 2.15 is equal to
−→
sPn in Eqn. 2.11 as required to generate the
correct source position.
Changing the angle of the source would make
−→
wS = [sin(θ + ∆θ),− cos(θ + ∆θ), 0] , (2.16)
and rotate the detector. However, we want to keep the same detector location
and orientation for all the point source in the PSF for a projection angle.
In summary, after the first three operations, I obtain the correct source
position
−→
sPn, while the parameters for the rest of the CT system become:
−→
dP = (0, 0, 0), (2.17)
−→
hS = (0, 0, 1) (2.18)
and −→
wS = [sin(θ + ∆θ),− cos(θ + ∆θ), 0]. (2.19)
I have the correct source position, but the detector is out of position both
translationally and rotationally.
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2.4.3.3 Translating the Detector Position (Operations four to six)
Since our simulated virtual detector is centred at the centre of the object, we
need to translate it to account for the translation due to the movement of the
source.
Now by letting Dw = wD · cos(∆θ)(m− 1)/m, Dh = hD(m− 1)/m and
Dl = wD · sin(∆θ)(m− 1)/m (operation four to six) would move the −→dP to
−→
dPn = [wD · sin(θ),−wD · cos(θ), hD] (m− 1)/m, (2.20)
and here is the proof:
Operations (four to six) move
−→
dP to
−→
dPn =[−→
wS · wD · cos(∆θ) +−→hS · hD +−−→wh⊥ · wD · sin(∆θ)
]
(m− 1)/m. (2.21)
Eqn. 2.21 can be expanded as:
−→
dPn =
{[sin(θ + ∆θ),− cos(θ + ∆θ), 0]wD · cos(∆θ) + (0, 0, 1)hD} · (m− 1)/m
+ {[− cos(θ + ∆θ),− sin(θ + ∆θ), 0]wD · sin(∆θ)} · (m− 1)/m. (2.22)
Using the following trigonometric identity:
sin(θ + ∆θ) cos(∆θ)− cos(θ + ∆θ) sin(∆θ) = sin(θ),
− cos(θ + ∆θ) cos(∆θ)− sin(θ + ∆θ) sin(∆θ) = − cos(θ), (2.23)
I simplify Eqn. 2.22 for
−→
dPn to be:
−→
dPn = {[sin(θ),− cos(θ), 0]wD + (0, 0, 1)hD} · (m− 1)/m
= (hD · −→hS + wD · −→wS) · (m− 1)/m. (2.24)
The last line in Eqn. 2.24 equals to
−→
dPn in Eqn. 2.12, therefore operation
four to six would move
−→
dP to
−→
dPn as required.
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Currently, the only variable that is not correct is:
−→
wS = [sin(θ + ∆θ),− cos(θ + ∆θ), 0] . (2.25)
Therefore I have the correct location for the centre of the detector, but it is
rotationally out of position.
2.4.3.4 Rotating the Detector (Operation seven)
This can be fixed by setting the seventh operation to be Dθ = ∆θ to obtain:
−→
wSn =
−→
wS · cos(∆θ) + (−−→wh⊥) · sin(∆θ). (2.26)
Eqn. 2.26 can be expanded and simplified using the trigonometric identity
in Eqn. 2.23 to be:
−→
wSn = [sin(θ),− cos(θ), 0] = −→wS. (2.27)
Therefore operation seven would transform
−→
wS to
−→
wSn to maintain the origi-
nal horizontal detector pixel stepping in 3-D space as required.
2.4.3.5 Summary With Pseudo Code
In summary, to project (and back-project) from the point source (deviated
from the centre) to the detector, the following transformations represented by
the misalignment parameters are used:
• anglen = θ + ∆θ, SDn = SD/ cos(∆θ), and zOriginn = zOrigin + hD
(first three operations), where ∆θ = tan−1(wD/SD). This step account
for source point position.
• Dw = wD · cos(∆θ)(m − 1)/m, Dh = hD(m − 1)/m and Dl = wD ·
sin(∆θ)(m− 1)/m (operation four to six), where m = geometric magni-
fication. This step moves the virtual detector to account for the relative
transverse movement on the real detector.
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• Dθ = ∆θ (operation seven). This aligns the detector’s orientation, and
therefore maintains the original horizontal detector pixel stepping.
In terms of pseudo code for implementing a projection from a point in the
source spread function by using misalignment adjustments:
• Input:
Current projection angle θ, source to object distance SD, z-directional
centre height ZOrigin, and magnification m.
Input source point that is wD and hD deviate from the centre of the
source in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
• Process:
Calculate the change in angle ∆θ = tan−1(wD/SD) from the devi-
ated source.
Calculate the new angle anglen = θ + ∆θ from the deviate source.
Calculate the new source to the object distance SDn = SD/ cos(∆θ).
Calculate the new source height zOriginn = zOrigin + hD.
Obtain the same detector position: horizontally Dw = wD · cos(∆θ)(m−
1)/m, vertically Dh = hD(m − 1)/m and translationally Dl = wD ·
sin(∆θ)(m− 1)/m.
Obtain the same detector orientation: horizontally Dθ = ∆θ. No
other direction of rotation is required.
• Output:
Use this set of misalignment projections as a projection from a source
point that is wD and hD pixels deviate from the centre of the source in
the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
2.4.4 Derivation of Projection Operators
3-D space is represented by Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), with the 2-D non-
point source in the plane ~zs, with corresponding normalised source intensity
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IS(~zs). The object has attenuation µ(x, y, z) = µ(~z). The centre of the detector
is at (0, 0, c) with parametric coordinate ~zd for a point on the detector.
I assume that the projection of X-rays from a non-point source is the inco-
herent sum of projection from each point source ~zs, weighted with the inten-
sity of the source IS(~zs) (the background is demonstrated in section 1.4.5, and
this is was also used by La Riviere in [116]). By applying the X-ray projection
approximation [23; 48] (see section 1.5.1) from each point of the source with
corresponding source intensity IS, the intensity ID at the detector is [95]:
ID(~zd) =
∫∫
IS(~zs) exp
[
−
∫
~zs→~zd
µ(~z)d~z
]
dxsdys. (2.28)
The integration in Eqn. 2.28 is over the support domain of the source plane.
Since I have normalised the intensity from the source (i.e.
∫∫
IS(~zs) = 1),
the attenuation at the detector, AD, is calculated from Eqn. 2.28 as:
AD(~zd) = − ln [ID(~zd)] . (2.29)
By assuming weak attenuation-variation assumption in each radiograph
(so ln of a weighted sum could be the weighted sum of ln), I linearise the
right hand side of Eqn. 2.29 to obtain ÂD as an approximation of AD:
ÂD(~zd) =
∫∫
IS(~zs)
∫
~zs→~zd
µ(~z)d~zdxsdys. (2.30)
A non-point source forward projection operator is required to simulate the
imaging process, and provide insight into creating an accurate reconstruction
method. Continuing from Eqn. 2.29, the corresponding discretised forward
projection operator P with discretised source intensity function I˜S(~zs) (with-
out using the weak attenuation-variation assumption) is:
P(µ, Is) = − ln
{
∑
~zs
I˜S(~zs) exp
[
−
∫
~zs→~zd
µ(~z)d~z
]}
. (2.31)
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2.4.5 Non-point Source Blurring with an Impulse Object
As the cone-angle decreases and X-ray paths approach parallel, the effect of
a non-point source on the radiograph can be approximated by a 2-D convo-
lution of the radiograph obtained by a point source [35]. In fact as observed
in section 2.3, for a parallel-beam CT system, the effect of a non-point source
can be exactly modelled by a 2-D convolution of the radiograph obtained by
a point source.
We are using a new set of geometrical coordinate here compared with the
rest of the section to simplify the calculation.
To illustrate this point, let the object be a Dirac Delta attenuation function
δ(x0, y0, z0). For a point (xd, yd, c) on the detector, it forms a line with the
Dirac Delta object (x0, y0, z0). This line intersects the source plane at[
x0c− xdz0
c− z0 ,
y0c− ydz0
c− z0 , 0
]
,
with blurring factor weighting
(
z0
c−z0
)
from the source plane. Therefore, the
linearised attenuation (ÂD from Eqn. 2.30) on the detector is:
ÂD(xd, yd, c) = IS
[
x0c− xdz0
c− z0 ,
y0c− ydz0
c− z0 , 0
]
·
(
z0
c− z0
)
. (2.32)
Here, I define the effective convolution at (x0, y0, z0) in the object to be
the convolution operation, that turns a point-source projection of the impulse
object with attenuation function δ(x0, y0, z0) into a non-point source projec-
tion. The kernel of this convolution operation, in radiograph space, for the
effective convolution at position (x0, y0, z0) is given as ÂD(x, y, c) in Eqn. 2.32.
This kernel can also be considered as a Green’s function.
When the impulse object is moved parallel to the detector, the radiograph
stays the same, only shifted (see Fig. 2.4). When the impulse object is moved
in the longitudinal z-axis by ∆z0 (|∆z0| < sample radius), there is a change
in the radiograph (see Fig. 2.5) governed by the term of z0c−z0 (see Eqn. 2.32),
the inverse of the effective convolution width on the detector. Let zcenter be
the distance from the source to the centre of the object. When the samples
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fillings the whole field of the view on the detector, I consider the low and
high cone-angle imaging systems.
For a low cone-angle imaging system (when z0 >> ∆z0) with large object-
detector separation (when c >> z0), the change in
z0
c−z0 is minimal. Hence the
effect of a non-point source on the radiograph can be approximated by a 2-D
convolution on the detector plane. This will be illustrated further in section
2.6.4.1.
For a high cone-angle imaging system (when z0 ≈ ‖∆z0‖) with large
object-detector separation (when c >> z0), moving the impulse object leads
to a large change in z0c−z0 (mainly caused by change in the numerator). Hence,
the observed radiograph changes significantly as the impulse object moves
along the longitudinal axis (as a consequence of Eqn. 2.32). This means that
in a real sample, features near the source will be blurred more than those
near the detector (as shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5). In this regime the effect of
a non-point source on the radiograph cannot be approximated by a 2-D con-
volution on the detector plane. This will be explored further with simulated
results in section 2.6.5.
On a side note, for medical CT systems with small object-detector separa-
tion (when c ≈ z0) with a large object ‖∆z0‖ ≈ ‖c− z0‖, the change in z0c−z0
would be large (mainly caused by change in the denominator). This means
that in a real sample, features near the source will be blurred more than those
near the detector. This case illustrates a decoupling of non-uniform blurring
from the non-uniform magnification. Since I am focusing on micro-CT sys-
tems, which normally feature large object-detector separation, no simulation
with small object-detector separation is performed.
2.4.6 Conclusion
In this section, we explored the 3-D cone-beam geometry non-point source
projection and back-projection in section 2.4.1, found the effective blurring
in section 2.4.2, and presented a method of using misalignment to simulate
non-point source projection and back-projection in section 2.4.3. Then, I pre-
sented a mathematical model for the 3-D non-point source forward projection
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operator in section 2.4.4, and discussed effective blurring for 3-D cone-beam
system with different cone-angles in section 2.4.5.
This section forms the foundation for the next section (2.5), formulating
source deblurring methods for high cone-angle CT imaging.
2.5 Source Deblurring Methods for High Cone-angle
In this section, I use existing source deblurring methods, and also develop a
new hybrid method called Multi-slice Richardson-Lucy (M-RL) to overcome
the limitations of the existing methods. M-RL is a combination of projection
restoration coupled with partial back-projections.
This section is divided into four subsections: the existing source deblur-
ring methods (section 2.5.1), motivation for a new method (section 2.5.2),
multi-slice Richardson-Lucy scheme (section 2.5.3), and conclusion (section
2.5.4).
2.5.1 Using Existing Source Deblurring Methods for 3-D
This subsection will present the RL and CG source deblurring method for
source deblurring in 3-D cone-beam CT imaging system.
2.5.1.1 Richardson-Lucy (RL)
RL uses a 2-D detector convolution to solve for the theoretical radiograph
from a point source. For RL, let ID again be the recorded radiograph from
a non-point source, and f [i]r be the ith iteration of the deblurred radiograph
intensity. The i + 1th iteration of the RL algorithm is calculated as follows
[114]:
f i+1r (~zd) = f
[i]
r (~zd)CIK
 ID(~zd)
max
{
C∗IK
[
f [i]r (~zd)
]
, R
}
 . (2.33)
The convolution operator CIK(I) = IK ∗ I is calculated by the effective convo-
lution at the centre of the object, and C∗IK(I) is the corresponding adjoint oper-
ator. I used a weak thresholding filter R = 0.01 · E
[
C∗IK( f
[i]
r )
]
(where E is the
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expectation operator) to avoid dividing by zero. A volume reconstruction is
obtained from the RL deblurred radiograph using the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress
Filtered Back Projection (FBP) algorithm [117; 23].
2.5.1.2 Conjugate Gradient (CG)
CG works by minimising L2 error in the volume:∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣B [AD(~zd), I˜S(~zs)]−BP [µr(~z), I˜S(~zs)]
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
L2
, (2.34)
where AD is the observed radiograph attenuation [101]. The forward projec-
tion operator P̂ is the linearised form (taking away the log and exp) of Eqn.
2.31 by assuming weak attenuation-variation in the radiograph for the CG
method to obtain a linear forward and adjoint operator required for CG. Its
corresponding adjoint operator B̂ is:
B̂
(
AD(~zd), I˜S(~zs)
)
=∑
{
I˜S (~zs)B~zs [AD(~zd)]
}
. (2.35)
The CG iterative update step is used in a manner similar to that presented
in section 2.2.2.
2.5.2 Motivation for New Method
In the previous subsection, I presented two methods of source deblurring.
However, each of them have their own short-comings when used for CT sys-
tems at the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
The RL method only deconvolves in the projection space, therefore it can
not account for the non-uniform blurring demonstrated by section 2.4.5 in
a high-cone-angle CT system used at the ANU CTLab. This means some
penumbral source blurring would be over deblurred (so over sharpened),
while some penumbral source blurring would be under sharpened. This shall
be demonstrated using both simulation work (section 2.6) and real experi-
mental data (section 2.7).
The CG method would fully account for the non-uniform blurring in a
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high-cone-angle CT system, such as the one used at the ANU CTLab. How-
ever, each iteration of CG requires a forward and back projection from each
discretised source spot, and generally many iterations would be needed.
Therefore CG has an extremely high computational cost (see section 2.6.2
for a calculation of computational cost).
Here I demonstrate a multi-slice method, called the multi-slice Richardson
Lucy (M-RL).
Source (S) 
Detector (D)
Object (O)
One Voxel
Reference 
Slices
Reference
Points
Fig. 2.7: M-RL illustration diagram (not to scale). c©[2015] IEEE.
Since the invariance in the effective convolution is in the direction parallel
to the detector. I propose the M-RL method, by reducing ∆z0 (perpendicu-
lar to the detector) per slice so the change in z0c−z0 would be small. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.7.
In this regime the effect of a non-point source on the radiograph for each
slice can be approximated by a 2-D convolution on the detector plane.
2.5.3 Multi-slice Richardson Lucy (M-RL) Scheme
The M-RL method proceeds as follows: for each angle of back-projection,
n reference points are chosen, with equal distance along a line through the
source and perpendicular to the detector (see Fig. 2.7). Then RL is used to
deconvolve each projection with the effective convolution (Eqn. 2.32) corre-
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Fig. 2.8: M-RL process flow chart for each angle of projection. c©[2015] IEEE.
sponding to each reference point. Each reference point anchors a reference
slice that is parallel to the detector (the dashed line in Fig. 2.7).
Then FBP is used to back-project each deconvolved radiograph to the cor-
responding reference slice, with linear interpolation in between slices; This
is implemented by back-projecting each corresponding deconvolved radio-
graph into a finite subset region of the image centred at the reference slice.
This reference slice is bounded by the two neighbouring reference slices, and
multiplied by a linear kernel (with maximum of 1 at the reference slice, and
with width between two neighbouring reference slice) is applied (see Fig. 2.7).
This process is repeated for all projection angles and a reconstruction is
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produced by the sum of M-RL back-projection of all projection angles, see
Fig. 2.8 for a work-flow chart of M-RL.
M-RL method is more accurate than RL in the sense that each part of the
projection data is deconvolved using the corresponding convolution kernel
for that reference slice, but M-RL is still less accurate than CG in the sense
that other slices of the data are not deconvolved correctly, and may cause the
FBP operation to accumulate this error.
2.5.4 Conclusion
In this section, I have used the existing RL and CG algorithms for source
deblurring (section 2.5.1). Then I outlined the short coming of both the RL
and the CG methods. This motivated the concept of a multi-slice method
(section 2.5.2). Lastly, I presented the M-RL scheme that can overcomes these
short comings (section 2.5.3).
2.6 3-D Simulation Work
This section simulates the source spot size at the ANU CTLab (section 1.2.5). I
compare different cone-angles (0.06, 14.36 and 60 degrees) for the simulation
approach, to eliminate this penumbral blurring in the reconstruction volume
by applying source deblurring algorithms.
In a high cone-angle geometry, using a reconstruction method that only
deconvolves each radiograph (such as RL algorithm) leads to non-uniform
resolution and artefacts in the reconstruction volume. Alternatively, iterative
methods that fully model the non-point source and can avoid such artefacts
(e.g. the CG method) are computationally expensive. I use the M-RL method
to correct the effect of a non-point source by better modelling the physical ge-
ometry rather than just deconvolving each radiograph. This approach obtains
reconstruction results closer to the CG method, while being much cheaper
computationally.
I divide the rest of the section into 6 subsections: forward simulation of
the problem (section 2.6.1), computational cost calculations (section 2.6.2),
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method of results analysis (section 2.6.3), 3-D low cone-beam simulation re-
sults (section 2.6.4), 3-D high cone-beam simulation results (section 2.6.5), and
conclusion (section 2.6.6).
2.6.1 Forward Simulation of the Problem
In this subsection, there are four sub-subsections to describe the source PSF,
geometrical coordinate, phantom selection, and details on geometrical and
noise simulation.
2.6.1.1 Source PSF Parameter
In this work, I set the source intensity function I˜S(
−→zs ) to be a 7 by 7 demagni-
fied pixels truncated 2-D Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of 2
demagnified pixels, similar to the micro-CT system used at the ANU CTLab
(section 1.2.5). I ignored the thickness of the scintillator and the angle of the
x-rays to the detector, even though it would lead to a non-uniform the point
spread function on the detector.
Source deblurring has been implemented by deblurring with a 4 pixel
kernel as done in [118].
2.6.1.2 Geometrical Coordinates
I set (0, 0, 0) as the centre of the object, [−Os cos(θ),−Os sin(θ), 0] as the cen-
tre of the source, and [Od cos(θ), Od sin(θ), 0] as the centre of the detector,
where Os and Od are the centre of the object to source distance and the centre
of the object to detector distance respectively (see Fig. 2.4).
In order to retain the same geometric magnification and effective con-
volution (ÂD) in the radiograph, and to allow a meaningful comparison
between different cone-angles, I set a constant magnification (m = 100) of
Os +Od = m×Os.
Those parameters are chosen because a geometric magnification between
50 and 200 is typically used at the ANU CTLab when imaging a sample
between 5mm and 1mm respectively using a typical 400mm wide amorphous
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silicon flat-panel detector, with a cone-angle about 40-70 degrees (for details
see [108] and section 1.2.5).
2.6.1.3 Phantom Selection
Fig. 2.9: Original phantom for simulation, lower right quadrant of the central
slice, with the red diagonal line indicates the line profile plotted in section
2.6.4.2 and 2.6.5.2. c©[2015] IEEE.
For simulation I used a binary {0, 1} phantom sized 32× 255× 255 cubic
voxels in xyz directions respectively. It is composed of a cylindrical object
that is invariant in the x direction; The lower right quadrant of an x-slice is
shown in Fig. 2.9. I let the attenuation coefficient to be µ =[image value
in binary]/256, so the cumulative attenuation value is between 0-1 for each
projection through our phantom (for the image of the original phantom, see
Fig. 2.9).
Such a flat phantom is used because I want to concentrate our study on
the central slice of the reconstruction for source deblurring to avoid the out-
of-plane data insufficiency artefacts. Also I need to reduce computational
complexity to make CG method feasible to compute on the GPU clusters used
at the ANU. This is a valid approach to just focusing on the central slice for
source deblurring, due to the shift-invariance of the effective blurring moving
vertically between slices as shown in Fig. 2.4.
This patterned phantom is used because non-uniform resolution and arte-
facts are more easily observed in the reconstruction compared to other phan-
toms such as the Shepp Logan phantom, also similar to the sharp edges that
is present in many rocks and minerals that ANU CTLab routinely scans.
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2.6.1.4 Geometrical and Noise Simulation Details
To resemble the real experiment and to avoid the inverse crime demonstrated
in [119], for the forward projection, the object and the detector are super
sampled at 4 trajectorlets and 4 by 4 grid of detectorlets respectively (as done
by La Riviere and Vargas [116]). The radiographs are found by ray tracing
according to Eqn. 2.31, and downsampled by a factor of 4 by averaging.
480 projections, uniformly distributed around 360◦, are simulated with y-
axis as the centre of rotation. To ensure every pixel in the object is projected
onto the detector, the simulated detector has 96 by 510 square pixels in the w
and h direction, with the physical length of each pixel equal to 100 times the
length of each voxel in the original phantom.
Since noise is present in all real CT systems, Poisson noise (as modelled
in [120]) with an expected value of 50,000 in the clearfield is used in the noisy
case.
2.6.2 Implementation and Computational Cost
This subsection presents the implementation details including the calcula-
tions for the computational cost. All code is implemented in python on a
CPU, except the forward and back-projection operator that are implemented
using CUDA to take advantage of GPU computing. The relative cost of com-
puting each method is outlined in Tab. 2.2.
2.6.2.1 Setting Up Parameters
To calculate the computational cost, let:
• Na = Number of projection angles (equals 480 for this work),
• Nv = Number of voxels in the object volume (equals 32× 255× 255 for
this work),
• Np = Number of projected pixels on the detector at each project angle
(approximately equals 32× 255 for this work), and
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• Nc = Length of the convolution kernel in each direction (equals 7 for
this work).
• Let N = Number of pixels in a single dimension for order of magnitude
calculation, therefore Na ∝ N, Nv ∝ N3, N2/3v ∝ N2 and Nc ∝ N. Nc ∝ N
is based on the assumption that the X-ray source spot size stays constant,
while the resolution of the detector increases.
2.6.2.2 Cost of FBP Algorithm
For FBP, the ramp filter requires O(N3) operations which is negligible com-
pared to the back-projection step. The back-projection uses ray tracing with
one point source. In terms of computational cost, FBP takes Na × Nv compu-
tations, as for each projection angle, each voxel gets projected on average to
one detector pixel. Therefore FBP has a computational cost of O(N4).
2.6.2.3 Cost of RL Algorithm
For RL, the radiographs are deblurred in projection space, with the blurring
kernel calculated by projecting the impulse object at the centre of the object
onto the detector.
For my set up, linear interpolation is used to obtain a truncated 2-D Gaus-
sian distribution with standard deviation of 1.98 pixels on the detector (by
Eqn. 2.32). The functions convolve (C) and correlate (C∗) from the Python’s
scipy.ndimage package were used. The final output of the RL deconvolved ra-
diograph is converted to attenuation, and the standard FBP is used to obtain
the final reconstruction. In this work I require 16 iterations for convergence
of RL.
As the 16 RL iterations took about 1-2 times the computational cost as FBP.
The overall computation time for the RL with FBP algorithm roughly equals
3× Nv× Na or 3 times the FBP operations. Therefore RL has a computational
cost of O(N4), similar to that for FBP.
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2.6.2.4 Cost of CG Algorithm
The CG algorithm back-projects in the linearised projected attenuation, and
forward projects to non-linear transmitted intensity space. Because the non-
linear forward projection, errors at each iteration are explicitly calculated. In
this work I used 98 iterations of CG, as the CG step size stagnated after this.
Each CG iteration have to perform two forward and two back projection
operations (four in total) from each of the N2c source spot. Therefore the
CG method costs 98 × 4 × N2c × Na × Nv ≈ 20,000 FBP operations for this
simulation. In general, CG has a computation complexity of O(N6).
2.6.2.5 Cost of M-RL Algorithm
For M-RL, 9 reference points are chosen on a line that passes through the
source and perpendicular to the detector. I note that the optimal number of
reference points is likely to change with cone-angle. The RL part of M-RL
has 9 times the cost of RL deconvolution, and the weighted FBP part can
be optimised down to 2 times the cost of FBP. Since RL cost two times the
computational cost of FBP as show in section 2.6.2.3.
Therefore the total computational cost of M-RL with weighted FBP takes
approximately 20 times (9× 2+ 2 = 20) the FBP operations with a computa-
tional cost in the magnitude of O(N4), similar to that for FBP and RL.
2.6.2.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, I have calculated the computational cost of each method in this
subsection. The results are summarised in Tab. 2.2:
Relative Computational cost
Method FBP RL M-RL CG
Relative Cost 1 3 20 20,000
Order of Magnitude O(N4) O(N4) O(N4) O(N6)
Tab. 2.2: Computational cost of FBP, RL, M-RL and CG (relative to FBP).
c©[2015] IEEE.
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One important thing to note is that FBP, RL and M-RL all scale with
O(N4), while CG scales with O(N6).
2.6.3 Result Analysis Method
To analyse and compare results from different source deblurring algorithms,
the central slice (x = 0) of each reconstruction is presented and used for
analysis. The central slice avoids regions that do not satisfy Tuy’s data suf-
ficiency condition [105]. A standard 8-bit greyscale diagram is plotted, with
black and white voxel represented by 0 and 1 respectively. The lower right
quarter of each reconstruction is shown in Fig. 2.10, 2.11, 2.16 and 2.17, with
corresponding line profiles drawn in Fig. 2.12, 2.13, 2.18 and 2.19 respectively.
For quantitative analysis, the noise and normalised contrast are calculated
in Tab. 2.3. The error metric (noise) is calculated by the L2 difference between
the original and the reconstructed volume (also called the root mean squared
error) in the object support of the central slice.
The total L2 neighbourhood contrast of a volume is calculated by:
C =
√
∑
~zi,~zj
[
µr(~zi)− µr(~zj)
]2, (2.36)
where ~zi and ~zj are two voxels that share an edge in the central slice, and
µr is the reconstructed volume (in terms of attenuation). Note, this contrast
measure calculates the overall contrast due to both actual signal and added
noise. This means a higher contrast could be due to obtaining more correct
signal or obtaining more incorrect noise. This means this metric is only used
as an aid rather than an absolute measure of improvement. Therefore, visual
inspection in an uniform region is also needed to estimate noise.
The L2 contrast (Eqn. 2.36) is used with the L2 error metric, and this
contrast has been used to calculate total variation (TV-Reg) [121]. Then the
normalised contrast is obtained as the contrast of the reconstruction divided
by the contrast of the original phantom.
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2.6.4 3-D Low Cone-angle Simulation
Low and medium cone-angle systems like the Synchrotron and typical lab
based CT have a cone-angle of 15 degrees or less. Section 2.6.4.2 presents
and analyses reconstruction results for low and medium cone-angles, using
noiseless radiographs according to section 2.6.3.
Reconstruction results using noisy radiographs are not presented for this
geometry, as each of those reconstruction method added a similar amount of
noise.
The rest of this subsection is divided into three sub-subsections: simula-
tion parameters, results and discussion.
2.6.4.1 Simulation Parameters
Let Os be the object to source distance, and do be the diameter of the object.
For the low cone-angle simulation, Os/do = 1000 is used, similar to a syn-
chrotron setup. For the medium cone-angle simulation, Os/do = 4 is used,
similar to a typical circular trajectory micro-CT setup. The low and medium
cone-angles used here correspond to 0.06 and 14.36 degrees respectively.
2.6.4.2 Results
Reconstructed volumes are presented in Fig. 2.10 and 2.11 for low and
medium cone-angles respectively. The corresponding line profiles are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.12 and 2.13.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.10: Reconstruction using: (a) FBP, (b) RL and (c) CG method (lower
right quadrant of the central slice), under low cone-angle, without noise.
c©[2015] IEEE.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.11: Reconstruction using: (a) FBP, (b) RL and (c) CG method (lower
right quadrant of the central slice), under medium cone-angle, without noise.
c©[2015] IEEE.
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Fig. 2.12: Line profile (over 64 pixels in horizontal axis, and “attenuation”
value in vertical axis) from the centre to the edge for low cone-angle, without
noise. c©[2015] IEEE.
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Fig. 2.13: Line profile (over 64 pixels in horizontal axis, and “attenuation”
value in vertical axis) from the centre to the edge for medium cone-angle,
without noise. c©[2015] IEEE.
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2.6.4.3 Discussion
For low and medium cone-angle reconstructions, there is no visible difference
in terms of sharpness between the edge and the centre as seen in Fig. 2.10 and
2.11, and the two circled parts in Fig. 2.12 and 2.13. Both RL and CG worked
equally well as shown by the similar L2 error and contrast, and produced
50-60% higher contrast while having 20-25% lower L2 error compared to FBP
as shown in Tab. 2.3 in section 2.6.5.
Both RL and CG introduced some over-sharpening, as suggested by one
reviewer, a potentially different kernel could be used to reduce this over-
sharpening.
Even though RL and CG produced similar quality reconstructions, RL has
a much lower computational cost than CG (see subsection 2.6.2). Therefore,
for cone-angles less than 15 degrees, the extra computation time used for CG
method is unnecessary. This implies that the linear shift-invariant assumption
is valid for reconstructing the volume when the cone-angle is less than 15
degrees.
2.6.5 M-RL compared to RL and CG at High Fan-angle Simu-
lation
High cone-angle systems like the micro-CT used at the ANU CTLab have
a cone-angle of about 40-70 degrees. In this subsection, I first define the
parameters. Then I discuss the quality and accuracy of the different source
deblurring methods, in relation to the relative computational cost of each
method (presented in Tab. 2.2). I then present and discuss reconstruction
results for high cone-angle, with the use of the M-RL method (see section
2.5).
At high fan-angle, the linear shift-invariant approximation at the detector
will no longer be valid as shown in section 2.4. A breakdown of this approx-
imation will be demonstrated in this subsection. Noise is added according
to subsection 2.6.1 to investigate how the noise is amplified in the source
deblurring reconstruction process.
Example radiographs using non-point source, non-point source with RL
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and M-RL restoration, and sharp source are shown in Fig. 2.14, to demon-
strate the projection space deconvolution.
Reconstruction results, produced as described by subsection 2.6.3, are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.15-2.17, compared in line profiles in Fig. 2.18 - 2.20, and
quantitatively summarised in Tab. 2.3.
The rest of this subsection is divided into three sub-subsections: simula-
tion parameters, results and discussion.
2.6.5.1 Simulation Parameters
This section uses the same method and parameters as the low cone-angle
case (see section 2.6.4.1), except Os/do = 1, correspond to a cone-angle of 60
degrees, a typical high cone-angle micro-CT set up at ANU CTLab.
In addition to the noiseless case, radiographs with added Poisson noise
with a clearfield count of 50,000 are used in the noisy reconstructions.
2.6.5.2 Results
Radiographs in Fig. 2.14 show that RL correction applied on the non-point
source radiograph brings the radiograph closer to the sharp source radio-
graph, but some high resolution features are not present. M-RL deconvolved
projection for the reference slice closer to the source is found in Fig. 2.14
(d). The bright vertical bands are brighter on the top and bottom (shown
by the variation of the M-RL radiograph in the z direction) because of the
instability of deconvolution near the boundary. Also the M-RL correction is
for the second reference slice from near the source, while the RL correction is
for the centre of the object volume. The M-RL correction is solving a higher
effective convolution than the RL correction (due to the non-uniform effective
convolution, see section 2.4.2 and 2.4.5) and therefore it contributes to more
instability near the top and bottom boundary.
Reconstructed volumes obtained with FBP, RL and CG are given in Fig.
2.15 and 2.16, for the noiseless and noisy case respectively. M-RL recon-
structed volumes for noiseless and noisy case are given in Fig. 2.17. The
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2.14: Projection images obtained under high cone-angles: (a) non-point
source, (b) point source, (c) non-point source with RL correction, (d) non-
point source with M-RL correction for the second reference slice from near
the source. c©[2015] IEEE.
corresponding line profile along the line shown in Fig. 2.9, are presented in
Fig. 2.18 and 2.19. Table 2.3 gives the quantitative contrast (signal) and noise
(error) results for the central slice of each reconstruction.
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a b c
Fig. 2.15: Reconstruction using: (a) FBP, (b) RL and (c) CG method (lower
right quadrant of the central slice), under high fan-angle, without noise.
c©[2015] IEEE.
a b c
Fig. 2.16: Reconstruction using: (a) FBP, (b) RL and (c) CG method (lower
right quadrant of the central slice), under high fan-angle, with noise. c©[2015]
IEEE.
a b
Fig. 2.17: Multi-slice RL method, for high cone-angle, (a) without and (b) with
noise respectively. c©[2015] IEEE.
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Fig. 2.18: Line profile (over 64 pixels in horizontal axis, and “attenuation”
value in vertical axis) from the centre to the edge of the reconstructed object,
for high cone-angle, without noise. c©[2015] IEEE.
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Fig. 2.19: Line profile (over 64 pixels in horizontal axis, and “attenuation”
value in vertical axis) from the centre to the edge of the reconstructed object,
for high cone-angle, with noise. c©[2015] IEEE.
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Fig. 2.20: Second line profile (over 64 pixels in horizontal axis, and “attenu-
ation” value in vertical axis) from the centre to the edge for high fan-angles
(with equal white band thickness), with noise.
Normalised Contrast (L2) Noise (L2 Error from Orig.)
Os/do FBP RL M-RL CG FBP RL M-RL CG
1000 0.643 0.970 ← 1.029 42.84 32.99 ← 33.63
4 0.645 0.970 ← 1.032 42.35 32.60 ← 34.22
1 0.709 1.184 1.102 0.849 35.37 31.18 28.63 29.90
1 with
Noise
0.834 1.290 1.193 0.960 35.98 33.69 29.14 30.68
Tab. 2.3: Quantitative results for the central slice of the reconstructed object,
calculated according to subsection 2.6.3. c©[2015] IEEE.
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2.6.5.3 Discussion
In each reconstructed image, observe the lower spatial resolution towards the
centre of the volume. For a high cone-angle (at 60 degrees) high-magnification
imaging system there is no cone-angle artefacts in the central slice, how-
ever there is ill-posedness due to non-uniform magnification [106] and ill-
posedness due to non-uniform blurring (see section 2.4.2). These are difficult
to untangle as one or both of these phenomenon can explain this observation.
Since I am only considering the central slice of the reconstruction, there
is no out-of-plane data insufficiency artefacts. Regions of the object close to
the source have a higher magnification, therefore contain less blurring due to
the discretisation at the detector (see section 2.4.2). Projection images contain
more high frequency information for the near side of the object. Conversely,
regions on the far side of the object have lower magnification, therefore con-
tain less high frequency information. So the edge of the object has a distribu-
tion of low to high resolution information presented in the set of projection
images at different projection angles. Conversely, the centre of the object has
the same amount of spatial frequency information in each projection image
from every projection angle. It seems reconstructing the edge of the volume
is more well-posed (also shown in [106]).
For future work, one might explore a geometry where you can turn non-
uniform magnification "off", and leave non-uniform blurring "on" (i.e. some-
thing similar to a medical CT geometry with the object close to the detector,
as discussed in section 2.4.5).
RL reconstruction (projection restoration then FBP) over-sharpened and
produced extra artefacts near the edge of the volume, compared to the CG
and M-RL reconstructions as shown by Fig. 2.15 and 2.16, and right cir-
cled part of Fig. 2.18 - 2.20. The non-uniform resolution and extra artefacts
around the edge of the RL reconstruction may make quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis difficult. The extra artefacts for RL reconstruction in outer white
rim could be a double up of artefacts from two opposite edges (shown by the
two close peaks in the right circled part of 2.18), and this not the case when
the white ring are thicker in the inner area (shown by the two separated peaks
in the left circled part of 2.18). To ensure no double up of artefacts due to thin-
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ner white band on the edge (in Fig. 2.19), another line profile is drawn in Fig.
2.20, projecting through four equal width of white bands. Both Fig. 2.19 and
2.20 showed that the over-sharpening around the edge is about 4 times the
over-sharpening in the centre. The over-sharpening is the difference between
the maximum and minimum over a region where the original attenuation is
constant (in this case attenuation=1).
RL assumes linear shift invariance in volume, by only deconvolving in the
projection image using the effective convolution kernel (ÂD) at the centre of
the volume, and does not account for the variation in effective convolution
(see subsection 2.4.2). Effectively, RL is applying an incorrect deconvolution
around the near-source and far-source side of the volume during FBP of each
angle. These extra errors aggregate around the edge of the volume and cause
extra over-sharpening and extra artefacts in those areas, as seen in Fig. 2.16(b).
Overall, RL improves spatial resolution compared to FBP but with some over-
sharpening at edges (Fig. 2.16(a, b)). This shows the non-uniform blurring is
a significant issue for high cone-beam X-ray CT. Similarly, I do not expect a
deconvolution of the volume space, such as RL deconvolution of the volume,
could correctly account for the non-uniform effective convolution.
CG reconstruction does iterative projection and back projection to fully ac-
count for the effect of the non-point source forward projection. It gave a less
sharp reconstruction when compared to RL and M-RL (see Fig. 2.17), how-
ever CG reconstruction produced virtually no artefacts and is much closer to
uniform resolution than RL (see inside the circled parts of Fig. 2.19 and 2.20).
Inside the right circle, Fig. 2.19 and 2.20 show CG with less over-sharpening
than RL when compared to the original. Table 2.3 indicates CG produced a
better normalised contrast (closer to 1) and lower noise compared to RL. On
a side note, CG did reconstruct the edge of the object more accurately.
M-RL reconstruction uses projection restoration with partial FBP to take
into account the difference in effective convolution through the volume, hence
obtains reconstruction closer to CG than RL around the edge of the volume,
at less than one hundredth of the computation time of CG and producing
60% less over-sharpening around the edge of the volume compared to RL
(over-sharpening is the difference between the maximum and minimum over
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a region where the original attenuation is constant), as seen from Fig. 2.16(b),
2.17 and circled parts of Fig. 2.19 and 2.20. Tab. 2.3 indicates M-RL produced
a normalised contrast better than RL, but worse than CG; M-RL reconstruc-
tion had lower noise compared to all other methods used.
Comparing performance with noise-free and noisy projection images, all
four reconstruction methods increased the L2 error (see table 2.3). However,
RL increased the L2 error by three to five times as much as FBP, CG and M-
RL, this implies that RL is less robust with noise in the projection images, in
a high fan-angle geometry.
2.6.6 Conclusion
The effective blurring model (in section 2.4.2 and 2.4.5) predicted the validity
of the linear shift-invariant assumption for a low cone-angle imaging geom-
etry, and this is shown by the RL source deblurring reconstruction in section
2.6.4. The model also predicted that high cone-angle imaging geometry us-
ing the linear shift-invariant reconstruction method will lead to non-uniform
over-sharpening, and I demonstrated this using simulated projection images
in section 2.6.5.
I have successfully implemented the full-model iterative CG source de-
blurring method to reduce the effect of the non-uniform blurring, but it is at
the cost of very high computation complexity. Finally, I showed that using
my M-RL source deblurring approach (presented in section 2.5.3) improved
the reconstruction quality in terms of contrast and error compared to linear
shift-invariant methods (section 2.6.5), and reduced computation time by 1000
fold compared to CG method (section 2.6.2).
Here, I only looked at the circular source trajectory, but it is likely what
was investigated here would be applicable to other source trajectories such
as single and double helical, and space filling source trajectories, provided a
transmission micro-CT source is used.
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2.7 3-D High Cone-angle Real Data Work
Source deblurring with real data has been studied for other non-destructive
imaging techniques such as rotating anode by La Riviere and Vargas [116],
and Terahertz imaging [122] by Benoit et. al. [123]. However, their work
makes several assumptions about source geometry, and X-ray and Terahertz
emission that do not apply to our micro-CT source, so their work is not di-
rectly applicable.
This section investigates the 3-D high cone-angle work using real experi-
mental data collected at the ANU CTLab. The source is modelled by a target
plate parallel to the detector. Fig. 2.21 is a cross section diagram of the
Rotating Anode, Terahertz imaging and micro-CT transmission source. For
a detailed outline of ANU CTLab’s source and other hardware set up, see
section 1.2.5.
The rest of the section is broken down to 4 subsections: the sample used
and experimental setup (section 2.7.1), source spot kernel modelling (section
2.7.2), the results and discussion (section 2.7.3), and the conclusion (section
2.7.4).
Rotating Anode 
(Reﬂection Source):
Undirected X-rays
e-
THz Imaging:
Directed X-rays
Photons
Source
Source
e- e
-
Photons
Micro-CT 
(Transmission Source):
Undirected X-rays
e-
Source
e-
Photons
Fig. 2.21: Illustration of different X-ray sources, with the sample located to
the right of each source. c©[2015] IEEE.
2.7.1 Sample Selection and Experimental Setup
The object scanned is a Sucrosic Dolomite [124] rock of 3.0 mm diameter in-
side an Aluminium sample holder. The micro-structure of Sucrosic Dolomite
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is of importance in oil recovery in reservoirs, and micro-CT is commonly used
for looking into the porosity of such rocks [125].
FEI4 CT system is used for this experiment (see section 1.2.5). The rock
sample is 2.90 mm from the source (with the sample filling the detector field
of view, this equate to a fan angle of 62 degrees). We used a Hamamatsu
micro-focus source (No: 28006327), in M(FSC 1) mode. We used a 0.15mm
steel filter in front of the source to reduce the beam hardening effect. We used
the Varian flat panel detector with 3072 effective pixels horizontally with a
pixel size of 139 microns (see section 1.2.5.3, serial number: 322502-0401, with
software part number: 77798, and command processor number 105859). We
used the camera length equal 279 mm for an magnification of 96 for the centre
of the sample. We used a rotation stage with model number UTS150PP.
For the ground truth run, we configured the source using factory default
focus setting number 11060 (we verified the focus using a JIMA RT RC-02B
calibration standard). See section 1.2.5 for a detail account of the ANU CT-
Lab’s CT system. For the radiographs, we collected 16 accumulations per
angle, with 0.35 seconds of exposure per accumulation. We used 3600 pro-
jection angles in a 360 degrees circular source trajectory, and set the source
energy to 100keV with a electron current of 40 µA. We also used 10 clearfields,
and 5 darkfields to obtain the linearised attenuation data. To reduce dynamic
misalignment (as discussed in section 1.9.3) of the sample and detector during
the experiment, 20 keyfields (equally spaced in the circular source trajectory)
are collected, to use Kingston’s geometric alignment [25] and Myer’s Drift
correction [126] techniques.
To explore the effects of non-point source blurring, we defocused the
source and re-scanned the sample. For the non-point source run, we defo-
cused the source by using a focus setting number 11360 (this increases the
source spot, it will be modelled in section 2.7.2). We collected 39 accumula-
tions per angle, and all other parameters are the same as the ground truth
run. We used the radiographs from the focused source for ground truth
reconstruction, and we used the radiographs from the blurry source for re-
construction to test the effectiveness of each source deblurring method.
To make computation feasible, we sub-sampled using averaging by a fac-
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tor of 3 in length dimension, to obtain a 1024 by 1024 pixels radiograph image,
and only every second projection angle is used. This resulted in the central
slice of the volume having 800 by 800 voxels, and with a voxel size of 4.1
microns.
2.7.2 Source Kernel Modelling
To find the shape of the source, I compared a ground truth radiograph with
the non-point source radiograph that were taken from the same viewing an-
gle. I searched through parameter space of asymmetric 2-D normal distribu-
tion using a 2-D bisection search to minimise L2 error, by blurring the ground
truth radiograph with normal distribution kernel (σ1 − x, σ2 − x) (where x =
0.238 pixels standard deviation for the sharp ground truth source).
In this experiment, our source was estimated to be a normal distribution
with a standard deviation (σ1, σ2) = (2.74, 2.86) pixels. Since the difference
in σ1 and σ2 is minimal, and the source spot is designed to be as close to a
circle, so I assume the source is symmetric, and use (σ1, σ2) = (2.8, 2.8) pixels
for my source deblurring reconstruction.
2.7.3 Results and Discussion
As for section 2.6, only the central slice of each reconstruction is presented
and used for analysis, to avoid the error from the non-uniqueness for off-
central slices. I present the central slice of the reconstructed volume, and two
selected regions in the slice (one in the centre and one in the outer region).
I also present a line profile through a feature, in both the centre and outer
region, to compare the ability of each source deblurring method to reconstruct
it. For quantitative analysis, I calculate the contrast and L2 difference between
ground truth and each correlated reconstruction image inside the support of
the object.
CG appears to not have converged after 12 iterations, and it is showing
artefacts due to insufficient sampling [127]. CG failed to converge could be
due to the inconsistency of the real experimental data. As the simulation
data only have Poisson noise, while the real data could have more issues
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to consider (see section 1.9). CG reconstruction is only marginally better in
sharpness than FBP, but it has the same L2 error (from the ground truth (GT))
when compared to FBP. This non-uniformity in grey-scale between the central
and outer regions of the volume for CG (slightly darker in the central region
and slightly brighter in the outer region) makes it difficult for segmentation
and analysis, maybe some sort of correction could be implemented to remedy
this, or higher stack of volume can be reconstructed to reduce this boundary
error.
Fig. 2.22: Ground Truth (GT) Reconstruction, with the centre and the outer
boxed region c©[2014] SPIE. 3 mm diameter Sucrosic Dolomite rock.
The ground truth (GT) reconstruction is generated from the focused source
radiographs, it has approximately 1/4 voxel length in standard deviation due
to a spot size of about 1 micron (see section 1.2.5.1 for specification). This
implies that the GT reconstruction would be slightly blurrier than the actual
volume, where I expect well define edges from the Sucrosic Dolomite rock.
Therefore GT could only be used as a reference.
Both RL and M-RL produced a visually sharper reconstruction than FBP
and CG as seen in Fig. 2.23 and 2.24. This is further demonstrated in a zoom
in both the centre and outer regions of the volume as seen in Fig. 2.25 and
2.26 respectively. The line profile in Fig. 2.27 and 2.28 show RL and M-RL
produced sharper edges than FBP and CG. Since no visible extra noise is
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.23: Reconstruction using: (a) FBP and (b) RL method c©[2014] SPIE.
introduced into M-RL and RL compared to FBP, this shows RL and M-RL is a
better reconstruction to use for segmentation and other analytical processes,
as it would better determine the boundary of two materials (in this case rock
and air).
RL and M-RL produced the same reconstruction in the centre regions of
the volume (see Fig. 2.23(a) and 2.24(b)) and the difference only shows in
outer regions of the volume. This shows RL is as correct as M-RL for the
centre of the volume. This is expected since RL is effectively 1-slice M-RL. In
this case, it indicates that if the source to the edge of the object is bigger than
two times the diameter of the object (i.e. if the cone-angle is lower than 30
degrees), there is no need for using the M-RL method. At the outer region of
the reconstruction, M-RL produced a slightly sharper edge than RL, as seen
in the difference between coordinate 840 to 854 in Fig. 2.28 and as show in
Tab. 2.4 contrast for the outer region section, though the real added value in
terms of image quality gain seems rather limited. Since there is no difference
in L2 error from GT when comparing RL with M-RL reconstruction, it shows
the M-RL reconstructed image is better for segmentation and other analysis
at the outer region of the volume.
After source deblurring there exist artefacts that could be contributed by
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.24: Reconstruction using: (a) CG and (b) M-RL method c©[2014] SPIE.
over sharpening and/or phase contrast sharpening (in Fig. 2.25 (c) and (d)).
Therefore it is difficult to know if M-RL and RL over sharpened the volume,
or the over-sharpening is due to phase contrast (see chapter 3).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2.25: A feature (each subimage is 90 by 90 voxels, or 370 microns) in the
centre region of (a) the GT reconstruction, and reconstruction using: (b) FBP,
(c) RL, (d) M-RL and (e) CG methods. CG has failed to produce a sharper im-
age, RL and M-RL produce the same sharp image compared to FBP c©[2014]
SPIE.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2.26: A feature (each subimage is 90 by 90 voxels, or 370 microns) in the
outer region of (a) the GT reconstruction, and reconstruction using: (b) FBP,
(c) RL, (d) M-RL and (e) CG methods. CG has failed to produce a sharper im-
age, RL and M-RL both produced sharper images compared to FBP c©[2014]
SPIE.
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Fig. 2.27: Line profile through the centre region, CG result is removed as it
did not converge. RL and M-RL produced similarly sharper image compared
to FBP c©[2014] SPIE. Horizontal axis is the pixel index over 30 pixels, and the
vertical axis is the linear X-ray attenuation coefficient per voxel length ( 4.1
microns).
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Fig. 2.28: Line profile through the outer region, CG result is removed as it did
not converge. RL and M-RL produced sharper image compared to FBP, while
M-RL is sharper than RL c©[2014] SPIE. Horizontal axis is the pixel index over
30 pixels, and the vertical axis is the linear X-ray attenuation coefficient per
voxel length ( 4.1 microns).
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GLOBAL GT FBP RL CG M-RL
Contrast 6.5 0.95 1.90 0.99 1.92
L2 diff from GT 0.0 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05
CENTER GT FBP RL CG M-RL
Contrast 9.5 0.77 2.38 0.81 2.37
L2 diff from GT 0.0 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.08
OUTER GT FBP RL CG M-RL
Contrast 9.09 1.86 2.49 1.89 2.59
L2 diff from GT 0.0 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.20
Tab. 2.4: Relative quantitative results c©[2014] SPIE.
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2.7.4 Conclusion
RL and M-RL produced a sharper volume than FBP and CG while only in-
troducing minimal extra visible and qualitative noise, this indicates RL and
M-RL are good algorithms to use to produce an easy to analyse tomogram.
While performance was similar in the centre region of the tomogram, M-RL
did produce a sharper tomogram than RL in the outer region, but the im-
provement in image quality is limited and it is at a cost in computational
complexity of five times of RL. For computation, both RL and M-RL could
use the same reconstruction algorithm and convolution algorithm for poten-
tial improvement in efficiency.
There are future work on re-sharpening the reconstructed images, how-
ever re-sharpening in the reconstruction images would be difficult to take
into account the full physical and geometrical model of the source blurring
process. Due to the noise and discrete nature of CT sampling, there is a limit
on the quality of the results deblurring algorithm could achieve.
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, I looked at different classes of source deblurring methods in
section 2.2, including coming up with the novel M-RL method in section 2.5.
I implemented source deblurring on 2-D parallel (section 2.3), 3-D low and
high cone-beam simulation (section 2.4 and 2.6), as well as 3-D high-cone-
beam real data work (section 2.8).
I found it is generally the underlying assumptions of each method de-
termining how well it would work for each imaging setup. Generally the
less assumptions the method made (see section 2.2), the more accurate such
a method is but at the cost of greater computational complexity (see section
2.6.2).
I have shown, using simulation and real data work, the need to model
the non-uniform blurring through the object when using a high cone-angle
geometry (section 2.6.5); this is the type of geometry used at the ANU CTLab
(see section 1.2.5). In the high cone-angle geometry, my novel M-RL approach
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is preferable for its accuracy of modelling the non-uniform source blurring in
comparison to RL (see section 2.5), and M-RL has much lower computational
complexity in comparison to CG (see section 2.6.2).
Despite the non-uniform effective source blurring in the high cone-angle
CT imaging, uniform blurring assumption can be made for cone-angle up to
about 15-30 degrees, as shown by the simulation and the experimental data
work. In this low and medium cone-angle geometry, RL can be safely used.
One future work would be to apply source deblurring to low magnifica-
tion imaging, as used in security and medical CT.
After source deblurring, some over-sharpening artefacts appear around
material transition edge in the reconstructed volume. This could possibly be
due to phase contrast. This phenomenon will be explored in Chapter 3 on
phase contrast imaging and retrieval.
3Phase Contrast Imaging and
Retrieval
In weakly attenuating samples, X-ray phase contrast can be a substantial
amount of the signal in comparison to just attenuation contrast. In this chap-
ter, I explore the formulation, assumptions and implementations of multi-
energy phase contrast imaging and retrieval problem for X-ray micro-CT.
Phase shift of the X-ray wave passing through a sample, i.e., refraction
effects, shows up as phase contrast fringes on the detector (see section 1.7).
This phase contrast occurs when imaging a sample with a X-ray refractive
index different to air (as outlined by section 1.5 and 1.6). Phase retrieval is
performed on the phase contrast signal to obtain the quantitative information
regarding the sample’s phaseshift [20; 128; 86; 91].
Due to the under-constrained nature of phase retrieval, assumptions are
placed on the type of interactions that may be considered as the X-rays pass-
ing through the sample. When the assumed restrictions are not met, (e.g.,
when using a single material method on a heterogeneous sample), it typi-
cally leads to blurring or over-sharpening of certain features especially on
edges across two different materials (as shown by results in section 3.6 and
3.7). Both blurring and over-sharpening of features are not ideal for many
quantitative analyses.
Additional measurement could be taken to overcome the under-constrained
nature of this problem. This is discussed in section 1.7.2 for measurement at
multiple propagation distance, and section 1.7.3 for measurement at multiple
energy. Since the multiple propagation distance measurement is not suitable
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(section 1.7.2) for high magnification high cone-angle CT used at the ANU
CTLab (section 1.2.5), here I focus my research on phase retrieval from multi-
energy measurements taken at the same propagation distance.
In this work I used Alvarez and Marcovski model (to be referred as the
Alvarez model) for X-ray attenuation [74], and the finite difference TIE [66]
near field approach to formulate a single distance, dual-energy phase retrieval
algorithm applicable for the Fresnel near-field. The Alvarez model takes on
the assumption that X-ray and object interaction can be characterised with
just two machanisms, photoelectric and Compton scattering (section 1.6).
Since phase shift is proportional to Compton scattering [83] (although not
the same physical process), therefore the Alvarez model can turn the dual-
energy phase retrieval problem from a four unknown variable problem (atten-
uation and phase shift at each of the two energy) into two unknown variables
in terms of photoelectric and Compton signal (see section 1.6.2 and 1.6.3),
enabling a unique solution (as expanded in section 3.2).
My novel phase retrieval algorithm for micro-CT extends the validity range
over: (1) the single material method [86] (presented in section 1.7), and (2) the
data constrained modelling (DCM) method [94] (presented in section 3.5.2). I
refer to my phase retrieval method as the Linear Iterative multi-energy X-ray
material property estimation by multi-grid Phase Retrieval (LIPR). Through
implementation, I demonstrate that the fixed distance near-field phase re-
trieval using dual-energy measurements has a well conditioned and unique
solution, when using the LIPR approach.
One drawback of existing current dual-energy phase retrieval algorithms
for micro-CT is that they can only deal with the standard phase contrast, but
could not deal with the reverse phase contrast, i.e., where the phase gradient
is the opposite to the attenuation gradient. Both the single material and the
DCM methods have assumptions that such a reversed phase boundary can
not occur. However, the LIPR method does not make such assumptions (see
section 3.5), and has the potential to correctly retrieve reverse phase contrast
(as demonstrated in section 3.6 and 3.7). I compare the LIPR method with the
single material and the DCM methods in simulation, and again with the sin-
gle material method using real polychromatic radiographs collected at ANU
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CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
These phase contrast results have significance in the dual-energy imaging
for micro-CT, as the Compton signal is quite noisy when just using dual-
energy attenuation based reconstruction. As phase contrast comes from the
Compton signal, quantitative analysis of the phase contrast through phase re-
trieval should improve our knowledge of and thus help de-noise the Compton
signal.
The rest of the chapter is divided into the following 8 sections: intro-
duction in section 3.1, forward problems in section 3.2, monochromatic and
weakly absorbing method in section 3.3, my new LIPR method in section
3.4, comparing phase retrieval methods in section 3.5, monochromatic and
weakly absorbing simulated results in section 3.6, real data polychromatic
and strongly absorbing results in section 3.7, and summary in section 3.8.
3.1 Introduction
The detected intensity in micro-CT contains both phase and attenuation con-
trast, with phase contrast caused by X-ray narrow angle refraction and attenu-
ation contrast caused by absorption and wide angle refraction is characterised
in Eqn. 1.91 - 1.96.
Phase contrast can be eliminated by taking the attenuation contrast mea-
surement at the exit plane directly after the X-ray wave passes through and in-
teracts with the sample. However such measurement is impractical for small
samples using the micro-CT setup (see section 1.2), and uninformative for
weakly absorbing samples contributing little to attenuation contrast [65].
Phase contrast is obtained by allowing the X-rays to propagate through
free space after its phase has been altered by the sample. This propagation
of phase shifted X-rays through free space (or air) causes the intensity distri-
bution of the wave field to change, and thereby increase the contrast across
phase fringe edges. For certain sample and micro-CT imaging system, phase
contrast is one to two orders of magnitude larger compared to attenuation
contrast [128].
This increasing of contrast is useful for obtaining low signal to noise re-
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constructions, especially for weakly absorbing samples, such as low atomic
numbered biological samples. However, it can equally be a source of con-
fusion if phase-contrast artefacts are left uncorrected. These artefacts may
make quantitative analysis difficult, particularly for samples with thin-film
and small grain features [129].
Phase retrieval algorithms attempt to remove these phase contrast arte-
facts [130], by modelling both the attenuation and refraction of the X-ray
beam, to reconstruct both attenuation and refraction information as opposed
to reconstruct the attenuation information only. Phase retrieval algorithms
reconstruct the complex refractive index, this complex refractive index in-
cludes both the refraction and attenuation coefficient, as opposed to those
only reconstruct the attenuation coefficient (see section 1.5.1). In general, it is
impossible to uniquely solve for these two unknowns, from a single intensity
measurement. Uniquely reconstructing both attenuation and refraction infor-
mation requires either: (i) some a priori assumptions that constrain the X-ray
physics; or (ii) additional measurements to overcome the under-constrained
nature of the phase retrieval problem.
In the first approach (as discussed in section 1.7.1), assumptions are made
so that the X-ray physics is described by a single unknown parameter. A
commonly used assumption is the single material approach [86], as outlined in
section 1.7. In the single material approach, the interaction between the X-ray
wave and sample is characterised by the sample’s effective thickness, as the
sample is made up of only one effective atomic number Zs. For example, if
Compton scattering is the only significant scattering mechanism, then sam-
ple density governs both phase and attenuation contrast formation, this is a
special of case of the single material approach assuming no photoelectric scat-
tering, and mathematically equivalent to having the effective atomic number
equal to zero under the Alvarez model [74].
Such assumption-based approaches create artefacts in the retrieved image
when applied to heterogeneous samples that violate their assumptions. For
example using the single material assumption when imaging samples con-
taining phase contrast with different atomic numbered phase boundaries (see
section 3.6 and 3.7).
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In the second approach (see section 1.7.2), this lack of information can be
solved by taking measurements at two or more propagation distances. Prop-
agation distance is commonly changed by moving the detector towards and
away from the sample. In theory, this two-distance phase retrieval problem is
uniquely solvable [87]. However, two practical considerations make this ap-
proach ill-suited to many lab-based X-ray imaging systems, especially those
using high geometric magnification such as the Heliscan FEI4 micro-CT [8] at
the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5). Firstly, measurements at both propaga-
tion distances must be registered against one another, to sub-pixel precision.
Secondly, the sample must fit entirely within the detector’s field-of-view at
both propagation distances. The resolution of the reconstruction will then
be limited by the bigger voxel size of the two propagation distance, which is
problematic for cone-beam imaging systems due to the distance required to
shift the detector to obtain different effective propagation distance.
This chapter presents phase-retrieval algorithms suitable for high-cone-
angle beam X-ray imaging of samples with an unknown, heterogeneous com-
position. I do this by using measurements taken at two incident X-ray ener-
gies, with a single fixed propagation distance.
Dual energy tomography without phase retrieval is used in the indus-
try (http://www.bruker-microct.com/next/DualEnergy.pdf), and it shall be
called the no retrieval method (as we implemented the Alvarez model [74]).
This approach would normally lead to four unknowns, namely attenua-
tion and phase shift at each of the two energies. I shall call this the dual-
energy phase-retrieval problem. As there are four unknowns and only two
measurements, this problem still lacks a unique solution in the general case.
This can be overcome by the existing data constrained modelling (DCM)
approach [94]. Our generalisation of the DCM approach assumes that the
sample can be separated into two known pseudo-material components, and
assumes that the detected signal to be the linear sum of each pseudo-material
component. This linear separation of two components is not always possible,
which can also lead to incorrect phase retrieval for the dual energy phase
retrieval problem as shown in section 3.6.3 and 3.6.4.
I overcome the non-uniqueness of the dual-energy phase-retrieval prob-
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lem by assuming that the sample interacts with X-rays only via photoelectric
attenuation and Compton scattering by ignoring Rayleigh scattering and pair
production (see section 1.6). This assumption is valid for X-ray photons in
the 10-150 keV energy range [67], used at the ANU CTLab. This reduces the
dual-energy phase-retrieval problem to a uniquely solvable state.
An iterative approach is formulated (see section 3.3 and 3.4) to find the
solution to this dual energy phase retrieval problem, while overcoming the
problems faced by the single material and the DCM methods.
3.2 Background and Forward Problem
This section describes the physics of an idealised high-magnification X-ray
imaging system. A source produces a uniform monochromatic cone-beam
X-ray wave, which passes through the sample to the exit plane. The X-rays
then propagate from the exit plane to the 2-D detector, which measures the
intensity within its plane.
I place the sample at the origin, and the source at (0, 0,−zs) of a 3-D
Cartesian coordinate system ~x = (x, y, z), and place the detector parallel to
the x-y plane at distance zd from the origin. The sample is characterised by a
attenuation coefficient µ(~x,λ), and a phase shift (refraction) coefficient δ(~x,λ)
in terms of location (~x) in the sample and wavelength (λ) of the X-ray. I set
the direction of propagation along the positive z-axis
I assume a parallel-beam incident X-ray wave using the paraxial approx-
imation, there phase retrieval for a cone-beam can be approximated by a
parallel-beam [91].
Intensity at the exit plane is dictated by attenuation through the sample.
Under the Alvarez model, it is assumed that attenuation is caused only by
photoelectric attenuation and Compton scattering. Since phase shift is pro-
portional to Compton scattering (although not the same physical process), I
assume the same material dependence as attenuation due to Compton scatter-
ing according to the Alvarez model. To reduce the complexity of the Alvarez
model, I assume atomic weight equals twice the atomic number (i.e. number
of protons equals the number of neutrons). This assumption holds for most
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light elements, but it breaks down for the heavier elements. Since our micro-
CTs are currently restricted to imaging lighter elements due to the X-ray en-
ergy used (see section 1.2.5), I form the following equation to characterise the
attenuation coefficient and phase shift (in radian) [74]:
µ(~x,λ) = K1 J1(λ)p(~x) + K2 J2(λ)c(~x),
kλ · δ(~x,λ) = K3 J3(λ)c(~x), (3.1)
where K1, K2, K3 are constants, J1(λ), J2(λ), J3(λ) are functions of wavelength,
p(~x) is the photoelectric, c(~x) Compton coefficient, and kλ = 2piλ .
For attenuation, using the Alvarez model for X-ray attenuation and the
projection approximation through the object (see section 1.5.1), both accumu-
lated Compton scattering (C(x, y)) and accumulated photoelectric attenuation
(P(x, y)) can be characterised by (subject to a multiplicative constant) inte-
gral of density times atomic number cubed (
∫
ρZ3dz) and integral of density
(
∫
ρdz) respectively:
C(x, y) =
[∫
c(~x)d~s
]
(x, y) =
[∫
ρ(~x)d~s
]
(x, y),
P(x, y) =
[∫
p(~x)d~s
]
(x, y) =
[∫
ρ(~x)Z(~x)3d~s
]
(x, y), (3.2)
where I represent [
∫
ρ(~x)d~s] (x, y) and
[∫
ρ(~x)Z(~x)3d~s
]
(x, y) to account for
the ray path and the detector domain in a cone-beam system. For example,
[
∫
ρ(~x)d~s] (x0, y0) is the ray-path integral regarding the density of the sample
from source to the detector position (x0, y0, zd). From now on, I am going to
use the reduced notation of
∫
ρdz and
∫
ρZ3dz to represent the path integral
function for C(x, y) and P(x, y).
3.2.1 X-ray Interaction with the Object
I use the Alvarez model [74] to model the X-ray attenuation through the ob-
ject, by assuming the attenuation is only contributed by Compton and photo-
electric attenuation. More specifically, the Alvarez model assumes that the ac-
cumulated Compton attenuation is proportional to
∫
ρdz and J2(λ) = fKE(λ),
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and the accumulated photoelectric attenuation is proportional to
∫
ρZ3dz and
J1(λ) = λ3. Where ρ is the density, Z is the effective atomic number, λ is the
wavelength for the particular energy, and fKN(λ) is the Klein-Nishina func-
tion [131; 74].
The limitation of the Alvarez model is the assumption that all materials in
the sample are on one side of the attenuation edge (i.e. not near an aborption-
edges). I also assume the phase shift is proportional to Compton scattering
as shown by Wu and Liu [83], so phase shift is proportional to λ and
∫
ρdz.
Therefore, I can calculate the intensity after the object to be Sλ(x, y, z0), where
the object is placed between z = 0 and z0:
Sλ(x, y, z0) = exp (−τλ) = exp
[
−K1λ3
∫
ρZ3dz− K2 fKN(λ)
∫
ρdz
]
, (3.3)
where τλ is the cumulative attenuation, as defined in Eqn. 1.98.
The corresponding cumulative angular phase shift φλ(x, y, z0) is:
φλ(x, y, z0) =
∫
kλδdz = K3λ
∫
ρdz. (3.4)
Two radiographs are taken through the object volume for each projection
angle, taken at different incident energy spectra with normalised intensity
function S(m)in (λ) (m = 1, 2 for the two energy measurements). The normalised
incident spectrum means, i.e.,∫
S(m)in (λ)dλ = 1. (3.5)
There might be advantages to not normalise the incident spectrum function,
where the actual intensity of the incident spectrum function can be used es-
pecially when one energy measurement has more reliable signal than the
other one. As a side note, I assume uniform incident X-ray wave in terms of
incident phase front and incident spectrum distribution.
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3.2.2 X-ray Propagation to the Detector
After interaction with the object, the X-rays are propagated from the object’s
exit plane to the detector. At the exit plane, due to the non-uniform phase
shift caused by the object, the X-ray wave-front is not uniform. This non-
uniform X-ray wave-front changes the X-ray intensity distribution as the X-
ray wave propagates from the object’s exit plane to the detector, resulting in
phase contrast fringes. This propagation process is modelled by the Transport
of Intensity Equation (TIE) [66] in Eqn. 3.6.
Let Sλ be the spectral density giving the proportion of X-rays projecting
through each ray path, with X-ray wavelength λ; Let φλ be the corresponding
phase shift coefficient with X-ray wavelength λ; Let R be effective propagation
distance. For a cone-beam system, the effective propagation distance is the
real distance from the object to the detector divided by the magnification (as
explained in section 1.7.1.2).
Using the TIE formulation [66], the monochromatic propagation after the
object is formulated as:
∇⊥ · [Sλ(x, y, z) · ∇⊥φλ(x, y, z)] = −k∂Sλ(x, y, z)∂z . (3.6)
In the near field, I take the finite difference instead of the derivative, to turn
Eqn. 3.6 into:
∇⊥ [Sλ(x, y, z0) · ∇⊥φλ(x, y, z0)] = − kR · [Sλ(x, y, z0 + R)− Sλ(x, y, z0)] .
(3.7)
Substitute the relations for intensity and phase shift derived in Eqn. 3.3
and 3.4 into Eqn. 3.7 to obtain:
exp (−τλ)
− R
2pi
∇⊥
[
exp (−τλ) · ∇⊥
(
K3λ2
∫
ρdz
)]
= Sλ(x, y, z0 + R). (3.8)
Due to the incoherence between different X-ray energies (or wavelengths,
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see section 1.4.5), I integrate over the normalised incident spectrum S(m)in (λ)
of Eqn. 3.8 to obtain the overall intensity I(m), for the near field TIE in the
polychromatic case:∫
exp (−τλ) S(m)in (λ)dλ
− R
2pi
∫
∇⊥
[
exp (−τλ) · ∇⊥
(
K3λ2
∫
ρdz
)]
S(m)in (λ)dλ
= Im(x, y, z0 + R). (3.9)
For the parameters: K1 = 4.3× 1017mm−1mg−1, K2 = 0.015mm ·mg−1 are
calculated from measurements taken at the ANU CTLab by Recur et. al.
[132], and K3 = −1.3× 108mm ·mg−2 is obtained from L2 curve fitting of the
first 20 elements in CSIRO’s X-ray phase shift data and based on the work by
Wu and Liu [83]. Note different units are used for K1 and K2 here compared
to Alvarez and Macovski’s work [74], because I parameterised the problem
based on wavelength to use the standard formulation on phase shift, rather
than energy as commonly used for modelling X-ray attenuation.
3.3 The Linear Absorbing Near Field Phase Retrieval
Algorithm
I present a weakly absorbing near field phase retrieval method that models
our micro-CT set up at the ANU CTLab. When the single material and the
DCM method’s conditions are not valid, the assumptions made here are still
valid. The motivation is to solve the problem with the full complexity of
phase retrieval to understand the approach without dealing with issues such
as non-linear absorbing, polychromatic cases. These cases will be investigated
in section 3.4.
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3.3.1 Combining the Equations Into a Single Variable Propa-
gation Equation
I start with the monochromatic TIE in Eqn. 3.8 using the
∫
ρdz and
∫
ρZndz
formulation and linearising the intensity term using the weak absorption
assumption, the weak absorption assumption mathematically translates to
log(µ) = 1− µ. For a strongly absorbing sample, I can linearise the problem
by using a linear Newton-Raphson method. I assume power exponent for the
atomic number dependency to be n = 3:
1− τλ
− R
2pi
∇⊥
[
(1− τλ) · ∇⊥
(
K3λ2
∫
ρdz
)]
= Sλ(x, y, z + R). (3.10)
Collect terms with λ powers, and substitute τλ as the cumulative attenua-
tion K1λ3
∫
ρZ3dz− K2 fKN(λ)
∫
ρdz:
1− λ3
[
K1
∫
ρZ3dz
]
− fKN(λ)
[
K2
∫
ρdz
]
− λ2
[
RK3
2pi
· ∇2⊥
∫
ρdz
]
+ λ5
[
RK1K3
2pi
∇⊥
(∫
ρZ3dz · ∇⊥
∫
ρdz
)]
+ λ2 fKN(λ)
[
RK2K3
2pi
∇⊥
(∫
ρdz · ∇⊥
∫
ρdz
)]
= Sλ(x, y, z + R). (3.11)
Taking the 5th order harmonic difference between λ = λ1 and λ = λ2, I
obtain:
−L2
[
K1
∫
ρZ3dz
]
− KN5
[
K2
∫
ρdz
]
− L3
[
RK3
2pi
· ∇2⊥
∫
ρdz
]
+KN3
[
K2RK3
2pi
∇⊥
(∫
ρdz · ∇⊥
∫
ρdz
)]
=S5, (3.12)
where Lm =
(
1
λ1
m − 1λ2m
)
, KNm =
(
fKN(λ1)
λ1
m − fKN(λ2)λ2m
)
, and Sm =
Sλ1 (x,y,z+R)−1
λ1
m −
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Sλ2 (x,y,z+R)−1
λ2
m .
I use Eqn. 3.12 to find the solution of
∫
ρZ3 through the path of the object
to be:
−
[
K1
∫
ρZ3dz
]
=
S5
L2
+
KN5
L2
[
K2
∫
ρdz
]
+
L3
L2
[
R
2pi
· ∇2⊥
(
K3
∫
ρdz
)]
− KN3
L2
[
K2RK3
2pi
∇⊥
(∫
ρdz · ∇⊥
∫
ρdz
)]
. (3.13)
Eqn. 3.13 can be substituted into Eqn. 3.11 while assuming all the R2
or higher order terms are small using the first order approximation in the
propagation direction, ignoring all the O(R2) terms to obtain:
λ3
L2
[
S5 + KN5K2C +
L3RK3
2pi
· ∇2⊥C−
KN3K2RK3
2pi
∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)
]
− fKN(λ) [K2C]− λ2
[
RK3
2pi
· ∇2⊥C
]
− λ5 RK3
L22pi
∇⊥ [(S5 + KN5K2C) · ∇⊥C]
+ λ2 fKN(λ)
[
RK2K3
2pi
∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)
]
= Sλ(x, y, z + R)− 1, (3.14)
where C =
∫
ρdz and λ = λ1.
To simplify Eqn. 3.14, I note that:
λ1
3/L2 {S5} − [Sλ(x, y, z + R)− 1] = λ1
3
L2
(
Sλ1 − 1
λ2
5 −
Sλ2 − 1
λ1
3λ2
2
)
=
λ1
3
L2λ22
S3, (3.15)
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λ1
3/L2 [KN5 (K2C)]− fKN(λ) (K2C)
=
λ1
3
L2
K2C
[
− fKN(λ2)
λ2
5 +
fKN(λ2)
λ2
2λ1
3
]
=
λ1
3
L2λ22
KN3K2C, (3.16)
λ1
3/L2
[
L3
R
2pi
∇2⊥(K3C)
]
− λ12 R2pi∇
2
⊥(K3C)
=
λ1
3
L2
(
−1/λ23 + 1/λ22/λ1
) R
2pi
∇2⊥(K3C)
=
λ1
3
L2λ22
[
L1
R
2pi
∇2⊥(K3C)
]
, (3.17)
− λ15 [RK3/L2∇⊥ (S5 · ∇⊥C)]
= − λ1
3
L2λ22
[
K3R∇⊥
(
λ1
2λ2
2S5 · ∇⊥C
)]
, (3.18)
− λ15 [RK3/L2/2/pi∇⊥ (KN5K2C · ∇⊥C)]
= − λ1
3
L2λ22
[
K3
R
2pi
λ1
2λ2
2KN5∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)
]
, (3.19)
λ1
2 fKN(λ1) [RK2K3/2/pi∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)]
− λ1
3
L2
[KN3RK2K3/2/pi∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)]
=
λ1
3
L2λ22
[−KN1K2RK3/2/pi∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)] . (3.20)
Substitute Eqn. 3.15 - 3.20 into Eqn. 3.14, and collect all terms with R onto
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the right hand side, while putting all other terms onto the left hand side.
Also we ignore all O(R2) terms, by ignoring higher order refraction. Divide
by λ1
3
L2λ22
on both side of Eqn. 3.14 to obtain:
S3 + KN3K2C =
− K3 R2pi
[
L1∇2⊥C
]
− K3 R2pi
[
∇⊥
(
−λ12λ22S5 · ∇⊥C
)]
− K3 R2pi
[(
KN1 − λ12λ22KN5
)
K2∇⊥ (C · ∇⊥C)
]
. (3.21)
Let λ∗ = (λ1λ2)0.5, k∗ = 2pi/λ∗, multiply 2piλ∗2 to both side of Eqn. 3.21
to obtain:
− k∗
(
S3λ∗3 + KN3K2λ∗3C
)
/R
= ∇⊥
[(
L1λ∗ − λ∗5S5 + KN1K2λ∗C− λ∗5KN5K2C
)
∇⊥λ∗K3C
]
. (3.22)
I find C =
∫
ρdz from the decoupled second order elliptic partial differ-
ential equation (PDE) in Eqn. 3.22. This second order elliptic PDE gives a
unique solution for C, given sufficient sampling of the X-ray and boundary
conditions. Sufficient sampling ensures that the true value of the signal can
be found for S3 and S5 with suitable boundary conditions. Suitable boundary
conditions can be obtained by placing the sample not going over the two ver-
tical edges of the detector. I will present the solver for finding C by solving
Eqn. 3.22 (see section 3.3.2).
Eqn. 3.22 can be considered as a transportation of the weighted Comp-
ton signal through free space in the direction of propagation measured by R,
taking the limit as R trend towards zero would result in a derivative propa-
gator. Eqn. 3.22 is a well conditioned second order elliptical PDE, as it is a
sharpening operator for the weighted Compton signal.
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3.3.2 Iterative Solver Using the Difference Method
To solve for C from Eqn. 3.22, I use a linear iterative difference method. I
linearise Eqn. 3.22 by representing C = CS + U (where CS is the current
solution, and the U is the iterative update step):
−
[
S3λ∗3 + KN3K2λ∗3(CS +U)
]
=
∇⊥
{[
L1λ∗ − λ∗5S5 + KN1K2λ∗(CS +U)− λ∗5KN5K2(CS +U)
]
∇⊥λ∗K3(CS +U)} R/k∗. (3.23)
The linearised equation is:
−
[
KN3K2λ∗3(U)
]
−∇⊥
{[
KN1K2λ∗(U)− λ∗5KN5K2(U)
]
∇⊥λ∗K3(CS)
}
R/k∗
−∇⊥
{[
L1λ∗ − λ∗5S5 + KN1K2λ∗(CS)− λ∗5KN5K2(CS)
]
∇⊥λ∗K3(U)
}
R/k∗
=
[
S3λ∗3 + KN3K2λ∗3(CS)
]
+∇⊥
{[
L1λ∗ − λ∗5S5 + KN1K2λ∗(CS)− λ∗5KN5K2(CS)
]
∇⊥λ∗K3(CS)
}
R/k∗.
(3.24)
Using the iterative difference method to calculate the derivative, I define:
Uxx =
U[j]m+1,n − 2U[j+1]m,n +U[j]m−1,n
h2
Uyy =
U[j]m,n+1 − 2U[j+1]m,n +U[j]m,n−1
h2
Ux =
U[j]m+1,n −U[j]m−1,n
2h
Uy =
U[j]m,n+1 −U[j]m,n−2
2h
U = U[j+1]m,n ,
where U0 = [0].
I obtain the iterative update step for U[j+1] = U[j]+ Uˆ using the calculated
coefficient for U as in Eqn. 3.24 as follows:
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Calculate Coefficient for U,
CoefU =− KN3K2λ∗3
−
(
KN1K2λ∗3 − λ∗7KN5K2
) RK3
2pi
∇2⊥CS. (3.25)
Calculate Coefficient for ∇⊥U,
Coef∇⊥U = λ∗
7∇⊥(S5)RK32pi
−
(
2KN1K2λ∗3 − 2λ∗7KN5K2
) RK3
2pi
∇⊥CS. (3.26)
Calculate Coefficient for ∇2⊥U,
Coef∇2⊥U =−
(
L1λ∗3 − λ∗7S5
) RK3
2pi
−
(
KN1K2λ∗3 − λ∗7KN5K2
) RK3
2pi
CS. (3.27)
Evaluating the error on the right hand side (ErrorRHS) of Eqn. 3.24 would
result in:
CoefUU +Coef∇⊥U · ∇⊥U +Coef∇2⊥U∇
2
⊥U = ErrorRHS. (3.28)
I calculate the nominator of the iterative step Uˆ[j+1], as follows:
Uˆ[j+1]Nom = ErrorRHS−Coef∇2⊥U∇
2
⊥U
[j] −Coef∇⊥U · ∇⊥U[j] −CoefUU[j], (3.29)
where ErrorRHS is calculated by the right hand side of Eqn. 3.24. Calculate
the denominator of the new
∫
ρdz, as
Uˆ[j+1]Denom =
−4
h2
Coef∇2⊥Uˆ +CoefUˆ, (3.30)
where h is the voxel size.
The update step is obtained by:
U[j+1] = U[j] + Uˆ[j+1]Nom /Uˆ
[j+1]
Denom. (3.31)
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I use one iteration (m = 1) for updating U, and U0 = [0]. After a set num-
ber of iterations in updating for U[j+1], with [j] ∈ (1, 2, ..., m), the following
update is made to C[i]S :
C[i+1]S = C
[i]
S +U
[j+1]. (3.32)
A set number iterations are performed for updating C[i]S ([i] ∈ (1, 2, ..., n)),
and n is the total number of iterations performed.
This forms an iterative method for finding CS, I check for convergence
in the non-linear system for each iteration of Jacobi method. If an update
increases the error of the equation, I reduce the update step for that iteration
by half.
Due to the slow convergence rate for the low frequency signal in C, I take
a multi-grid approach. For more details, see the thesis by Kostler [44] and
background on methods of reducing metric error in section 1.3.6.
Once the iterative algorithm converges,
∫
ρZ3dz can be solved using Sλi
and C from the TIE equation. To obtain the best signal to noise ratio with
real data (or simulated data with noise), the Sλi with the most photoelectric
contrast to noise should be used.
3.3.3 Summary
In this section, I have derived a decoupled weakly absorbing forward phase
contrast propagator (in section 3.3.1), and demonstrated the propagator for
the Compton signal is a well conditioned second order elliptic equation. Then
I outlined an iterative phase retrieval algorithm for extracting both the Comp-
ton and photoelectric signal (in section 3.3.2). This iterative phase retrieval
algorithm will be tested and compared with other phase retrieval methods
using simulated data in section 3.6.
The main drawback in the approach presented in this section is the com-
plex formulations needed. It would involve mores complex formulations to
extend the current formulations to deal with polychromatic incident spectrum
and strong absorption sample. So in section 3.4, I present a simpler approach
to incorporate polychromatic and strong absorption, without having to de-
couple the variables P and C.
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3.4 Linear Iterative Multi-energy X-ray Phase Re-
trieval (LIPR)
In section 3.3, I presented a well conditioned decoupled PDE solver. I demon-
strated the nature of the underlying phase retrieval problem for the weakly
absorbing and monochromatic case. However, there is difficulty incorporat-
ing the polychromatic and strong absorption case to obtain the decoupled
PDE.
I present a novel Linear Iterative multi energy X-ray material property
estimation by multi-grid Phase Retrieval algorithm (abbreviated to LIPR), to
simultaneously solve for photoelectric signal P =
∫
ρZ3dz and Compton sig-
nal C =
∫
ρdz in the polychromatic incident and strongly absorbing case.
There are three parts to the LIPR method: (1) Calculating the current error
(in section 3.4.1), (2) linear update iteration (in section 3.4.2), and (3) the over-
all multi-grid scheme (in section 3.4.3). Section 3.4.4 considers the geometrical
implication of high cone-angle X-ray CT phase contrast imaging. Section 3.4.5
concludes this section.
3.4.1 Calculate Residual, or Current Error
The algorithm has two broad iterative steps for a given estimate P[i] and C[i]:
1. Using the current projected attenuation and phase shift, to calculate the
residual matrix, :
R[i]
(m) = I
(m) −
∫
S(m)in (λ)·{
exp
(
−τ[i]λ
)
+
R
2pi
∇⊥ ·
[
exp
(
−τ[i]λ
)
∇⊥
(
K3λ2C[i]
)]}
dλ, (3.33)
where each of S(m)in , R(m), I
(m) P[i] and C[i] is a known matrix, with
[i] being the iteration number, and (m) being 1 or 2 for dual energy
measurement.
τ
[i]
λ is the current accumulative attenuation based on P
[i] and C[i] using
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the Alvarez model [74]:
τ
[i]
λ = K1λ
3P[i] + K2 fKE(λ)C[i]. (3.34)
2. Updating C[i+1] = C[i] + UC, and P[i+1] = P[i] + UP. I solve the itera-
tive step by solving the linearised PDE at the current C[i] and P[i], by
inverting the matrix (this iterative update step is explained in section
3.4.2).
As a side note, the integral
∫
dλ is often approximated in practise as ∑λ,
with S(m)in (λ) referred to as the normalised cumulative incident spectrum for
each histogram band.
3.4.2 Iterative Update
For each iteration i ∈ (1, 2, ..., n), the algorithm linearises the attenuation ex-
ponential at the current attenuation estimate by taking the approximation
e(−τλ) ≈ e
(
−τ[i]λ
) (
τ
[i]
λ − τλ
)
, where τ[i]λ is the current estimate of the cumula-
tive attenuation matrix at wavelength λ.
For each update step, it is equivalent to solve:[
R[i]1
R[i]2
]
=
[
a(1) b(1)
a(2) b(2)
] [
UP
UC
]
, (3.35)
where:
a(m)(S(m)in , Kj, fKN, τ
[i], C[i]) = −K1∑
λ
[
λ3S(m)in (λ) exp
(
−τiλ
)]
+
RK1K3
2pi
∇⊥∑
λ
[
λ5S(m)in (λ) exp
(
−τ[i]λ
)
· ∇⊥(C[i])
]
, (3.36)
and
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b(m)(S(m)in , Kj, fKN, τ
[i], C[i]) = −K2∑
λ
[
fKN(λ)S
(m)
in (λ) exp
(
−τiλ
)]
+
RK2K3
2pi
∇⊥∑
λ
[
fKN(λ)λ
2S(m)in (λ) exp
(
−τiλ
)
· ∇⊥(C[i])
]
− RK3(−4/h
2)
2pi ∑
λ
[
exp
(
−τ[i]λ
)
λ2S(m)in (λ)
]
, (3.37)
where h is the voxel size in the object, R is the effective propagation distance,
and τiλ is a function calculated as per Eqn. 3.3 using the current estimate of
C[i] and P[i].
I calculate the update step UP and UC by inverting A =
[
a(1) b(1)
a(2) b(2)
]
:
[
UP
UC
]
=
1
det(A)
◦
[
b(2) −b(1)
−a(2) a(1)
] [
R[i]1
R[i]2
]
=
1
det(A)
◦
[
b(2) ◦ R[i]1 − b(1) ◦ R[i]2
−a(2) ◦ R[i]1 + a(1) ◦ R[i]2
]
, (3.38)
where det(A) is the determinant A =
[
a(1) b(1)
a(2) b(2)
]
, and it is calculated by
det(A) = a(1) ◦ b(2) − a(2) ◦ b(1). (3.39)
The product a(i) ◦ b(j) are the Hadamard product, where it is an element-wise
product.
After calculating the update step UP and UC, the following iterative up-
date is made to P and C:
C[i+1] = C[i] +UC
P[i+1] = P[i] +UP. (3.40)
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3.4.3 Overall Multi-grid Iterative Algorithm
Due to the poor convergence speed in the iterative algorithm for low fre-
quency data, I deploy a multi-grid scheme. For detailed account of the multi-
grid method see Kostler [44] and section 1.3.6. The multi-grid method first
down-samples by a factor of 8 for the linearised attenuation at both energy,
and then solves P and C on the coarse grid (on the one eighth grid) using an
iterative method. Then I solve P and C for a down-sample factor of 4, 2, and
finally at the original scale.
It costs much less computationally to take an iteration on the coarse grid
than on the fine grid, for the simulated data I take 16 iterations on the coarsest
grid, and 8 iterations on the factor of 4 and 2 grid, and only 4 iterations on
the original full scale grid.
LIPR converged slower on real data, than simulated data. So I take 16
iterations on the factor of 8 (coarsest grid), 4, 2 and full scale grid.
Here is the overall pseudo-code for implementing this LIPR algorithm:
Data: Incident X-ray spectrum S(m)in , effective propagation distance R,
voxel width h, iteration number nd, maximum downsample scale
dmax (= 2n), estimate of P and C signal (default to be zero).
Result: LIPR results for photoelectric signal P and Compton signal C.
begin
/* Perform multi-grid restrict */
Restrict by a factor of dmax for all Data variables, d← dmax.
/* Perform nd iterations of updates */
while d ≥ 1:
Do nd iterations of the OneIter (Data).
/* Perform multi-grid prolongate */
Prolongate by a factor of 2 for all variables, and d← d/2.
Algorithm 1: LIPR in multi-grid algorithm.
Pseudo-code for this multi-grid solver is presented in Algorithm 1, the
functions Restrict and Prolongate are defined by Monks [133].
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def OneIter(Data): /* One iteration of the update */
Data: Incident X-ray spectrum S(m)in , effective propagation distance
R, voxel width h, iterative estimate of P[i] and C[i] signal.
Result: Updated photoelectric signal P and Compton signal C.
/* Calculate the residual */
R[i]
(m) ← Residual (Input Data).
/* Calculate the updates step for P and C */
UP, UC ← Update (Input Data, residual).
/* Apply the update and recalculate the residual */
Apply update P[i+1] ← P[i] +UP, C[i+1] ← C[i] +UC.
R[i+1]
(m) ← Residual (Input Data), for m = 1, 2.
/* Ensure the L2 norm of the residual decreases */
Update stepping halving counter j← 0.
while ∑m ‖R[i+1](m) ‖L2 > ∑m ‖R
[i]
(m)‖L2 and j < 5:
/* Half the update stepping size */
UP ← UP/2 and UC ← UC/2.
/* Apply update to the current iterative signal */
P[i+1] ← P[i] +UP and C[i+1] ← C[i] +UC.
/* Recalculate the residual */
R[i+1]
(m) ← Residual (Input Data), for m = 1, 2.
/* Adjust the stepping halving counter */
j← j + 1.
Output the updated P and C.
Algorithm 2: One iteration of LIPR update.
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Pseudo-code for one iteration of the update is presented in Algorithm 2,
the function Residual is defined in section 3.4.1, and the function Update is
defined in section 3.4.2,
Once variables P and C are solved through phase retrieval, the cumulative
attenuation τλ(x, y) and cumulative phase shift φλ(x, y, z0) could be calcu-
lated by using Eqn. 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
3.4.4 Geometrical Considerations
For phase contrast, a cone-beam can be modelled by a parallel-beam, assum-
ing the paraxial approximation (see section 1.7.1.3). The papers by Papoulis
[89] and Pogany [90] show a cone-beam can be remapped to an equivalent
parallel-beam system under the paraxial approximation, with effective prop-
agation distance R = actual propagation distance divided by magnification.
A coordinate system on the detector is remapped to the same dimension as
voxels in the volume (see section 1.7.1.2 and 1.7.1.3).
From an algorithmic point of view, no extra operation is needed on the
observed intensity to take into account for the cone-beam geometry. Only a
calculation of effective propagation distance and voxel length is needed.
However, the magnification through the object is not uniform for high
cone-angle CT imaging. Therefore, there is non-uniform phase contrast for
the part of object that is closer to the source in comparison to part of object
object that is further away from the source. The amount of phase contrast has
been studied by Gureyev et. al. [134]. Here we present two arguments, one
under the voxel object assumption because the detector is pixelated, and the
second without using the voxel object assumption.
To show the non-uniform phase shift through the sample (similar to non-
uniform blurring described in section 2.4.2), I use the finite difference TIE
formulation (section 1.5.2), phase contrast is inversely proportional to voxel
size squared (because of the second derivative), and proportional to effective
propagation distance (because of the first derivative). Because voxel size is
proportional to source to object distance, and source to object distance is
approximately equal to effective propagation distance for high magnification
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CT imaging system, there is more phase shift for the part of sample closer to
the source than for the sample of object further away from the source. In fact,
there is close to an inverse relationship between phase contrast and distance
from the source to the object voxel.
In a real imaging setup, the sample is not made of voxels, therefore a more
abstract argument is used to derive this non-uniform phase shift. Under the
finite difference TIE formulation (section 1.5.2), phase contrast is calculated by
taking the second derivative in the object, but only taking the first derivative
in the effective propagation distance. This abstract argument is equivalent of
taking the limit as the voxel size approach to zero. This also implies that the
intensity of the phase contrast would be in inverse proportion to the distance
between the source and the location in the sample.
To put this non-uniform phase shift into context, for a cone-angle of 60
degrees across the sample cylinder, the object volume that is closest to the
source would produce twice as much phase contrast as the object volume at
the centre. In the same system, the object volume furthest from the source
would produce only two third as much phase contrast as the object volume at
the centre. This implies that an iterative algorithm through the reconstruction
volume fully accounts for the non-uniform phase shift.
There are similarities between the non-uniform phase contrast discussed
in this subsection, and the non-uniform penumbral source blurring discussed
in section 2.4.2.
3.4.5 Conclusion
This section presented the novel LIPR method in three parts: Calculating the
current error (in section 3.4.1), linear update iteration (in section 3.4.2), and
the overal multi-grid scheme (in section 3.4.3). Also I considered the effective
phase contrast and the non-uniform phase contrast in a high cone-angle CT
system in section 3.4.4.
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3.5 Comparison of Phase Retrieval Methods
In this section I discuss both the single material method and the data con-
strained modelling (DCM), and compare these with my proposed LIPR method.
3.5.1 Single Material Method
Paganin’s single material method [86] assumes that the object can be mod-
elled by the density of a single material, therefore a constant effective atomic
number Z = Zc is used in the object volume for phase retrieval. Also this
single material approach would imply
∫
ρZ3dz = Z3c
∫
ρdz for Eqn. 3.9. This
method could retrieve the intensity I(m)(x, y, z0) (m = 1, 2) at the object’s exit
plane for each of the two incident spectra.
Then the single material assumption is dropped, and we can use the re-
trieved intensity I(m)(x, y, z0) (m = 1, 2) to find Compton signal C =
∫
ρdz
and photoelectric signal P =
∫
ρZ3dz by solving a set of two linear equations
in Eqn. 3.3.
By dropping the single material assumption after the phase retrieval step,
the error due to the incorrect single material assumption should only affect
phase contrast edges.
3.5.2 Data Constrained Modelling (DCM) Method
The DCM method [94] for dual energy measurements assumes a two material
approximation. Here, I generalise the DCM method by using two pseudo mate-
rials, with the first pseudo material representing only the photoelectric signal,
and the second pseudo material representing only the Compton scattering
signal.
DCM assumes no mixing between each of the two materials, so in our
case it is equivalent to assuming no interaction between the photoelectric and
Compton signal. This implies the photoelectric and the phase shift cross term
in my method does not exist, therefore my pseudo materials DCM assumes
R
(
K1λ3
∫
ρZ3dz
) · ∇⊥ (K3λ2 ∫ ρdz) term in Eqn. 3.9 to be zero.
The DCM method only uses a subset of assumptions used by the single
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material approach, because the DCM method effectively assumes a two ma-
terial approximation. Therefore I expect the DCM method to be valid for a
wider range of cases compared to the single material method.
3.5.3 Comparison of LIPR with the Single Material Method
and the DCM Method
The single material method reduces the phase retrieval problem to that with
a single unknown, and it is a direct method to obtain the intensity at the
exit plane. The single material method solves a simultaneous equation (linear
for the weakly absorbing or weakly variation in attenuation case, however
not linear for the strong absorption case) to obtain P and C. It is quick to
converge for the strongly absorbing case, as the steepest descent method can
be used to solve Eqn. 3.9 with R = 0. However the single material method is
only applicable when imaging materials with very similar atomic numbers,
or all very weakly absorbing, i.e., very weak photoelectric signal (P << C).
The DCM method can be considered as a limiting case of the LIPR method,
as I am using the "pseudo material" scattering method (i.e., materials P and
C), as opposed to real materials as used in Gursory et. al.’s paper [94]. They
require knowledge of the material’s attenuation coefficient µ and phase shift
coefficient δ. The way I have constrained the problem, those material co-
efficients are not required. DCM does not iterate in the linearly absorbing
case, while the LIPR method does. For each linear iteration, the LIPR method
can be abstractly reduced to the DCM method. The DCM method can deal
with absorption-edge when the materials are known, the LIPR method can
not. LIPR does not assume weakly absorbing, which is an advantage over
DCM, however steepest descent can be used to iterate through the strongly
absorbing case for DCM.
Standard phase contrast fringes increase the contrast between material
boundaries, where reverse phase contrast changes the contrast between the
boundary in the opposite direction. Reverse phase contrast occurs between
a material boundary (see results in section 3.6 and 3.7), where one material
is higher in attenuation, and the other material is higher in phase shift. I.e.
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the phase gradient is in the reverse direction to the attenuation gradient, re-
verse phase contrast include boundaries between light metal and carbon (see
experimental results in section 3.7), and boundaries between dense rock and
Iodised salt solution commonly used for doping (see simulation results in
section 3.6).
Both the single material and the DCM methods can not model and cor-
rectly retrieve reverse phase contrast, as reverse phase contrast is caused by
the interaction between the photoelectric attenuation and Compton scattering
signal. The LIPR method should be able to correctly retrieve reverse phase
contrast (see section 3.6 and 3.7).
I found the magnitude of the phase coupled with attenuation term to be
significant for our ANU2 sub-micro X-ray CT system (section 1.2.5). For phase
retrieval, I ignore the second and higher order phase shift propagation terms
[134], as the ANU2 CT system have a Fresnel number of about 10 (see section
1.5.2), as we move towards sub-micro X-ray CT system. I have kept the second
and higher order phase shift terms in the forward simulation (section 3.6) by
using the ASP (section 1.5.3).
3.6 Numerical Simulation for Dual Monochromatic
Measurements
This section describes the numerical simulation of a linearly absorbing object
subject to monochromatic incident radiation, and presents the phase retrieval
results using various methods.
To test the validity and robustness of four different methods: no phase
retrieval, the single material, the DCM, and the LIPR methods (my proposed
method outlined in section 3.3). I divide this section into 5 subsections: the
sample selection (section 3.6.1), simulated imaging process (section 3.6.2),
noise free results (section 3.6.3), Poisson noise results (section 3.6.4), and con-
clusion (section 3.6.5).
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3.6.1 Sample Selection
I have simulated the illumination of an object composted of four rectangular
blocks, with a feature pixel size of 2 microns. The blocks are made up of
NaI in water (with salt:water weight ratio = 1:20 top right, 1:2 bottom right),
Carbon (top left), and SiO (bottom left). The thickness in the Z dimension of
each block is: 0.08 mm at top left (Carbon with density of 2.0 mg/mm3, and
effective atomic number of 6), 0.1mm at top right (weak NaI solution with
density of 1.0 mg/mm3, and effective atomic number of 24.32), 0.1mm at bot-
tom left (SiO glass with density of 2.7 mg/mm3, and effective atomic number
of 11.58), and 0.02mm at bottom right (strong NaI solution with density of 1.0
mg/mm3, and effective atomic number of 45.50). Fig. 3.1 shows the Compton
(∝
∫
ρdz) and photoelectric (∝
∫
ρZ3dz) signal of the original object.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.1: Original object showing [whole image]: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz)
and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz), with the numbering for different
edges. The red dotted line is data used to draw the line profiles, and the
blue boxes are used to subset the overall image for comparing phase retrieval
results.
In Fig. 3.1, we expect to see standard phase contrast across edges 1,3 and
4, and reverse phase contrast across edges 2 and 5.
3.6.2 Simulated Imaging Process
I assumed a voxel size of 2 microns, effective propagation distance R = 1.0
mm using a parallel-beam model. Since our effective propagation distance
is less than the 300mm critical distance [135] (as noted by one reviewer), this
means we are in the near-Fresnel region, so TIE could be used to model phase
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contrast changes. A monochromatic incident of X-ray photons at 30 and 60
keV are used. The simulated projections does not take K-edge into account,
and commits the “inverse crimeâA˘I˙ of using Alvarez’s model for the forward
simulation. The forward simulation parameters are similar to the system used
in ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5) [8]. As modelling for K-edge would add
an extra variable and makes the problem under constraint and unsolvable.
Ignoring K-edges incorrectly account for attenuation on the other side of the
K-edge, such as iodine have a K-edge of about 33keV.
I take a 5 by 5 super-sampling of each pixel to generate the sample. The
projected attenuation and phase shift are calculated by using this generated
sample. These values are used to perform the forward propagation simula-
tion, which is simulated at 5 by 5 super-sampling for each pixel, to avoid the
inverse crime [116] and the pixelation error in the forward propagation step.
I down-sampled by a factor 5 at the simulated detector to account for the
super-sampling.
I use the following calculation to simulate the detected intensity I(z = ∆)
from the complex wave field using Angular Spectrum Propagator (ASP as
introduced in section 1.5.3):
I(z = ∆) = |ψ(z = ∆)|2. (3.41)
To test the robustness of each phase retrieval method, Poisson noise similar to
100 exposures, with 50,000 expected mean X-ray detection counts for each ex-
posure, is added to the downstream measured intensity I(z = ∆) to simulate
actual CT images taken during an experiment.
Each of the phase retrieval algorithms is implemented. For the single-
material implementation, I assume an effective atomic number (Z) of 6, there-
fore the single material method can correctly retrieve any carbon/air transi-
tion edge. The results of simulation for both noise free and noisy cases are
presented in section 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 respectively.
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3.6.3 Noise Free Results
This subsection presents the material property estimation results after vari-
ous forms of phase retrieval from noise-free radiographs. The material prop-
erties estimated are the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and photoelectric signal
(∝
∫
ρZ3dz). For the rest of this section, I am only going to show subsets
of the overall areas for each image, as the difference between phase retrieval
algorithms are mostly around the material boundaries. Since we are mostly
interested in the reverse phase contrast, line profile through the second edge
is drawn in Fig. 3.3. Also the line profile drawn in this section is through the
top line of Fig. 3.1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.2: Original object [blue boxed (Fig. 3.1), subsets of the overall im-
age] showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal
(∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.3: Line profile of the normalised detected intensity for the second (re-
verse phase contast) edge at: (a) 30 keV, and (b) 60 keV.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.4: Direct material property estimation without phase retrieval [blue
boxed (Fig. 3.1), subsets of the overall image] showing: (a) Compton signal
(∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.5: Line profile of the direct material property estimation without phase
retrieval showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal
(∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is over 80 pixels, at 2 microns per pixel.
Fig. 3.4 (a) and 3.5 (a), shows material property estimation results without
phase retrieval. The over-sharpened edges 1,2 and 3 in terms of
∫
ρdz are due
to phase shift and phase contrast. This shows the need for phase retrieval.
While little over-sharpening has occurred in Fig. 3.4 (b) and 3.5 (b) in terms
of photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz), this suggests photoelectric signal is less
impacted by phase contrast.
As discussed in section 3.5 we expect the single material method to re-
trieve the first edge correctly using the correct effective atomic number, (6),
for a carbon and air interface. The single material method can not correctly
retrieves the reverse phase contrast, nor phase contrast edges of a different
effective atomic number. We also expect it to over-retrieve (resulting in over-
blurring the edge) the second edge (also a reverse phase contrast edge) for
the Carbon and NaI salt water interface. It should also incorrectly retrieves
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.6: Single material method showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and
(b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.7: Line profile of the single material method showing: (a) Compton
signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is
over 80 pixels, at 2 microns per pixel.
the third edge for a NaI salt water and air interface due to an effective atomic
number of 24.32 rather than the assumption of it being 6.
Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 show that the single material method correctly retrieved
the first edge (by using the correct effective atomic number 6 for a carbon
and air interface), but over-retrieved (resulting in over-blurring the edge) the
second edge for both C and P, while still under-retrieving (resulting in over-
sharpened edge) the third edge for C and over-retrieving the third edge for
P. This demonstrates the limitations of the single material method as it is
only valid for the edge with the same effective atomic number as used by the
model.
Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 show the improvement from using DCM over single mate-
rial phase retrieval in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 with a reduction of artefacts. However,
artefacts are still present when using the DCM method in edges 1,4 and 5
of the photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). These artefacts could be caused by
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.8: DCM showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric
signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.9: Line profile of DCM showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and
(b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is over 80 pixels, at 2
microns per pixel.
the photoelectric attenuation coupled phase shift term in Eqn. 3.22 being sig-
nificant compared to other terms. The DCM method assumes no interaction
between photoelectric attenuation and Compton scattering.
Fig. 3.10 and 3.11 shows that in the absence of noise my proposed LIPR
method could retrieves nearly all of the phase contrast both C ∝
∫
ρdz and
P ∝
∫
ρZ3dz over all edges. There is some minor error at edge 1 for P, this
could be due to the underlining assumption of the TIE on ignoring 2nd order
phase shift or implementation issues.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.10: LIPR showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric
signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.11: Line profile of LIPR showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and
(b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is over 80 pixels, at 2
microns per pixel.
Method L2 err. L2 err. L2 error C L2 error P ×103
C P ×103 [Edges 1,2,3 and 5] [Edges 1,2,3 and 5]
No retri. 6.39 11.90 1.49 0.58 0.94 2.55 3.67 1.58 2.41 4.11
Single m. 1.34 35.36 0.18 0.5 0.43 0.39 0.67 14.75 14.02 2.41
DCM 0.58 15.40 0.15 0.06 0.09 0.21 4.35 1.85 2.81 5.56
LIPR 0.23 3.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.76 0.58 0.78 0.53
Tab. 3.1: L2 error for the noiseless case: for no retrieval, single material, DCM,
and my LIPR methods. Edge error is obtained on the edge with a width of 4
pixels. Edges 4 and 6 are not shown, since they contain no extra information.
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The single material method can only correctly retrieve one type of edge
(being the edge 1 in this case), while over/under-retrieving others. This is
shown by the high L2 error for both global and local edges as shown in Table
3.1. The DCM and the LIPR methods on the other hand did much better
compared to the single material method globally.
The DCM method (see section 3.5.2) correctly retrieves edges 2 and 3,
due to the small variation in the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz). This implies the
Compton and photoelectric cross term (Eqn. 3.22) can be safely disregarded
over these edges. DCM obtains results as good as the LIPR method (see
Fig. 3.8 - 3.11, and Table 3.1). However, the DCM method (see section 3.5.2)
did not perform as well as the LIPR method for edges 1, 4 and 5 (see Fig.
3.8), as shown by the increasing in L2 error in those two edges for both the
Compton signal ∝
∫
ρdz, and the photoelectric signal ∝
∫
ρZ3 (see Table
3.1). DCM under-retrieves the first edge, while it over-retrieves the fourth
and fifth edges. This increase in error can be explained by the DCM method
disregarding the Compton and photoelectric cross term in Eqn. 3.22. The
first, fourth and fifth edges have great variation in both the Compton and
photoelectric signal. The poor performance of DCM implies the Compton
and photoelectric cross term is important for obtaining correct phase retrieval
in these cases.
For all edges, the LIPR method performed better than both the single
material and the DCM methods (see Fig. 3.6 - 3.11 and Table 3.1). The im-
provement in phase retrieval by the LIPR method shows the importance of
assumptions that correctly model the system.
3.6.4 Results with Poisson Noise
This subsection presents the material property estimation based on phase re-
trieval results from noisy dual-energy radiographs. The noise added is similar
to the noise observed at the ANU CTLab, with estimated counts of around
10000-50000. The properties estimated are again for both the Compton signal
(∝
∫
ρdz) and photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). As for section 3.6.3, only the
blue boxed (Fig. 3.1) subsets of the overall image, with the line profile taken
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along the top line as shown in Fig. 3.1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.12: Direct material property estimation without phase retrieval using
noisy radiographs [blue boxed (Fig. 3.1), subsets of the overall image] show-
ing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.13: Line profile of the direct material property estimation without phase
retrieval using noisy radiographs showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and
(b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is over 80 pixels, at 2
microns per pixel.
As shown in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13, without phase retrieval the Compton
signal (∝
∫
ρdz) is very noisy, while the photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz) is
more robust to noise. We expect
∫
ρdz to be more sensitive to noise at 30 than
60 keV, as there is less Compton signal contributing to overall attenuation
compared to the photoelectric signal (see section 1.6.2 and 3.2.2).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.14: Single material method using noisy radiographs showing: (a)
Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.15: Line profile of the single material method using noisy radio-
graphs showing: (a) Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal
(∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is over 80 pixels, at 2 microns per pixel.
A factor of 2-3 reduction in noise for the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) is
observed for the single material method compared to no phase retrieval. This
reduction is expected, as the additional information present due to phase-
shift is caused by the changes in the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz). Therefore the
radiographs with phase-contrast contain information regarding the Compton
signal (see section 1.6.3). Phase retrieval algorithms take into account this
information and improve the signal to noise ratio for
∫
ρdz. However, the
same underlying errors from over and under-retrieval of edges is evident in
the noisy case as presented in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15, as in the noiseless case
shown in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.16: DCM using noisy radiographs showing: (a) Compton signal (∝∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.17: Line profile of DCM using noisy radiographs showing: (a) Compton
signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is
over 80 pixels, at 2 microns per pixel.
There is a further reduction in noise using DCM when compared with the
single material method for obtaining the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz), however
DCM increases the noise in the photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz) in comparison
to the single material method. The same underlying errors from incorrect
retrieval for edges 1,4 and 5 are still present in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17 (as the
noiseless case, see Fig. 3.8 and 3.9). DCM reduced the noise for the Compton
signal (∝
∫
ρdz) in comparison to no retrieval, however DCM increased the
noise for the photoelectric signal in comparison to no retrieval (Fig. 3.12 and
3.13).
As we expected, the LIPR method has also made an reduction in noise
compared to no retrieval. In comparison with the DCM method, a sim-
ilar reduction in noise is obtained for the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz), and
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.18: LIPR using noisy radiographs showing: (a) Compton signal (∝∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.19: Line profile of LIPR using noisy radiographs showing: (a) Compton
signal (∝
∫
ρdz) and (b) photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). Horizontal axis is
over 80 pixels, at 2 microns per pixel.
LIPR obtained better reduction in noise than DCM for the photoelectric sig-
nal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz). This slightly better reduction in noise for photoelectric sig-
nal suggests the photoelectric signal is present in the cross term (see section
3.5.2), that is correctly retrieved by the LIPR method, but ignored by the DCM
method.
Comparing LIPR to the single material method, the noise level for both
method is the similar for Compton signal, while there is more noise by us-
ing the LIPR method for the photoelectric signal. This slightly higher noise
is expected, as the single material method suppresses more noise by over-
retrieving the phase edges. Therefore, this reduction of noise comes at the
cost of having incorrectly retrieved edges. LIPR retrieval is still correct across
all edges as shown in Fig. 3.18 and 3.19, in comparison to the noiseless case
(see Fig. 3.10 and 3.11). This means LIPR could better preserve the fine de-
tails compared to the other methods investigated in this section. For this case,
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L2 err. L2 err. L2 error C L2 error P ×103
Method C P ×103 [Edges 1,2,3 and 5] [Edges 1,2,3 and 5]
No retri. 26.8 25.40 2.31 1.91 1.96 2.90 4.06 2.36 2.90 4.49
Single m. 8.9 36.18 0.62 0.78 0.74 0.70 0.84 14.78 14.02 7.96
DCM 9.9 38.04 0.66 0.66 0.59 0.68 5.02 2.89 3.53 5.97
LIPR 10.1 17.69 0.68 0.67 0.63 0.61 1.10 1.15 1.11 1.93
Tab. 3.2: L2 error for the noisy case: for no retrieval, single material, DCM,
and my LIPR methods.
LIPR has reduced noise without (or with minimal) blurring.
Looking at Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.12 - 3.19, we can compare the robustness of
each phase retrieval method, especially regarding how much noise is present
after phase retrieval. Each phase retrieval method has reduced the L2 error
in the Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz) compared to no retrieval. Only the LIPR
method has reduced the L2 error in photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz).
3.6.5 Conclusion
This section tested the validity and robustness of four different material prop-
erty estimation methods based on: no phase retrieval, the single material,
DCM, and LIPR phase retrieval methods(my proposed method as outlined in
section 3.3). I presented the simulated sample (section 3.6.1), imaging geom-
etry and noise simulation (section 3.6.2). This was followed by the noise free
results (section 3.6.3), and results with Poisson noise (section 3.6.4).
For the noise free case (section 3.6.3), the single material method made
a global improvement compared to no retrieval, however overall the DCM
and LIPR methods did much better compared to the single material method.
There is very little difference between the DCM and the LIPR method for
some edges, however on edges with a significant variation of the photoelec-
tric and Compton signal (edges 1, 4 and 5), the LIPR method retrieved the
correct edge while DCM did not, because DCM ignored the photoelectric
and Compton cross term.
For the case with Poisson noise (section 3.6.4), the same underlying errors
from over and under-retrieved edges are still present for each method in com-
parison to the noise free case. Overall, similar robustness is demonstrated for
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each phase retrieval method in reducing the noise in the Compton signal by
using the phase contrast signal. However, only the LIPR methods reduced
the noise in the photoelectric signal.
3.7 Real Polychromatic Experimental Work
This section presents the material property estimation based on phase re-
trieval of dual-energy radiographs using real data acquired on the ANU2
sub-micro focusing CT system at the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5). A major
challenge here was in achieving sufficiently accurate alignment between the
radiographs to perform phase retrieval. In this section, I also discuss these
alignment difficulties that I had to overcome to enable multi-energy phase
retrieval.
This section is divided into six subsections: sample composition (section
3.7.1), CT set-up (section 3.7.2), obtaining real radiograph projections (section
3.7.3), aligning the object for projection at each energy (section 3.7.4), real data
results (section 3.7.5), and conclusions (section 3.7.6).
3.7.1 Sample Composition
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the LIPR method, we need to use a phan-
tom with a variety of materials, ideally a phantom composed of a wide range
of density and atomic number. To obtain the reverse phase contrast, we need
one material with a higher density and a lower atomic number than the other
material, and these two materials need to be in contact with each other to
form a phase contrast edge. Also we are under the constraint of the Alvarez
model (see section 1.6.2), this implies all the materials have to be on one side
of the K-edge, therefore I am limited to materials with atomic number 40 or
less.
I used a 3-D phantom made of a diamond with melted magnesium alloy
(AZ31B) using a nitrogen atmosphere controlled oven (heated to 675 degrees
Celsius), this phantom is glued by 5-minute epoxy to a glass post.
The glass post is mostly consisted of silicon oxide, it has an effective
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atomic number of 11 and a density of 2.5g/cm3. Diamond is made of car-
bon, and has an effective atomic number of 6.0 and a density of 3.5g/cm3.
Magnesium has an effective atomic number of 12.0 and a density of 1.7g/cm3.
The diamond used is an uncut rough diamond, with a diameter of 2-3
mm. The 5-minute epoxy used is Selleys Araldite, mixed following the label’s
instructions. The glass posts used are 1.5mm in diameter, it is mostly made
of silicon oxide. Diamond have a higher density and a lower atomic number
compared to Magnesium, so reverse phase contrast is expected across this
boundary (as explained in section 3.5.3). All other boundaries would have
normal phase contrast.
3.7.2 CT Setup
The ANU2 sub-micron-focusing machine is designed to image a sample of
around 1-3 mm in diameter (see section 1.2.5). Radiographs of the sample is
captured as described in this subsection.
ANU2 CT system (see section 1.2.5) is used, as it produces more phase
contrast than other CT systems used at the ANU CTLab due to the smaller
voxel size. ANU2 uses an effective propagation distance R ≈ 600/150 =
4× 10−3 m, a voxel size h ≈ 1× 10−6 m, and a mean X-ray energy about
50 keV equivalent to an X-ray wavelength of λ ≈ 2.48× 10−11 m. Applying
the Fresnel number formula (in Eqn. 1.81), we obtain the Fresnel number
of NF ≈ 10.1. There the TIE’s assumption on linearising the propagation
direction is valid, as most of the phase contrast are within one pixel either
side of the fringe when the Fresnel number is larger than 5 [134].
For imaging the sample, a distance of 3.9 mm from the source to the centre
of the object is used, while having an x-ray propagation distance of 600 mm
after the object. Due to non-uniform phase shift in the object (see section
3.4.4), a shorter source to object distance of 3.5 mm is used for phase retrieval,
to take into account of the average phase shift. Translating the cone-beam
propagation into parallel-beams equate to a propagation distance of 3.48 mm.
This set-up coupled with a 2048 by 2048 pixel detector (as used on ANU2 CT
machine, see section 1.2.5), enables us to achieve a voxel size of 1.3 microns
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in the reconstructed volume.
Three sets of images are taken with each of the following three different
X-ray energy spectra with target voltage at 60keV without filter (1), 100keV
without filter (2), and 100keV with 2mm Aluminium filter (3).
For (1), 6 seconds are taken per radiograph exposure. They are accumu-
lated over 30 radiographs, taking 3 minutes total exposure time. Approxi-
mately 20,000 counts are recorded per radiograph exposure.
For (2), 4 seconds are taken per radiograph exposure. They are accumu-
lated over 15 radiographs, taking 1 minute total exposure time. Approxi-
mately 40,000 counts are recorded per radiograph exposure.
For (3), 4 seconds are taken per radiograph exposure. They are accumu-
lated over 30 radiographs, taking 2 minutes total exposure time. Approxi-
mately 20,000 counts are recorded per radiograph exposure.
Such parameters are used to ensure for each energy measurement, similar
cumulative photon counts (600,000) are recorded per pixel. This imaging set-
up corresponds to the following distribution of the X-ray energy spectra, as
shown in Tab. 3.3:
Energy (keV) 60keV – no filter 100keV – no filter 100keV – 2mm Al filter
1 – 10 4.4% 2.8% 0.0%
11 – 20 29.7% 20.1% 2.3%
21 – 30 33.1% 25.1% 18.6%
31 – 40 19.9% 18.5% 24.2%
41 – 50 10.2% 13.4% 20.8%
51 – 60 2.6% 10.8% 18.1%
61 – 70 0.0% 5.3% 9.1%
71 – 80 0.0% 2.6% 4.5%
81 – 90 0.0% 1.1% 2.0%
91 – 100 0.0% 0.3% 0.5%
Tab. 3.3: Proportion of X-ray energy for each imaging setup (generated using
the excel-sheet provided by Dr. Wilfred Fullagar based on the bremsstrahlung
effects and X-ray attenuation models).
For each X-ray spectrum, we take a radiograph, a clearfield and a dark-
field. The radiograph is taken with the sample in the field of view, the
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clearfield is taken without the sample (by moving the sample out of the field
of view), and the darkfield is taken with the X-ray source turned off.
Three energy spectra are used. This requires alignment as demonstrated
in section 1.7.4, I have opted to align them by hardware because no software
could fix the misalignment in the projection space (see section 1.7.5). The
60keV without filter radiograph was aligned by hardware with the 100keV
without filter radiograph. The 100keV without filter radiograph was aligned
by hardware with the 100keV with 2mm Aluminium filter radiograph (see
section 3.7.4). In hindsight, I should have aligned the 60keV without filter
radiograph with the 100keV with 2mm Aluminium filter radiograph.
The normalised projection for each energy is calculated by:
LinearProj =
Radiograph−Darkfield
Clearfield−Darkfield . (3.42)
Since the LIPR method requires measurements at two different energy
spectra, coupled with the fact that 60keV without filter and 100keV with 2mm
aluminium filter have the biggest difference in the X-ray energy distribution,
those two normalised accumulated radiographs are used by phase retrieval
algorithms.
Since I am binning the X-ray energies, I discover that there is a cubed
energy relationship in the photoelectric effect with attenuation. This effective
X-ray energy is needed to ensure my proposed LIPR method performs well,
as during testing the algorithm might converges very slowly if incorrect input
parameters are used. The effective X-ray energy is calculated for each energy
band of 10 keV as follow:
Eeffective =
(
∑i E3i
∑i 1
)1/3
. (3.43)
3.7.3 Real Radiograph Projection
In this subsection, I present the normalised radiographs from the real mea-
surement by using the setup described in section 3.7.2, and the sample de-
scribed in section 3.7.1. All the projection plots are thresholded to between
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0.7 (black) and 1.05 (white), values bigger than 1 can occur due to phase
contrast.
Fig. 3.20 presents the normalised projections taken with the following
energy of 60keV without filter and 100keV with 2mm aluminium filter for the
sample consists of diamond, magnesium alloy, epoxy and glass post. We can
see the magnesium inclusions present when imaged at 60 keV (Fig. 3.20 (a)),
while not present when imaged at 100keV (higher energy) (Fig. 3.20 (b)).
The defect pixels are located at the same location for both Fig. 3.20 (a) and
(b), shows up as black pixels (or a black line).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.20: Normalised radiographs of a diamond with magnesium alloy on
glass post: (a) 60keV without filter and (b) 100keV with 2mm aluminium
filter.
The higher energy X-rays (100keV with 2mm aluminium filter) has higher
normalised projection values than the lower energy X-rays (60 keV without
filter), as demonstrated by comparing Fig. 3.20 (a) with Fig. 3.20 (b).
There is a larger decrease in attenuation for the high atomic numbered (Z)
sample (i.e. magnesium alloy) from the 100keV with filter to 60keV without
filter, as demonstrated by comparing the top part of the diamond in Fig. 3.20
(a) with (b).
Also observe for the same attenuation sample: high atomic number (Z)
and low density (ρ) sample do not generate extra phase contrast, where low
atomic numbered and high density sample generates extra phase contrasts,
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as demonstrated in Fig. 3.20 (a) with (b).
In conclusion, these observations suggest the model that I used for quan-
tifying attenuation and phase shift could be correct. These real projections
demonstrate the same increasing or decreasing of both attenuation and phase
contrast as the quantitative models outlined in section 1.6.2 and 1.6.3.
3.7.4 Aligning the Object for Each Energy Projection
For phase retrieving real experimental data, the alignment of the object be-
tween the two energy measurements is paramount. Misaligned projections
between two energies would cause phase contrast edges to be recorded at
different pixels on the detector, and this would cause undesirable artefacts
in phase retrieval (section 1.7.4). This misalignment can be caused by: ther-
mal expansion, drift of the source target point, drift of the sample and other
alignment errors (see section 1.9).
In a high cone-angle X-ray CT system, such misalignment can be corrected
by alignment software [25], however alignment software is generally based on
volumetric reconstruction methods, rather than projection space alignment
methods. Because the features in the object are shifted by different number
of pixels on the detector depending on if the features are close to the source
or further away from the source (as discussed in section 3.4.4). Non-uniform
shift is similar to the non-uniform blurring (see section 2.4.2), and makes
software alignment in projection space impractical, unless projections from
other angles are used.
Phase retrieval in the projection space requires the physical alignment of
the object being imaged at different energy to a sub-pixel accuracy. In our
case, a sub-micron accuracy in alignment is required.
The ANU2 nano-CT system uses an air-bearing stage (see section 1.2.5.4),
this has a repeatability error of 0.19 micron for translation, with minimal
increment smaller than the repeatability error. This stage with the goniometer
head has three directions of translation, and one direction of rotation around
the vertical axis. So the aim is to align the projection to an accuracy of 0.2
micron (less than 0.2 pixels) in hardware, the exact alignment (to beyond sub-
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pixel) can be achieved in software (if needed).
To illustrate the effect of misaligned and aligned projections, I calculate
the log ratio of the two normalised projections (Logratio) by:
Logratio
(
LinearProj,1, LinearProj,2
)
= log
(
LinearProj,2
LinearProj,1
)
. (3.44)
I calculate the log ratio (calculated using Eqn. 3.44) of the diamond on
glass post sample for both the misaligned projections and aligned projections,
they are presented in Fig. 3.21 and 3.22 respectively.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.21: Log ratio of misaligned projections: (a) shows the whole field of
view, with the blue box indicating the area shown in (b). There are ghost
shadow in (a) and (b) show the number of pixels in misalignment.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.22: Log ratio of correctly aligned projections: (a) shows the whole field
of view, with the blue boxed area shown in (b). There are no apparent ghost
shadow, therefore the correct alignment between projection of different ener-
gies can be inferred.
In misaligned projections, the log ratio shows features and also ghost
shadow as demonstrated in Fig. 3.21 (a) and (b). In Fig. 3.21 (b), the zoom in
section shows one feature and its ghost shadow, that is a result of misalignment
of the high attenuating features between different projections.
In the correctly aligned projections, the log ratio shows only features and
no ghost shadow as demonstrated in Fig. 3.22 (a) and (b).
The log ratio function shows the translation and magnification change
needed to align the radiographs between energy measurements with differ-
ent spectra. This is used to physically move the sample on the air-bearing
stage and goniometer head (see section 1.2.5.4). The translation misalign-
ment are aligned by moving parallel to the detector and the magnification
misalignment are aligned by moving perpendicular to the detector. This is
often an iterative process, generally two iterations are needed to achieve a
sub-pixel accuracy.
This alignment by hardware opens up the possibility of doing physical
alignments during experiments, to solve the problems such as drifts and mis-
alignments during the data acquisition (see section 1.9). Currently the physi-
cal alignment process is performed by software post data acquisition.
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For high cone-angle X-ray CT, dual energy alignment is easier than dual
distance alignment, since the misalignment is at the same magnification as are
the ray paths through the sample for each radiograph. Dual distance align-
ment requires the alignment of different resolution radiographs. Note that,
the dual energy misalignment problem disappears when energy-sensitive X-
ray detector panels become more commonly used. Some current energy
sensitive X-ray detectors include Medipix3 [136], PILATUS [137], and others
[138; 139].
In conclusion, I have used the log ratio function and the sub-micron preci-
sion air-bearing stage with the goniometer head to achieve sub-micron align-
ment of the normalised projections taken with different X-ray incident energy
spectra. This misalignment problem should disappear when using an energy-
sensitive X-ray detector.
3.7.5 Real Experimental Data Results
This subsection uses the projections in Fig. 3.20, and presents the results
comparing no phase retrieval, the single material, and the LIPR methods. It
will be divided into 4 sub-subsections: results on the Compton signal ∝
∫
ρdz,
results on the photoelectric signal ∝
∫
ρZ3dz, results on the effective atomic
number
( ∫
ρZ3dz∫
ρdz
)1/3
, and discussion.
The LIPR method should correctly retrieve the Compton and the pho-
toelectric signals for all edges, as no single material assumption is taken
to model the phase contrast, while the single material method should only
correctly retrieve the Compton and the photoelectric signals for some edges
because the single material assumption. The LIPR method should correctly
retrieve the reverse phase contrast edge between diamond and magnesium
alloy, while the single material method should incorrectly retrieve the reverse
phase contrast edge in the opposite (and wrong) direction.
3.7.5.1 Compton Signal
Here, I present the retrieval of the Compton signal in Fig. 3.23 and 3.24, this
is proportional to
∫
ρdz through the object.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.23: Compton signal (∝
∫
ρdz, threshold to between 0.0 (black) and 6.0
(white) mg/mm2) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a) no phase
retrieval, (b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods. The blue box shows the
zoomed in area for the next figure.
In Fig. 3.23, both the single material and the LIPR method seems to re-
duced the phase contrast artefacts, especially around the edge of the dia-
mond. This is seen as the disappearance of phase artefact edges in the crack
of the diamond (see Fig. 3.24 and 3.25). Also both the single material and
LIPR method reduce the noise in the output of the Compton signal. Also
the LIPR method seems to eliminated more phase contrast artefacts in com-
parison to the single material method and no retrieval (Fig. 3.25). As we do
not know the exact structure of the object, we can not be sure the reduction
in contrast is retrieving the phase contrast artefacts, however it is consistent
with the simulation results (see section 3.6) and there is unlikely to have ma-
terials forms a layer on the crack of a diamond with a density higher than
diamond. However, this improvement by the LIPR method is not consistent.
The LIPR method can only eliminate phase contrast artefacts when using the
correct input parameters in comparison to input parameters slightly deviated
from the correct input. It suggests my proposed LIPR method is sensitive
to inaccurate estimation of the input parameters such as the incident energy
spectrum, or effective propagation distance. Also my proposed LIPR method
is more sensitive to potential misalignment, as the LIPR took longer to con-
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.24: Zoomed in (top left blue square of Fig. 3.23 (a), threshold to between
3.0 (black) and 5.5 (white) mg/mm2 for clear visualisation), Compton signal
(∝
∫
ρdz) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a) no phase retrieval,
(b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods. A horizontal line profile is drawn
through the crack of the diamond.
verge for the real data work compared to simulated data, this could be caused
by using misaligned projections (as 16 iterations at the full scale are used for
real data, while only 4 iterations at the full scale are used for the simulated
work).
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Fig. 3.25: Line profile (Over 50 pixels, 1.3 microns per demagnified pixel)
through crack in the diamond phase edge to compare: no phase retrieval,
single material, and LI-PR method. To show the Compton signal in the no
retrieval, single material and LI-PR retrieved the Compton information. Hor-
izontal axis is pixels.
3.7.5.2 Photoelectric Signal
Here, I present the retrieval of the photoelectric signal in Fig. 3.26 and 3.27,
this is proportional to
∫
ρZ3dz through the object.
For the photoelectric signal, the single material method over blurred some
of the edges compared to the LIPR method (see Fig. 3.26-3.27). In compar-
ison with the results in the simulation work (see section 3.6), these results
suggest LIPR method is sensitive to the incorrect input parameters and mis-
alignments.
The LIPR method kept the contrast for the reverse phase contrast edge
between the diamond and the magnesium alloy when compared to no re-
trieval, while the single material method performed worse than no retrieval
on this reverse phase contrast edge (see the boundary between the grey (dia-
mond) and white triangle (magnesium) in Fig. 3.27 and 3.28). This shows the
LIPR method have the potential to identify and retrieve reverse phase contrast
edges. The real data results for reverse phase contrast is consistent with the
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simulated results in section 3.6. This results is expected, as no reverse phase
contrast can occur under the single material assumption, whereas the LIPR
models the phase contrast without the single material assumption.
However, the LIPR method is noisier than the single material method (see
Fig. 3.27). This is also consistent with the simulation results, where the
single material method over retrieves (over-blurs) the photoelectric signal,
and resulting in less noise.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.26: Photoelectric signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz, thresholded between 0 (black) and
3000 (white) Z3mg/mm2) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a)
no phase retrieval, (b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods. The blue box
shows the zoomed in area for the next figure.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.27: Zoomed in (top left blue square of Fig. 3.26 (a), thresholded between
0 (black) and 1500 (white) Z3mg/mm2 for clear visualisation), photoelectric
signal (∝
∫
ρZ3dz) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a) no phase
retrieval, (b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods.
Fig. 3.28: Line profile (Over 50 pixels, 1.3 microns per demagnified pixel)
through the diamond/Magnesium reverse phase contrast edge to compare:
no phase retrieval, single material, and LI-PR method. To show the pho-
toelectric signal in the no retrieval, single material and LI-PR retrieved the
photoelectric information. Horizontal axis is pixels.
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3.7.5.3 Average Effective Atomic Number
I present the density weighted average effective atomic number in Fig. 3.29
and 3.30, this corresponds to
( ∫
ρZ3dz∫
ρdz
)1/3
through the object. Effective atomic
number for the area outside the sample is not meaningful (often in black or
white).
To check for the accuracy of the phase retrieval outputs, I calculated the av-
erage effective atomic number for: an area that just passes mostly through the
glass (in bottom half of Fig. 3.29), and an area that just passes through the di-
amond (grey area in in Fig. 3.30), and an area that passes mostly through the
magnesium alloy (white triangle area in Fig. 3.30). I obtained Zeffective = 10.2
for glass, Zeffective = 5.9 for diamond, and Zeffective = 11.2 for magnesium al-
loy on diamond (through the area on the top, so there are the least amount of
diamond through the projection path). Despite the presence of diamond in all
ray paths, we are getting effective atomic number close to 12 for Magnesium
and diamond due to the cubic averaging weighted by density.
In comparison with the glass post used in this experiment, it mostly con-
sisted of silicon oxide plus a few percent of other compositions, it has a
Zeffective 11 ([140]). Diamond is made of carbon, and has a Zeffective of 6.0.
Magnesium has a Zeffective of 12.0. Comparing with the effective atomic num-
ber obtained from our algorithms, suggests my algorithms are consistently
calculating the atomic number to be slightly lower than the actual composi-
tion. This might be caused by attributing more of the overall signal to Comp-
ton scattering than what is warranted, by small deviation of the modelled
spectra with the actual spectra (with the modelled spectra to be higher in
energy than the actual spectra). As other source of error could be from in-
correct modelling of the attenuation parameters in the Alvarez model, this is
unlikely, as the attenuation parameters are calculated using NIST data (online
at www.nist.gov).
For the diamond and magnesium boundary, between grey (diamond) and
white (magnesium) in Fig. 3.30 and in lineprofile in Fig. 3.31), the single ma-
terial phase retrieval blurred boundary, while the LIPR method maintained
sharpness of the edge between the magnesium and diamond (a reverse phase
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contrast edge) when compared to no retrieval. However, the LIPR method is
noisier than the single material method.
There is a black edge on the top right of Fig. 3.29 (b), this indicates a
negative effective atomic number is calculated by the single material method
around that edge. Since the atomic number to the power of n (Zn, with n ≈ 3)
is calculated as a ratio between the photoelectric and Compton signal, sug-
gesting the single material method either obtained an incorrect phase retrieval
and/or there is misalignment issues (also seen in Fig. 3.29 and 3.30).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.29: Effective atomic number (Z, thresholded to between 0 (black) and
12 (white) Z) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a) no phase
retrieval, (b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods. The blue box shows the
zoomed in area for the next figure.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.30: Zoomed in (top left blue square of Fig. 3.29 (a), thresholded to
between 4 (black) and 10 (white) Z for clear visualisation), effective atomic
number (Z) of the diamond and magnesium on glass post: (a) no phase re-
trieval, (b) single material, and (c) LIPR methods.
Fig. 3.31: Line profile (Over 50 pixels, 1.3 microns per demagnified pixel)
through crack in the diamond phase edge to compare: no phase retrieval,
single material, and LI-PR method. To show the calculated effective atomic in
the no retrieval, single material and LI-PR retrieved the Compton information.
Horizontal axis is pixels.
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3.7.5.4 Discussion
This subsection has presented the results of the Compton signal, the photo-
electric signal and the average effective atomic number output by using no
phase retrieval, the single material, and the LIPR methods.
Every method worked well in areas far from phase edges as expected
due to the correct assumptions regarding the attenuation model, and consis-
tently obtained the low frequency information for the Compton signal, the
photoelectric signal and the effective atomic number. This shows that the at-
tenuation model used is consistent, in terms of using effective atomic number
and density to model for the X-ray attenuation and the projected radiographs.
However, due to consistently lower effective atomic number being calculated
compared to the actual sample, suggests the need to improve the modelling
the incident X-ray beam spectra.
Overall, both the LIPR and the single material methods generated better
results than no phase retrieval for both the Compton signal and the photo-
electric signal around standard phase edges. However, only no retrieval and
LIPR method correctly obtained the effective atomic number around the re-
verse phase edges, but being overall noisier than the single material method.
I have demonstrated the LIPR method’s potential improvement on the sin-
gle material method, for retrieving the reverse phase contrast edges between
the diamond and the magnesium boundary, however the LIPR method is sen-
sitive to potential incorrect input parameters (such as propagation distance
and incident energy spectrum) and misalignments (see section 1.7.4).
This sensitivity of incorrect phase retrieval to potentially incorrect input
demonstrated by the LIPR method could be used to produce an auto-focus
approach in determining the correct input parameters for phase retrieval (by
correlating and/or computing the log ratio of the LIPR photoelectric signal
with the LIPR Compton signal), and also fine tune the sub-pixel alignment
algorithm. This could be part of the future work.
Due to potential misalignment of the projection data, more investigation
are needed to provide more evidence to extend the preliminary results shown
in this experimental section.
Due to the non-uniform phase shift (see section 3.7.2), this causes the non-
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uniform phase contrast. Therefore we can’t know the expect phase contrast
through the object. Coupled with the fact that we do not know the exact ma-
terial composition and structure of the sample, this makes the interpretation
of the results difficult to obtain.
Also the energy spectrum could be non-uniform as a function of cone
angle, the spectrum can be expected to get harder as the angle gets wider due
to increased path lengths through the filter, this could further complicate the
phase retrieval process (as noted by the reviewer).
3.7.6 Conclusion
This section on phase retrieval using real experimental projection presented:
the sample being imaged, the CT setup using the ANU2 system, the nor-
malised radiograph projections, how to achieve sub-pixel alignment, and the
material property estimation results using different phase retrieval methods.
I have demonstrated in section 3.7.1-3.7.3 that propagation based phase
contrast is present, and provide extra contrast for imaging low atomic num-
bered samples using the ANU2 CT system.
Then I presented methods of obtaining physical alignment of the pro-
jections in section 3.7.4, this required to do dual (and multi) energy phase
retrieval in the projection space.
Finally, the results of each method are presented in section 3.7.5. I have
demonstrated the potential of using the LIPR method to improve the quality
of the phase retrieved signal, in comparison to both the single material and no
phase retrieval, for both standard and reverse phase contrast edges. However,
the accuracy of the LIPR method is sensitive to incorrect input parameters or
sub-pixel misalignments, suggesting future works are needed.
3.8 Summary and Future Work
This chapter looked into phase contrast imaging and phase retrieval algo-
rithms suitable for lab based X-ray micro and sub-micro-CT systems.
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I presented an introduction in section 3.1, and went over the background
and forward problem in section 3.2.
I then formulated two new methods of phase retrieval. The first method is
for monochromatic incident linearly absorbing cases (section 3.3), to demon-
strate the complexity and stability of solving this problem. Then I formulated
the LIPR method for polychromatic incident case (section 3.4), this is solved
in a multi-grid iterative scheme, with cone-beam geometrical considerations.
This was followed by a comparison between different phase retrieval meth-
ods in section 3.5.
In section 3.6, I simulated the monochromatic incident case at two different
energy, and demonstrated the advantage of using the LIPR method over both
the DCM and the single material methods. The LIPR method could correctly
retrieve the reverse phase contrast edges while the other methods could not.
In section 3.7, we performed phase retrieval on real experimental data col-
lected at the ANU CTLab with the sample involving diamond, magnesium
alloy, epoxy and glass post. I have reduced the effects of misalignment by
using a physical alignment to a sub-pixel accuracy. This real data work have
demonstrated the advantages and current disadvantages of using the LIPR
method over the single material method and no phase retrieval. The results
confirmed some of the findings from the simulated results. However future
works are needed to overcome the LIPR method’s sensitivity to incorrect in-
put parameters or sub-pixel misalignment.
Phase contrast is typically a sharpening operator, and source blurring (see
chapter 2) is always a blurring operator. Therefore source blurring could
cancel out the phase contrast to the first order (this theory have been done by
Olivo [141]). As both of the non-uniform source blurring and phase contrast
scales proportional to each other in the object volume, this suggests there
could be future work in combining both phase retrieval and source deblurring
into a unified algorithm, and/or use phase contrast to reduce the effect of
source blurring.
4Cylindrical Space Filling (SF)
Multi-grid Reconstruction (MGR)
Here I present an innovative scanning trajectory for high cone-angle CT imag-
ing, suitable for ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5). Conventional source trajec-
tories follow a curve, for example: a circular, or helical trajectory (see sec-
tion 1.8), and are approximated by continuous sampling along the curve.
However, for conventional source trajectories such as helical trajectory, the
projections are not obtained from all possible scanning angles. This causes
non-uniform sampling of the object for a high cone angle CT system [106].
This problem of non-uniform sampling can be reduced by taking a double
helix, but it still exists.
Consider an alternative discrete space filling (SF) X-ray source trajectory
designed to improve the quality and data utilisation for cone-beam CT. It can
provide a more uniform sampling when considered from each voxel inside
the object while obtaining projection angles contain as much mutually inde-
pendent information as possible. These last two properties are used to obtain
a fast iterative reconstruction algorithm for large dataset (in the billions of
voxels) using a filtered multi-grid reconstruction method described in this
chapter, implemented on graphical processing units (GPUs).
This chapter presents the invention of the multi-grid SF trajectory recon-
struction, where I contributed a minor part of the overall work.
Multi-grid reconstruction on the SF trajectory is applicable to our micro-
CT machines at the ANU CTLab (section 1.2.5). We compare our space filling
reconstruction with the Katsevich’s reconstruction by using the double heli-
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cal trajectory. The original work are by Andrew Kingston, Heyang Li (my-
self), Shane Latham, Adrian Sheppard, Glenn Myers, Benoit Recur and Trond
Varslot. Andrew Kingston is the first author for this work and patent. Also,
there are three papers, that I am a co-author, currently in preparation with
the first author being Andrew Kingston, Glenn Myers, and Adrian Sheppard.
This patented work has been done in collaboration with FEI Company.
There are 5 sections in this chapter: properties of SF trajectory which high-
lights my contribution (section 4.1), the multi-grid reconstruction algorithm
(section 4.2), our experimental set up (section 4.3), reconstruction by using
our multi-grid algorithm (section 4.4), and a summary with a description of
potential future work (section 4.5).
4.1 Space Filling (SF) Trajectory in High Cone-angle
Beam CT
This section presents the background of 3-D trajectories (section 4.1.1), prop-
erties of a space filling (SF) trajectory (section 4.1.2), my discovery of the
windowing operation (section 4.1.3), my improvement of the filtration kernel
(section 4.1.4), and conclusion (section 4.1.5).
4.1.1 Background
High cone-angle tomography maximises the X-ray flux transmitting through
the imaged object. However, methods based on the circular trajectory such
as Feldkamp filtered back projection (FFBP) method [117] are only suitable
for low cone-angle or parallel beam tomography, as data collected with a
circular trajectory is insufficient for reconstructing the whole object volume
in the high cone-angle regime. This insufficiency in data is demonstrated by
the null space in any off-centre horizontal plane [23].
For high cone-angle CT, sufficiency of data requires a scanning geometry
with at least one source position intersects every 1 voxel thick plane through
the object [23]. Otherwise, there is a null space in the reconstructed volume,
by taking the parallel plane that is not intersected by the source point.
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This sufficiency of data ensures sufficient sampling in Radon space. This
sufficient data are needed for a unique reconstruction [95]. The helical tra-
jectory overcomes this insufficient data problem by acquiring projection data
with source at different height relative to the object.
A helical trajectory is obtained by rotating the sample by a constant angle
(∆θ) and by moving it vertically by a constant pitch (∆z) for the next projection
angle. Sufficiency of data is obtained by the helical trajectory projection, and
the Tam-Danielson (T-D) window removes the redundant data [142; 143]. T-D
windowed helical trajectory projection ensures every voxel is scanned by a
trajectory path of exactly 180 degrees.
Data sufficiency is demonstrated by the theoretical exact reconstruction al-
gorithm invented by Katsevich [104]. The Katsevich’s reconstruction is based
on the fact that each voxel in the object is scanned by a source trajectory
arc that spans at least 180 degrees from the point of view of each pixel, also
known as the pi-line [104]. The Tam-Danielson (T-D) window [142; 143] is
used on the projection, where the windowing ensures that each voxel gets
projected by a trajectory arc that spans at least 180 degrees. In this chapter, I
shall refer to Katsevich’s reconstruction as Katsevich’s filtered back projection
(KFBP).
Geometrically, we find that there are similarity between reconstructions
from the T-D windowed helical trajectory, and the circular trajectory for the
object in the circular plane, since both them are using a trajectory arc that
spans exactly 180 degrees.
By using the T-D windowing (Fig. 4.2), excessive over-scan is required
by the KFBP algorithm [144]. KFBP produces non-uniform resolution in the
reconstructed volume (for high cone-angle CT system) [106]. Therefore, this
helical trajectory with KFBP reconstruction can not fully meet requirement of
the ANU CTLab (see section 1.2.5).
Here, I present a novel SF trajectory and compare it with the helical tra-
jectory. An illustration of the different trajectory in the cylindrical source
position space is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Plot of space filling (based on Eqn. 4.1), single helical and double
helical trajectories. L = W = 256 voxels, and V = R = 128 voxels (as
discussed in section 4.1).
4.1.2 Space Filling (SF) Trajectory
For the SF trajectory, the scanning path is not continuous, rather it can be
considered as a set of points parameterised by (θ, z) on the cylindrical space
or [r · cos(θ), r · sin(θ), z] in 3-D Cartesian space, where r is the radius of the
cylindrical sampling trajectory, and r is also the distance between the source
and the centre of the object. In practise, the SF trajectory obtains each succes-
sive projection angle by moving the object by an increment of −∆θ in rotation
around vertical axis and −∆z in the vertical direction.
In contrast with a helical trajectory, the SF trajectory is obtained with the
same vertical pitch (∆z stays the same, as calculated in Eqn. 4.1), but with a
larger increment in angle (∆θ is larger). By design, no projection gaps are left
on the cylinder, and this trajectory satisfies the sufficient sampling criterion.
Also by applying the constant vertical angle window (see section 4.1.3), every
voxel in the object would be sampled by the same vertical pitch.
We tested various sampling trajectory parameters of the SF for a constant
height increment (so constant number of projections), to find the optimal SF
sampling. Dr. Andrew Kingston found out a Hexagonal tiling of the source
trajectory in the cylindrical space to be optimal (plotted in Fig. 4.1), with the
equation to achieve this Hexagonal tiling described in Eqn. 4.1:
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∆z =
2
pi
voxels,
R · ∆θ = 4pi
QV
MOD(2piR), (4.1)
where R (= 128 for Fig. 4.1) is the radius of the sampling cylinder in voxels,
and V (= 128 for Fig. 4.1) is the half vertical detector height in pixels, also
known as half detector height. MOD is the modulo operator in mathematics,
it is used due to the cylinder wraps itself around after 2piR in circumference.
For a square detector, we have R ≈ V. Also:
Q =
√√
3pi2 ·V + φ, (4.2)
with φ =
(√
5− 1
)
/2 ≈ 0.618034 being the golden ratio,it is an irrational
number close to 1/2. An irrational number is used to ensure no projection
with the same θ (horizontal angle) are taken, close to 1/2 means there is a
significant offset in θ between adjecent revolutions.
One advantage of the SF trajectory is to get scanning angles as far away
from nearest neighbour as possible, without large areas of source space un-
populated by a source space, this ensures more independent information is
acquired. With this more independent and isotropic sampling in comparison
to the helical trajectory, we expect to have a higher signal to noise ratio and
less artefacts for a given imaging time length.
An isotropic sampling about each voxel means that a back projection of the
radiographs can be approximated by an uniform convolution of the original
object by a kernel. This uniform convolution property is used in the filtration
step of the reconstruction. The convolution kernel is used to find the filtration
kernel. This convolution kernel is uniform and correct in the local region with
radius 30 for a 2k × 2k × nk volume.
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4.1.3 Windowing
I discovered that the isotropic property can be considered as a constant ver-
tical angle sampling, provided the correct windowing is applied to the pro-
jection dataset. Therefore I derived the constant vertical angle windowing
function (for a centred detector) as described by Eqn. 4.3.
In theory, a centred detector is defined by drawing a perpendicular line
from the source to detector, and this perpendicular line meets the detector
plane at the centre of the detector.
The vertical height of the windowing (for a centred detector) is:
zSFw(w) = ±V
√
w2 + L2
L2 +W2/4
, (4.3)
where V is the half height of the detector, W is the overall width of the detec-
tor, L is the camera length between the source and the centre of the detector,
zSFw is the height of the windowing above and below the centred horizontal
line on the detector, and w is the horizontal distance between the centre of
the detector and the pixel.
From Eqn. 4.3, I calculate the vertical acceptance angle:
θv = ±arctan
(
V ·
√
L2 +W2/4
)
. (4.4)
The constant vertical angle (θv) function in Eqn. 4.4 can be used to show
that Eqn. 4.3 does windowing of a constant vertical angle.
Applying this constant vertical angle windowing keeps the majority of the
data when compared with the Tam-Danielson (T-D) windowing [142; 143].
For a comparison see Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2: Compare the windowing between our SF multi-grid reconstruction
with the helical Katsevich’s FBP using Tam-Danielson windowing.
Comparing the SF constant vertical angle windowing with the helical T-D
windowing for a typical high cone-angle geometry used at ANU CTLab, my
SF windowing uses 91.0% of the projection data, while the Katsevich’s filtered
back projection would only uses 60.6% of the data (see Fig. 4.2).
As a side note, I blurred the edge of the constant vertical angle windowing
(Eqn. 4.3) by a normal distribution with standard deviation of 3 pixels, to
account for the discrete nature of the sampling.
4.1.4 Filter Kernel
The deconvolution of this blurred reconstruction is approximated by kernel
convolution, this is defined as the deconvolution kernel. The Colsher kernel
is only correct for a scanning geometry from all angles from a 3-D sphere,
or from an acceptance angle about the z-axis [145]. Since SF trajectory does
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not scan from vertically above or below the object, the Colsher kernel is not
suitable for our imaging trajectory. It is also topologically different, the SF
trajectory is sampling from a ring, and Colsher assumes the sampling from
two disc opposite of each other.
I investigated the deconvolution kernel, and made improvements from the
3-axis symmetrical Colsher kernel [145], to a 2-axis symmetrical kernel. This
kernel is obtained by projecting a single voxel of 1 inside an object of 0s, and
then back project that set of projections into a volume. This computes the
convolution kernel, and the deconvolution kernel could be approximated by
changing the value other than centre pixel into negative, and then normalise
in the L2 norm to 1.
The kernel obtained is as follows:
Ktop =

−1/64 −1/64 −1/64
−1/64 0 −1/64
−1/64 −1/64 −1/64

Kcentre =

−1/16 −1/8 −1/16
−1/8 1 −1/8
−1/16 −1/8 −1/16

Kbottom =

−1/64 −1/64 −1/64
−1/64 0 −1/64
−1/64 −1/64 −1/64

K ← K
1.375
. (4.5)
We discovered that one drawback of using the kernel approach is the slow
convergence rate of the low frequency information in the volume. However,
the high frequency information converges quickly when using this deconvo-
lution kernel.
Since low frequency information of the object can be quickly and eas-
ily reconstructed using SIRT, we use a multi-grid reconstruction (MGR) to
overcome the slow convergence of the low frequency information in the re-
construction volume (see section 1.3.6).
MGR can incorporate iterative corrections for: misalignment of the sam-
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ple, beam hardening, penumbral source blurring, and phase retrieval. How-
ever, further discussion about incorporating iterative correction is beyond the
scope of this thesis. This will expand by Dr. Kingston and other co-authors
in their papers [in preparation], and as a future work direction.
4.1.5 Conclusion
This section has covered the background (section 4.1.1) of the helical trajectory
and introduced the space filling (SF) trajectory in the context of high cone-
angle CT. I then presented the definition and properties of the SF trajectory
(section 4.1.2). Lastly I presented my contribution to this patented work in
finding the constant vertical windowing (section 4.1.3) and improving the
deconvolution kernel (section 4.1.4).
4.2 The Space Filling (SF) Multi-grid Reconstruc-
tion (MGR) Algorithm
The last section discussed the SF trajectory, and compared it to helical trajec-
tory. This section will describe SF MGR.
This will be described in two subsections: we outline one iteration of the
basic back projection filtration in section 4.2.1, and outline the overall multi-
grid iterative reconstruction scheme in section 4.2.2. For more details of the
multi-grid SF reconstruction method, there is currently a paper in preparation
by Glenn Myers (where I am a co-author).
4.2.1 Back Projection Filtration (BPF) Iteration
The basic back projection filtration (BPF) iteration has four steps:
• Step 1: Projection of the current volume.
• Step 2: Calculate the current error in the projection space, and apply the
windowing derived in Eqn. 4.3.
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• Step 3: Back project the current error into the volume space, and apply
the convolution filter derived in Eqn. 4.5 to find the volume update step.
• Step 4: Add the volume update step to the current volume.
4.2.2 Overall Multi-grid Iterative Scheme
To reconstruct the low frequency information efficiently, we use a multi-grid
approach. An iteration of the multi-grid scheme (for background details, see
section 1.3.6 and published literature [43; 44; 45]) consists of:
• Item 1: Many iterations of Landweber correction (also known as SIRT as
introduced in section 1.8.3) [99; 100] is used to reconstruct the volume at
a reduced resolution of 1/2m on a coarse-grid (this is computationally
cheap).
• Item 2: The volume is up-sampled by a factor of two using the coarse-
grid estimation to correct the fine-grid (this is computationally cheap).
• Item 3: An iteration of the BPF (as discussed in section 4.2.1) is imple-
mented (this is computationally cheap).
• Item 4: Repeat the item 2 and 3 until the volume is at the full resolution
(this is computationally cheap), followed by one iteration of BPF (this is
computationally expensive).
• Item 5: Start from item 1, to do the next iteration of the overall multi-
grid scheme.
Two iterations of our multi-grid scheme are used in this chapter. Only
two iterations would produce a reconstruction volume comparable to double
helix (BH) reconstructed using KFBP. We shall demonstrate this in section 4.3
and 4.4.1.
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4.3 Collecting Real Data in SF and Helical Trajec-
tory
We scanned a 5 mm diameter sandstone and limestone sample, using the
FEI4 micro-CT system (see section 1.2.5). Two sets of data are taken with the
following scanning trajectories: double helix and space filling. For both data
sets: it takes about 5 hours to acquire the data. M-focusing mode is used for
X-ray source, with a target electron energy of 100keV, 65 µAmps current, and
a 3mm aluminium filter.
For the imaging geometry, a sample distance of 5.5 mm is used, with a
camera length of 336mm, and a voxel size of approximately 4.6 microns (due
to the binning by a factor of 2 at the detector). The volume of interest has a
dimension of 1280 × 1280 × 3654 pixels (6 Giga-voxels).
Auto-focusing alignment [25] and detector shift ring removal methods
(with a camera shift columns of 9) are used for both datasets.
For a double helix (DH) data set, 10268 projection angles are taken, with
4 accumulations per projection angle, and 0.35 seconds per accumulation.
For the space filling (SF) data set, 3380 projection angles are taken, with
13 accumulations per projection angle, and 0.35 seconds per accumulation.
Since less projection angles are taken by the SF data set compared to the
double helix data set, there less storage is required.
The SF multi-grid reconstruction (MGR) needs two overall iterations, there-
fore the SF reconstruction takes two full resolution back projections, and two
full resolution forward projections. Since the SF data set only have one third
the projection angles ensures the computational complexity between SF MGR
and DH KFBP is comparable.
The reconstructions use the GPU code written by Andrew Kingston, Glenn
Myers, and Shane Latham. The experimental radiographs are taken by Michael
Turner.
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4.4 Reconstruction Results
This section presents the SF MGR results, including the effect of using the
constant vertical angle windowing (section 4.1.3) and the proposed filter (sec-
tion 4.1.4), to demonstrate the improvement of the algorithm due to my con-
tribution. I present the results in four subsections: Section 4.4.1 shows the
reconstruction at different resolution during a multi-grid scheme. Section
4.4.2 presents the importance of using constant vertical angle windowing and
correct filtration, in comparison with the DH KFBP reconstruction. Section
4.4.3 concludes this section.
4.4.1 Resolution at Each Multi-grid Scale
Here we demonstrate the improvement made from low resolution to full res-
olution correction in the SF MGR algorithm. In this subsection, always use
the constant vertical angle windowing and filtering kernel as outlined in Eqn.
4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
Fig. 4.3 - 4.5 show when a higher resolution correction is performed, the
more high frequency information is present in reconstruction volume.
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Fig. 4.3: SF MGR of limestone (horizontal slice) at 1/4 scale
Fig. 4.4: SF MGR of limestone (horizontal slice) at 1/2 scale.
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Fig. 4.5: SF MGR of limestone (horizontal slice) at full scale.
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4.4.2 Using the Constant Vertical Angle Windowing and the
Proposed Filtering Kernel
Here I demonstrate the improvements makes to the reconstruction volume by
using the constant vertical angle windowing (discussed in section 4.1.3), and
the proposed filtering kernel (discussed in section 4.1.4).
Volume reconstructed without applying the constant vertical angle win-
dowing, and using symmetric Colsher’s Laplace filter would create patterned
artefacts in the reconstructed volume (see Fig. 4.6). Such artefacts are not
present in the volume reconstructed applying the proposed windowing and
using the correct filter of the multi-grid BPF reconstruction, nor using the
KFBP reconstruction (see Fig. 4.7).
Here DH KFBP is used as a standard for comparison. Further compari-
son of reconstruction quality and noise analysis is beyond the scope of this
chapter.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.6: SF MGR of sandstone and limestone (part of vertical slice): (a) With-
out using windowing, and (b) Using the Colsher’s Laplace filter rather than
using the correct filter as outlined in Eqn. 4.5.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.7: Sandstone and limestone (part of vertical slice): (a) SF MGR apply-
ing the constant vertical angle windowing and the correct filtering kernel as
outlined in Eqn. 4.4 and 4.5. (b) DH KFBP reconstruction.
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We also present a zoomed in section of Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 at the boundary
of the sandstone and limestone in the reconstructed volume as shown in Fig.
4.8 and 4.9. Without windowing, or using incorrect kernel resulted in high
frequency artefacts in the reconstruction (see Fig. 4.6 and 4.8). Such artefacts
are not present when windowing, and the correct filtering kernel is used (see
Fig. 4.7 and 4.9).
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.8: Zoomed in region of SF MGR of sandstone and limestone (part of
vertical slice): (a) Without using windowing, and (b) Using the Colsher’s
Laplace filter rather than using the correct filter as outlined in Eqn. 4.5.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.9: (a) Zoomed in region of the SF MGR (vertical slice): using windowing
and correct filter as outlined in Eqn. 4.4 and 4.5. (b) Zoomed in region of the
DH KFBP reconstruction.
In Fig. 4.9, we can see different features reconstructed by the SF MGR
compared to the DH KFBP. This indicates a slightly different slice of the vol-
ume is presented in each case due to misalignment between the data acquired
by SF and DH trajectories. From visual inspection SF MGR seems to have a
slightly higher information content than DH KFBP.
4.4.3 Conclusion
In this section, we demonstrated the results of the MGR using SF data. I
showed the reconstruction process at different resolution in section 4.4.1.
I then presented the improvement in the reconstruction due to my con-
tribution to this patented work by using the windowing and correct filtering
kernel, and how our SF MGR compares the standard DH KFBP method in
section 4.4.2.
Overall, our SF MGR is comparable to DH KFBP reconstruction. However,
detailed signal and noise analysis, and further comparisons are beyond the
scope of this chapter.
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4.5 Summary and Potential Future Work
In this chapter, we presented the space filling (SF) trajectory in section 4.1,
the novel SF multi-grid reconstruction (MGR) in section 4.2, the real data
collection and processing in section 4.3, and reconstruction results in section
4.4.
The SF trajectory takes a more discrete and isotropically distributed sam-
pling trajectory compared to the helical trajectory, with more independent
data collected. This approach has overcome disadvantages of the helical KFBP
reconstruction method by: reducing over-scan, taking a more uniform scan-
ning trajectory, and using more data collected at the detector.
With SF MGR, we can incorporate many corrections such as source de-
blurring, phase retrieval, beam hardening, and misalignment correction in
the iterations.
A direction of future work could be trying different kernels, and different
shaped and smoothing of windowing, to further reduce the noise of our SF
MGR (section 4.4.2).
Another future work is to use a multi-level domain decomposition method
for fast projection and back projection, by downscale and subset to an image
of size
√
N (in the x and y direction rounded down to the nearest power of
two), and then downscale by a factor of 2 until each divided volume only
have one voxel left in each horizontal plane. For each downscale, it is di-
viding the volume into subsets, and each of such subset would only requires
1/4 the number of projection angles to have sufficient sampling, therefore we
could merge projection angles by a factor of 4 for each subset volume. This
downscale subset continues until there is only one voxel in each subset vol-
ume in each horizontal plane, then we could just trivially back project into
the volume. This approach have a computation complexity of O(N3.5) in-
stead of the current ray tracing approach taking O(N4), for a volume size of
N3. This method is based on similar idea as the work done by Boag, Bresler
and Michielssen [146], currently under the company InstaRecon, with the first
patent filed in 1999 (granted in 2001) [147].
5Conclusion
The research improves our understanding of the partially coherent lab based
X-ray micro-CT, and thereby improves the reconstruction of the objects scanned
at the ANU CTLab. This thesis is divided into four main chapters: intro-
duction and background (chapter 1), source deblurring (chapter 2), phase
retrieval (chapter 3), and space filling multi-grid reconstruction (chapter 4).
The conclusion chapter is divided into 3 sections: summarise the thesis
(section 5.1), future work (section 5.2), and lessons learnt through my PhD
(section 5.3).
5.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis started by introducing the background knowledge (chapter 1)
needed to understand the set up of a lab based X-ray micro-CT, especially
the systems developed and in use at the ANU CTLab (section 1.2.5). This is
followed up with the statistical and physical modelling of the X-ray propaga-
tion, and detection. With this sort of modelling, we looked into phase retrieval
and CT reconstruction algorithms, followed by a discussion of assumptions
commonly made during CT reconstruction.
Chapter 2 presented my work on modelling and correcting for the non-
point source penumbral blurring in a lab based X-ray micro-CT. I presented
the Richardson-Lucy (RL), conjugate gradient (CG), and my novel multi-slice
Richardson-Lucy (M-RL) methods. I discussed the effective blurring in the
object and compared each method. These comparisons were made in simu-
lation work with parallel, low and high cone-angle settings, and also in high
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cone-angle real data collected at the ANU CTLab. I found the RL method
is computationally efficient, however it can cause undesired artefacts in the
reconstruction volume in high cone-angles. The CG method reduced the
undesired artefacts seen in the RL method at high cone-angles. However
the CG method is very computationally expensive in comparison to the RL
method, and the CG method is slow to converge when implemented on real
data. Therefore I came up with the M-RL method that better models the
non-uniform effective source blurring for the high cone-angle geometry, thus
reduces the artefacts seen in the RL result, with the same computational com-
plex as the RL method.
In chapter 3 presented my dual energy phase contrast imaging and re-
trieval work, in the context of the cone-beam micro-CT system used in our
lab. I looked into the formulation of the forward phase contrast modelling,
and phase retrieval including the single material, DCM and LIPR method.
Both single material and DCM method can only correctly retrieve for normal
phase contrast, not the reverse phase contrast. This motivated me to come up
with my novel LIPR method, that can retrieve both the normal phase contrast
and the reverse phase contrast, as demonstrated with both simulated data
and real data. I demonstrated LIPR and other phase retrieval algorithms use
phase contrast to reduce the noise in the retrieved Compton signal, and this
has useful application for dual energy imaging and material discrimination.
Also in my phase retrieval work, I have demonstrated how to use hardware
alignment to achieve sub-pixel alignment between radiographs taken at dif-
ferent energy, this makes it possible to do dual energy phase retrieval for high
cone-angle X-ray micro-CT.
Chapter 4 presented the space filling (SF) multi-grid reconstruction (MGR)
method, where I contributed to the overall work. We discussed the SF trajec-
tory in a high cone-angle CT system, and the SF MGR algorithm. I used
real data work to demonstrate the improvements I made to the SF MGR algo-
rithm in finding the windowing function and a better filtering kernel. Also we
compared our SF MGR with the double helix (DH) Katsevich’s filtered back
projection (KFBP) reconstruction, under the same experimental and compu-
tational constraints, and found that our SF MGR method is comparable to
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the DH KFBP reconstruction method in image quality. Our SF MGR method
used only one third the total projection angles compared to the DH KFBP
reconstruction method, showing greater data independence between projec-
tion angles from the SF trajectory compared to the DH trajectory. Also our SF
MGR method utilised 91.0% (constant vertical angle windowing) of the total
data collected at the detector compared to 60.6% (T-D windowing) used by
DH KFBP method.
5.2 Future Work
There are many future research opened up as the results of my PhD research:
• Keep an updated document of the specification, capability and compo-
nents for each type of X-ray CT machine being built and used at the
ANU CTLab (section 1.2.5).
• Model and implement source deblurring for low magnification X-ray
imaging system, this can be used in the medical and security field.
• Combining source deblurring with phase retrieval, as source deblurring
is always a sharpening operator, and phase retrieval is generally a blur-
ring operator. It would be ideal to combine the two operators. This has
been achieved in hardware.
• Hardware alignment of projections to sub-micron precision has been
demonstrated in my phase retrieval work (section 3.7.4), we could obtain
real time alignment between the keyfield projections taken at the start of
the imaging experiment and the acquisition projections taken during the
imaging experiment, and also obtain alignment between radiographs
from different energies for dual energy imaging.
• Improve the filtering kernel and windowing in the SF MGR method,
this would be one of the low hanging fruit, as mentioned in section 4.5.
• Incorporate algorithmic corrections into the SF MGR, as mentioned in
section 4.5.
226 Conclusion
• Incorporate a multi-level domain decomposition method for projection
and re-projection of the multi-grid, to make the projection and back
projection have a computational complexity of O
(
n3.5
)
rather than cur-
rently at O
(
n4
)
, as mentioned in section 4.5.
5.3 Lessons Learnt
I learnt a great deal through my PhD, here are some lessons I would like to
remind my future self:
• Get an understanding of the complexity of the problem you are solving
such as the computational complexity, the hardware requirements, and
the amount of background understanding needed.
• Keep things simple, find the core of the problem, and make one change
to my approach at a time.
• Just do the best work I can, and present the results, rather than hunting
for the results I want to see.
• Ask for help, and talk to people around me for comments, suggestions
and recommendations in what I am doing or about to do.
• Work on the most important thing first, and take a multi-grid approach
to complete the work. This means work out the general directions, then
the steps, and lastly the finer details.
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